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PREFACE
As the title indicates, this dissertation is not a
comprehensive history of Euboea to 4 04 B.C.

Such a work

cannot yet be written owing to a general lack of investiga
tion into Euboean studies by archaeologists and historians.
Therefore, this project has been conceived with the follow
ing goals in mind: (1) to assemble from divergent sources a
coherent outline of Euboean affairs during the centuries
when the island's population enjoyed full autonomy and
freedom from outside intervention; (2) to emphasize thereby
the very significant contributions made by Euboeans to the
formative development of Ancient Greece, especially in the
fields of trade, colonization, and cultural transmission;
(3) to draw attention to the numerous archaeological
problems connected with interpreting Euboean history; and
(4) to stimulate further archaeological and historical
study of Ancient Euboea.
In my labors I have been greatly assisted by the
following individuals to whom I owe the deepest thanks:
Roger A. de Laix, The University of Arizona, my dissertation
director and mentor; Thomas W. Parker, The University of
Arizona, second reader; William G. Deever, The University of
Arizona, third reader; Sterling P. Vinson, The University of
Arizona; Thomas W. Jacobsen, Indiana University; M. R.
iv

Popham, British School of Archaeology at Athens; David
French, British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara; and a
special thanks to Susan Spaulding and Inga Ryersbach,
University of Arizona Library.

None of these kind people i

to be held responsible for any remaining factual errors.
Abbreviations herein are those followed by the
Archaeological Institute of America (1976), the Oxford
Classical Dictionary, 2nd ed., and the Liddell^Scott GreekEnglish Lexicon, except for personal abbreviations given on
pp. xi-xii.
All translations from the ancient Greek are my own.
The transliteration of Greek names into English is a
notorious problem; in this matter I have tried to be faith
ful to the original Greek spelling except for those names
that frequently appear in English, e.g., Euboea, Chalcis,
and Thucydides.

All dates are B.C. unless otherwise noted.

Illustration credits are as follows: Fig. 13 from
AntK, 17 (1974), 20; Fig. 14 from Lefkandi, Figs. 60, 62,
65, and 72; Fig. 20 from AntK, 15 (1972), 41; and Fig. 21
from AntK, 15 (1972), 44.
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ABSTRACT
Although one of the largest and wealthiest islands
in the Mediterranean, Euboea in the past has received little
scrutiny from archaeologists and historians.

For this

reason a comprehensive history of the island in antiquity
cannot yet be written.
following goals:

This dissertation therefore has the

(1) to assemble from divergent sources a

coherent outline of Euboean affairs during the centuries
when the island's population enjoyed full autonomy and free
dom from outside intervention;(2) to emphasize thereby the
very significant contributions made by Euboeans to the form
ative development of Ancient Greece, especially in the
fields of trade, colonization, and cultural transmission;
(3) to draw attention to the numerous archaeological prob
lems connected with interpreting Euboean history; and (4) to
stimulate further archaeological and historical study of
Ancient Euboea.
A description of the physical and natural resources
of the island begins Chapter I.

The historicity of the

traditional inhabitants of Euboea is evaluated.

A review of

the archaeological record for Neolithic, Helladic, and
Protogeometric Euboea focuses on the results of the Lefkandi
excavations.

The chapter closes with noting the marked
xiii

xiv

economic revival of Euboea in the last half of the tenth
century.
Chapter II deals primarily with Euboean overseas
involvement c. 900-700.

Discussion of the island's archaeo

logical record emphasizes the decline of Lefkandi, the
corresponding rise of neighboring Eretria, and the evolution
of the Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" skyphos,

Using dis

coveries of Euboean wares in the Mediterranean world and
the literary sources as a basis for investigation, a picture
is developed of Euboean trade and colonization during the
Geometric Period.

A discussion of the contributions made by

the Euboeans to the economic and cultural advancement of
Greece and Italy ends the chapter.
A careful analysis of the meagre evidence for the
Lelantine War appears in Chapter III.

Also treated are

Euboean colonization during the Archaic Period, early
Euboean political systems, Archaic Euboean coinage, Chalcidian participation in the events of 506, and the problem
of a Late Archaic Eretrian thalassocracy.
The struggles of the Euboeans against foreign inter
vention highlight the final chapter.

Eretrian involvement

in the Ionian Revolt is discussed, as well as the Persian
invasions of Euboea in 490 and 480/79.

After describing the

growth of Athenian influence over Euboean affairs, the un
successful Revolt of 446 is examined with special attention
given to the Chalcis Decree (IG, I 2 , 39).

Remarks on

Euboean life under the Athenian Empire lead to an account of
the successful Revolt of 411.

The chapter finishes with a

postscript outlining the fate of Euboea in the fourth
century and comparing the history of Euboea to 404 with
that of Ancient Greece.
Some important conclusions of this research project
are as follows.

Euboea in the Late Helladic Period served

as a refuge for Mycenaean Greeks fleeing the collapse of
their civilization on the mainland.

Subsequently, the

Euboeans were among the first European Greeks to resume
trade links with Cyprus, the Ancient Near East, Italy, and
Sicily, as well as to adopt the alphabet and coinage.
Euboean colonization activity during the Geometric Period
seems to have been motivated primarily by trade considera
tions,

The Lelantine War (c. 710-670) was a major cause of

the decline of Euboean economic power that took place in
Archaic times.

Finally, the city-states of Euboea lost

their full autonomy and independence in the course of the
fifth century and were never to regain the same degree of
liberty that they had enjoyed in the past.

CHAPTER I
ANCIENT EUBOEA TO c. 900 B.C.
To the north and east of modern Athens lies the
Greek island of Euboea.

It is the second largest island in

the Aegean Sea after Crete, being 144 km. long and from 6.5
km. to 48 km. wide.^

Separated only by the narrow Euboean

Channel, the island is a geological extension of the main
land, with Mount Dirphys (1,533 m.) the highest point of a
series of mountain ranges that cover 80% of the total land
area;

2

doubtless this rugged terrain helps to explain why

the island's inhabitants were never really able to unite in
ancient times.
Considered as a whole, Euboea may be divided into
three geographical regions (Fig. 1).

First there is

northern Euboea, extending from the fertile plain of
Hestiaia south to that of Psachna and including the ancient
cities of Hestiaia, Oreos, Dion, Aidepsos, Athenai Diades,
1. Cyprus has an area of 9,2 51 sq. km.; Crete 8,332
Euboea 3,908. Rhode Island by comparison has a surface area
of 3,144 sq. km. Source: J. Paxton, The Statesman's YearBook World Gazeteer (New York, 1975).
2. For the geological structure of Euboea see:
Ministry of Coordination, Institute for Geology and Sub
surface Research, A Geologic Map of Greece (Athens, 1954);
the percentage figure is from A. F. V. Jard<§, Les Cer^ales
dans 1'antiquity grecque (Paris, 1925), I, 65n,l,
1
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Kerinthos, Poseidon, and Orobiai.

From the Plain of Psachna

to Lake Dystos is the region of central Euboea, home to the
cities of Chalcis, Eretria, Lefkandi, Kyme, and Amarynthos.
Between Chalcis and Eretria lies the most fertile agri
cultural district on the island, namely the Lelantine Plain.
The very mountainous and agriculturally poor terrain below
Lake Dystos forms southern Euboea; Karystos, Styra, and
Geraistos are located in this part of the island.
The strategic position of Euboea relative to both
the Greek mainland and the Aegean Sea is readily apparent.
The eastern flank of the island is often lashed by Aegean
storms, and there are few safe anchorages.3

This is far

from the case, however, with the west coast of Euboea; pro
tected from most stormy weather by the island's barrier of
mountains, there are many good harbors and beaches for ships
on both sides of the Euboean Channel.

Thus it is not sur

prising that from very early times this waterway has acted
as the principal route for nautical commerce between
northern and southern Greece.

4

The strategic value of the

3. The east coast, especially the southeastern part
known in antiquity as the "Hollows of Euboea" (e.g., Strabo
10.1.2), was infamous as a shipping hazard: e.g., Paus.
2.23.1, 4.36.6, 5.13.4f; Dio Chrys. Or. 7.2, 7, 31.
4. E. C. Semple in her work The Geography of the
Mediterranean Region (New York, 19 31), calls Euboea the "hun
dred mile breakwater" (p. 601), and describes the Euboean
Channel as "a busy marine Broadway along the coast of Hellas,
protected from the Hellespontine winds sweeping down from
the Black Sea" (p. 71). See also Livy 31.23.12.

4

Euboean Channel is further enhanced by the fact that at one
point, called the Euripos, the waters narrow to a width that
•
even m ancient times
was less than 100 meters across.5 On
this important site Chalcis was founded and grew rich from
trade conducted along the Channel and with the fertile heartland of Boeotia.
The significance of Euboea in ancient times was not
restricted to her geographical advantages, for the island's
natural resources were abundant and varied.

Euboean copper,

iron, and asbestos deposits were extensively exploited from
at least the Classical Period, if not much earlier, along
with (from late Hellenstic times) the beautiful green marble
5. For a description of the ancient Euripos, see
Dikaiarchos of Messenia F 129 (Miiller, GGM) ; Strabo 9.2.2,
9.2.8. On the military importance of the Euripos, see Paus,
7.7.6; Polyb. 18.11.4-8; Strabo 9.4.15; cf. Livy 31.23.12.
For the changing currents of the Euripos (whence its name),
see Callim. Del. 46; Strabo 1.2.30, 1,3.12, 9.2.8; see also
Semple, p. 583 on the effect of this phenomenon on ancient
shipping.
6. Concerning this Boeotian trade Semple (pp.
602f.) has observed that "reduced indifferent to maritime
matters by her fertile soil and by the mountain rim of her
old lake basin, which kept her chief centers of population
secluded from the coast . . . [Boeotia] fed the trade of
Chalcis, but offered no competition . . . [Chalcis and
Eretria] were in reach of a land road from the most fertile
state in Greece, and they commanded the busy sea lane, the
Euboean Sound, which carried the bulk of the north and south
traffic along the Aegean coast of the Peninsula. Chalcis,
in other words, was situated on an isthmus that was pierced
by a natural strait."

of Karystos.7

Even today the island has considerable

forests and it is hard to believe that such a ready supply
of timber (though rarely cited in the ancient sources) was
not utilized in some fashion by the Greeks and Romans.
addition, ancient Euboea teemed with wildlife:

g

In

wolves,

7. For copper see: Aesch. F 356 (Nauk); Callim.
Hecale^ F 236 (Pfeiffer); Plut. Mor. 434A.-B; Steph. Byz.
s.v. "AiSri^os"; Strabo 10.1.9; and perhaps the very name of
Chalcis (from xa^K°s = copper/bronze), but cf. S. C.
Bakhuizen, Chalcis-in-Euboea: Iron and Chaldicians Abroad,
Chalcidian Studies III (Leiden, 1976; hereafter CS-3), pp.
58ff., who disputes this. For iron see: Alcaeus F 54
(Diehl); Steph. Byz. s.v. "A'lSri^os"; Strabo (10.1.9) indi
cates that the combined copper and iron mine at Chalcis was
played out by Roman times, thus helping to explain why no
trace of it has been found, to say nothing of the expansion
of modern Chalcis into the surrounding countryside. Un
fortunately, it has been very hard to determine archaeologically when each known or suspected ancient Euboean mine
was in production: L. H. Sackett, V. Hankey, R. J. Howell,
T. W. Jacobsen, and M. R. Popham, "Prehistoric Euboea: Con
tributions Toward a Survey" (hereafter "Survey"), BSA, 61
(1966), 109f; CS-3, pp. 45-47. For asbestos, see Plut. Mor.
434A-B; Strabo 10.1.6. For marble, se Pliny, HN 4,12;
Strabo 10.1.6.
8. On firs, see Pliny HN 16.197, 245; larches:
Pliny HN 16.245. Of added interest is the following from B.
Kayser and K. Thompson, Economic and Social Atlas of Greece
(Athens, 1964), Map 327: "... the forest areas are pre
dominantly in the mountainous and hilly sections of the
country. In general, about 60% of the trees are broadleaved
and about 40% are needleleaved. Beeches and oaks are the
predominant broadleaved species in the higher uplands; firs
and black pines are the main coniferous species. At lower
elevations the main broadleaved trees are evergreen scherophyls and deciduous oaks. The major coniferous species at
lower elevations is the Aleppo pine. "From a commercial
point of view, Greek forests tend to have some drastic limi
tations. Frequently the trees are small, poorly shaped, or
represent undesirable species. Accordingly, many forest
areas have little commercial value and yield relatively

6

bears, deer, antelope, boars, and rabbits are all mentioned
in the sources.
While extremely mountainous, Euboea is also blessed
with several fertile plains that the ancients put to good
use.

Two varieties of wheat dominated agricultural pro

duction, but millet, barley, lentils, several types of
applies, pears, middlars, grapes, olives, figs, chestnuts,
walnuts, almonds, beans, cabbages and dates were raised
too."*"^

Domesticated animals included cattle, horses, goats,

meagre supplies of wood for low uses, such as fuel. Even
where the forest is commercially valuable its exploitation
may be more or less impaired by poor access facilities.
Indeed, a considerable proportion of the commercial forest
is at present virtually inaccessible." Cf. Theophr. Hist.
PI. 5.2.1.
9. For wolves, see Dio Chrys. Or. 7.16f. Bears:
ibid., 16f., 43. Deer: ibid., 3,16, 44. Antelope: ibid.,
19. Boar: ibid., 16f. Rabbits: ibid., 19.
10. For wheat, see SEG, XIII, 13, £93; Ar. Vesp.
715ff., Arist. Rh. 1411A; Dio Chrys. Or. 7.45ff.; Pliny HN
18.7; Theophr. Hist. PI. 8.4.4f, 8.10.4, 8.11.7; also a
symbol on Eretrian coins (B.V. Head, Historia Numorum: A
Manual of Greek Numismatics, 2nd ed. [Oxford, 1911], p. 363).
At Lefkandi granaries(?) and carbonized spelt (a grain re
lated to wheat) was discovered (supra, pp. 34, 54). Millet:
Dio Chrys. Or. 7.45ff. Barley: SEG, XIII, 13, £.94; Ath.
4.160A-B; Dio Chrys. Or 7.45ff; carbonized barley from
Lefkandi (supra, p. 34). Lentils: SEG, XIII, 13, I. 92;
Apples: Dio Chrys. Or. 7.75. Pears: Ath. 1.27f. Middlars:
Dio Chrys. Or. 7.75. Grapes: Ath. 1.30f, 7.281A; Dio Chrys.
Or. 7.27, 45ff, 75; Horn. Il_, 2.537; Pliny HN 14.76; Plut.
Arist. 27; Theog. 784, 892; possible wine presses at
Lefkandi (supra, p. 54); also a symbol on some Eretrian and
Hestiaian coins (Head, pp. 362ff). Olives: Dikaiarchos
F 1.29 (Miiller, GGM); carbonized olives and olive presses(?)
from Lefkandi (supra, pp. 34, 54). Figs: Ath. 3.75F; car
bonized figs from Lefkandi (supra, p. 34), Chestnuts
(called euBoiKa and euBoifies): Ath. 2.54B and D; Dio Chrys
Or_ 7.74; Etym. Magn. 389.1; Heysch. s.v. " e63o'i <a"; Theophr.

sheep, hogs, chickens, dogs, and even bees."'""''
source of food was the sea:

Another major

Euboean waters were famous for

their mullets, eels, squid, sea bream, pompils and horse
tails (two fish similar to dolphins), tuna, herring, and
shell fish (especially the murex, valuable for its purple
dye), octopi, and sponges.12
Hist Pi• 4.5.4. Walnuts: Ath. 2.52B. Almonds: Arist. Mir.
Ausc. 832A. Beans: Dio Chrys. Or. 7.45ff. Cabbages: Ath.
9.369E-F. Dates:, date palms are a symbol on some Karystian
coins (Head, pp. 365f).
11. Cattle: the very name of the island itself
(supra, p. 8); Ael. NA 12.36; Apollod, Bibl. 2.6.2; Arist.
Mir. Ausc. 846B; Dio Chrys. Or. 7.11; Hecataeus FGrH 1 F 1
Heysch s.v. "AeUKcSKpaxes"; Paus. 10.16.3; Strabo 10.1.3;
also a symbol on Eretrian, Hestiaian, Karystian, and Kymean
coins (Head, pp. 356, 60-64). Interestingly, cattle were a
major indicator of wealth before the advent of coinage;
e.g., Horn. I_1 6.234f. Horses: the aristocratic class at
Chalcis, for example was called the Hippobotai (from
'i TriroBoxris = "a feeder of horses"): Arist. Pol. 1289B,
i306A, F 603 (Rose); Dio Chrys. Or. 7.11; Hdt. 5.77, 6.100;
Paus. 6.14.4; also a symbol on Kymean and Eretrian coins
(Head, pp. 360, 362). Goats: Dio Chrys. Or_. 7.43 , 45ff.;
Hat. 8.20; Paus. 2.33.1. Sheep: Arist. HA 496B; Ath. 5.20lC*Dio
Chrys. Or. 7.11 Hermippos FAC F 63; Hdt. 8.19. Hogs: Dio
Chrys. Or. 7.44. Chickens: Columella, Rust. 8.2.4; Varro
Rust. 3.9.6; also a symbol on Karystian coins (Head, pp.
356f); the possible derivation of "Karystos" from "Kapuaou"
= "to crow." Dogs: Ael. NA 7.40, 17.8; Poll. 5.37, 40.
Bees: Arist. Mir. Ausc. 832A; Pliny HN 11.42.
12. Mullets: Ath. 8.331E. Eels: Ath. 8.331E.
Squid: (also known as cuttlefish): a symbol on Eretrian coins
(Head, p. 362). Sea bream: Ath. 7.295D, 327D. Pompils and
horsetails: Ath. 7.284B, 304D; also a symbol on Karystian
coins (Head, p. 357). Tuma: Ath. 7.320A; Lycoph. Alex.
373-84. Herring: Ath. 7.295D. Shellfish: Ath. 4.132C.
Murex: Arist. HA 547A; Ath. 3.88C; Dio Chrys. Or. 7.2, 55.
Octopi: a symbol on Eretrian coins (Head, p. 362).
Sponges: Dikaiarchos F 1.29 (Muller, .GGT1).
Spong

From this brief account of Euboea's natural gifts,
it should be clear that the island was destined to play an
important part in the history of ancient Greece.

In fact,

this study will reveal that Euboea played several different
roles, with each one having significant consequences.

A

convenient starting point for an inquiry is with Euboea in
prehistoric times.
The Legendary Inhabitants of Euboea
The name "Euboea" (from euBous = "rich in cattle")
as applied to the entire island dates at least from the time
of Homer (II. 2.535-545), but sometimes the island was re
ferred to by other, perhaps older, names such as Makris
(from yaicpos = "long"), Oche (from £>xn = "food"?, or from
oxew

= "to ride at anchor"?), Ellopia (from

t

A Aotti euu

=

"to fish"?), and Abantis (from 'a+Bcuva) = "unreachable by
13
foot"?).
While such place names might have applied to
simply parts of the island (thus demonstrating how Euboean
geography could keep apart her inhabitants), it is also
possible that at least some might point to Euboea once
13. For Makris see, e.g., Pliny HN 4,12; Oche and
Ellopia, e.g., Strabo 10.1.3; Abantis, e.g., Hes. F 204
(Merkelbach and West). For complete references to these and
other possible names for Euboea, see F. Geyer, Topographie
und Geschichte der Insel Euboea, I (II never published;
Berlin, 1903), 13f. Uncertain etymologies (i.e., those
accompanied by a question mark) are my own guesses. Origin
ally, "Euboea" may have referred to just the vicinity-of
Chalcis (the Lelantine Plain?): Pliny HN 4.64; Eust. 11.
764 (Van der Volk) ; Hecataeus FGrH 1 F~TT29.
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having been occupied by several different groups of pre
historic peoples.

This latter possibility is in fact what

the ancient traditions suggest.
The first inhabitants with feasible historical roots
are the Kouretes (= "young men," especially "young
warriors").

Not even the ancients themselves were certain
if the Kouretes had been gods or men.14 Still, the Kouretes
are not devoid of interest.

They were said to have origi

nated in southwestern Anatolia, and to have had associations
with Crete, Euboea, and northwestern Greece, particularly
Aetolia and Acarnarnia.^

In Euboea the Kouretes supposedly

occupied Aidepsos as well as Chalcis, and tradition holds
them to have been the first to practice bronzeworking on the
island.

Therefore, if the Kouretes have any historical

foundation, they should be identified with the pre-Greek in
habitants of Euboea who were responsible for the many
14. On the Kouretes as gods see, e.g., Paus.
3.25,2; as men see, e.g., Horn. 13^. 9.529ff.
15. For southwestern Anatolia, see Strabo 10,3.19.
For Crete: Paus. 4.33.1, 5,7.6, 5.8.1; Strabo 10.3.19. For
Aetolia/Acarnarnia: Horn ZJL. 9.529ff.; Paus. 8.24,9, 10,31,3;
Strabo 10.3.6. See also F. Schwenn, "Kureten," RE, XI.2
(1922), 2202-10, esp. 2204ff,
16. For Aidepsos, see Steph. Byz. s.v. "A'lSn^os";
Chalcis: Strabo 10.3.6; Eust. I_l. 764 (Van der Volk) ;
Strabo 10.3.19. On the bronzeworking tradition, see Eust.
II. 764 (Van der Volk); Strabo 10.3,19,
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non-Greek place names ending in -nthos (e.g. Kerinthos) and
-ssos (e.g., Dirphossos = Mt. Dirphys?).17
Whereas the historicity of the Kouretes remains
questionable, that of the next group of legendary inhabi
tants rests on more solid ground.

If the Abantes were real,

they almost certainly must be identified with those Greeks
living in Euboea during the Late Helladic (Mycenaean) Period
(c. 1550-1050).

The original home of the Abantes was

probably either Phokis or Thrace, though a few scholars have
18
argued for a Karian or Lycian ancestry.

Later Greeks

plainly did not consider the Abantes to have been Ionians,
and in light of their postulated northern Greek origin they
19
may well have been Aeolians.
Exactly when the Abantes
17. This tentative identification is further
strengthened by Homer's testimony (I_l. 9.529ff.) that the
Kouretes lived in the mountain fastness of northwestern
Greece before the arrival of the Aetolians. On the preGreeks in general see, e.g., C. Blegen and J. B. Haley, "The
Coming of the Greeks," AJA, 32 (1928), 141-54; and T. W.
Jacobsen, "Prehistoric Euboia," Diss. Pennsylvania 1964, pp.
175-80; but cf. S. Hood, The Home of the Heroes: The Aegean
Before the Greeks (London, 1967), pp. 109-30.
18. On Phocis, see Arist. ap. Strabo 10.1.3; Steph.
Byz. s.v. ""ABai." for Thrace: Arist. F 601 (Rose); Eust.
Ad Dion. Per. 520; for Karia and Lycia, see C. Bursian,
"Quaestionum Euboicum Capita Selecta," Diss. Leipzig 1856,
pp. 9f.; H. Dondorff, Die Ionier auf Euboia (Berlin, 1860),
p. 54. See also K. Toepffler, "Abantes," RE, 1.1 (1893).
13-15.
19. On not being Ionians, see: Hdt. 1.146; Paus.
7.2.3f., 7.4.9. For an Aeolian ancestry, note: the dialect
of Phocis in later times was Aeolic (C. D. Buck, The Greek
Dialects [Chicago, 1955], p. 143; and L. H. Jeffery, The
Local Scripts of Archaic Greece [Oxford, 1961], pp. 78-89);
the place name similarity between Euboean Kyme and Kyme in
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came to Euboea is unknown, but as members of that race are
said to have joined in the Voyage of the Argonauts and in
the Attack of the Seven Against Thebes, they could have
dwelt in Euboea as early as the 1 3 0 0 ' s (assuming that these
legends contain some factual basis.),

20

The best source of information concerning the
Abantes is Homer ( I J L . 2 . 5 3 6 - 5 4 5 ) :
Arid those who held Euboea, the breathing-with fire
Abantes,
Chalcis and Eretria, and Hestiaia abundant in grapes,
Kerinthos by-the-sea, and the lofty city of Dion,
Those who held Karystos and occupied Styra,
Of these the commander was Elephenor, offshoot of Ares,
A son of Chalkodon, ruler of the great-hearted Abantes.
And along with him came the quick-footed Abantes,
their hair grown long in back,
Angry warriors stretching out their spears of ash
To shatter the corselets about the breasts of
their enemies.
2^
And with him also came forty black ships.
Aeolis; the tradition of Abantian participation in East
Aegean colonization efforts (see above, p. 6); Plut. Mor.
296E says that when the lonians first arrived in Euboea they
found the island held by Aeolians, but this could apply
equally to some of the other traditional peoples said to
have occupied Euboea before the arrival of the lonians
(supra, p. 7). Also see G. Busolt, Grieschische Geschichte,
2nd ed., I ( 1 8 9 3 ; rpt. Hildesheim, 1 9 6 9 ) , 2 8 9 ; and V. Burr,
N E f l N K A T A A O r O E , Klio Beiheft 4 9 (Wiesbaden, 1 9 6 1 ) , p. 4 0 .
20. For the Argonauts, see Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.77ff;
for the Seven Against Thebes, see Stat. Theb. 7.646ff.,
9.758f.
21.
O i 6* E u S o i a v e x o v p e v e a i r v e i o v x e s y A 8 a v x e $ , /
XaAici6a x' E i p e x p i a v t e ttoAuaxac}>u A5v. 0' l I a i i a \ a v / K n p i v 0 o v
x ' e<j>aAov Z i i o u x* c u t t u ttxo Ai e 0 p o v j o i r e K a p u a x o v e x o v
E j O p a v c u e x a a a x o v / x w v a 5 0 ' r i y e y o v e u ' ' E X e 4>n v t o p , o ' c o s " A p n o s , /
XaXKwSovx i a o r i s , " y e y a 0 u y w v a p x o s ' A B a v x a j u / x u u 6 ' a y , v A g a v x e s e t t o v x o
0ooi, O7ri0ev K o y o w v x e s , / a i X P n x a i y e y a w x e s o p e K x r i a i v y e A i r j a i /
0wpriK;as p n ^ e i v finT-wv ay<j)i a x r [ 0 e a a i . / xS &' a y a x e a a a p a K o v x a
yeAaivai vrjes euovxo.
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This reference from the Catalogue of the Ships provides
three important pieces of information concerning the
Abantes.

22

First, the inhabitants of Euboea are given by

their tribal name (Abantes), with the cities under their
control following.

This is characteristic of Homer's treat

ment of the central and northern Greeks, whose political,
economic, and cultural levels in Mycenaean times were much
less sophisticated than those of the southern (especially
Peloponnesian) Greeks who are listed first by city.23
Second, the Abantes were governed by a monarch whose author
ity extended over the entire island, to judge from the loca
tions of the seven Euboean cities mentioned.

Last, the

Abantes were very brave spearmen who wore their hair short
in front but long in back, a custom perhaps of Thracian
. . 24
origin.
22. R. H. Simpson and J. F. Lazenby in The Catalogue
of Ships in Homer's Iliad (Oxford, 1970), p. 54 caution that
"it is not possible to determine whether the catalogue's
picture of Euboea is best seen as a reflection of the
Mycenaean period or of the Early Iron Age," While this
might be true in general (a debatable proposition), I
believe that I have marshalled enough evidence here to
challenge this point of view insofar as the Abantes are
concerned.
23. On this matter see, e.g., F. H. Stubbings, "The
Recession of Mycenaean Civilization," in CAH, 3rd ed., 11,2
(Cambridge, 1975), 347; and N. G. L. Hammond, A History of
Greece to 322 B.C., 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1967), p. 65„
24. See, e.g., Eust. Ad Dion Per. 520; Polyaen.
Strat. 1.4; Plut. Thes, 5.
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One or two further details concerning the Abantes
have been preserved in the sources.

After the Trojan War

they were supposed to have participated in the mass migra
tion of Greeks to the shores of Anatolia and especially in
the settlement of Chios and Kanai in Aeolis.25

Then too,

"Makris" just possibly may have been a Mycenaean name for
Euboea (as perhaps was "Abantis"), since the phrase
2g
"Abantian Makris" occurs several times in later sources.
One incentive for the Abantes to emigrate may have
been provided by the arrival in post Bronze Age times of new
peoples into Euboea.

Two such groups were the Ellopes

(etymology unknown) and the Perraiboi (from tte p+'pai Bo \ =
"those with bent or crooked legs" from riding horses?).
Traditionally both peoples settled in the region about
Hestiaia, although the Ellopes may have penetrated as far
south as Chalcis.27 Again, both groups appear to have
originated in Thessaly, and if so their migration into
25. Hdt. 1.146; Paus. 7,2.3f, 7.4.9; Strabo 10.1.5
(cf. Ap. Rhod. Argon. 4.1134ff). For more on the Aeolian
migrations, see J. Berard, "La Migration 6olienne," RA,
1959, pp. 1-28.
26. Callim. Del. 20; Dionys. Per. 520; Peraph.
Dionys. Per. 517ff.; Eust, Ad Dion. Per. 520. I must stress
that this is a most tentative hypothesis; certainly Homer
never used "Abantian Makris," "Makris," or even "Abantis" in
his works, preferring rather to use "Euboea." Yet perhaps
Homer chose "Euboea" because the etymology of that word
gave a better idea of the richness of the island.
27. Callim. Del. 20; Hesych, s.v. ";E A Aonins ";
Nonnos Dion. 13.166.
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northern Euboea could have resulted from the invasion of the
Thessalians into their future homeland, an event dated by
28

tradition to c. 1140.

If a northern Greek origin is

correct, then it is likely that the Ellopes and Perraiboi
29
i•
were *
Aeolians,

Another people that migrated to Euboea at this time
were the Dryopes (= "those descended from Dryops," an early
Thessalian hero) who moved into southern Euboea and settled
at Karystos and Styra."^

Apparently the Dryopes came over

from that part of the mainland known later as Doris and
therefore may have been driven into Euboea by Dorian
28. Diod. 15.30; Horn. I_1 2.748ff.; Plut. Mor. 773f;
Ps.-Skymn. Per. 578; Strabo 9.5.3, 9,5.17, 9.5.19. The
ancients also cited the place name similarity between
Hestiaiotis in Thessaly and Hestiaia in Euboea (Diod, 15,30;
Plut. Mor. 773F; Strabo 9.5.3, 10.1,4). See also A,
Philippson, "Ellopia," in RE, V.2 (1905), 2437f., and B.
Lenk, "Perrhaebi," in RE, XIX.1 (1937), 906ff.; Busolt, pp.
195f.; Geyer, pp. 21, 84; Jacobsen, pp. 18f. On the tradi
tional date for the Thessalian invasion see, e.g., Hammond,
p. 75; but cf. V. R. d'A. Desborough, The Greek Dark Ages
(London, 1972, hereafter GDA), pp. 99-104, and esp. pp.
103f.; and Burr, p. 40. A post Bronze Age arrival for
these peoples is further encouraged by the tradition that
Hestiaia, their new homeland, also had been under Abantian
control (Horn. I_l. 2.537).
29.

Buck, pp. 149ff.; Jeffery, pp. 96ff.

30. J. Miller, "Dryopes," and "Dryops" in RE, V.2
(1905), 1747ff. On Karystos see: Diod, 2.37.If.; Ps-Skymn.
577; Thuc. 7.57. For Styra: Hdt. 8.46; Paus. 4.34.11; but
cf. Thuc. 7.57.
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d ers. 31
1nva

The Dryopes were not considered by later Greeks

to be either Ionians· or Dorians, and thus once . ~more an
.
.
.
.
32
Aeol1an der1vat1on seems most appropr1ate.
Finally there are the Ionians who are in firm
physical and cultural possession of Euboea by historic
tirnes. 33

The ancient sources tell us little of how the

Ionians carne to dominate the island.

Euripides (Ion 57ff.)

speaks of a war between Athens and Chalcis before the time
of Ion in which Athens was the victor.

According to

Plutarch (Thes. 5), Theseus wore his hair after the Aloantian
fashion.

Pausanias says (1.17.6) that the children of

Theseus hid out on Euboea for a time, as did Alkon, a son of
Erechtheus, according to Proxenos (FGrH 425 F2) .

After the

end of the Bronze Age, the Athenian heroes Kekrops, Kothos,
34
and Aiklos, Pandaros, and Ellops carne to the island;
31. Apollod. Bibl. 2.7.7; Diod. 4.37.lf.; Hdt. 1.56,
8.31.43; Steph. Byz. s~"~puonn"; Strabo 8.6.13, 9.5.10.
Also supra, p. 14 n. 29. A Carian origin has been argued by
Bursian, pp. 22ff. On possible Dorian invaders forcing the
Dryopes into Euboea, see Apollod. Bibl. 2.7.7; Diod.
4.37.lf.; Hdt. 8.43; Strabo 8.6.13; also Bursian, p. 40.
Again, a post Bronze Age date for the arrival of the Dryopes
is enhanced by the Abantian possession of Karystos and Styra
(Horn. I 1 . 2 . 53 9) .
32. On not being Ionians or Dorians, see Hdt.
8.43.64; Strabo 7.7.1; Thus. 7.57. For probable Aeolian
ancestry on basis of reputed origin, see Buck, pp. 52ff.;
and Jeffery, pp. 89ff.
33.

Buck, pp. 143, 192-96; Jeffery, pp. 79ff.

34. For Kekrops, see Paus. 1.5.3; Kothos and Aiklos:
Plut. Mor. 296E; Ps.-Skyrnn. 575ff.; Pandaros: Ps.-Skyrnn.
572f.; Ellops: Strabo 10.1.3.
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traditionally this was the time when the lonians settled at
Chalcis, Eretria, Ken: .hos, Karystos, and Hestiaia.35
Plutarch (Mor. 296E) says that when the Athenians arrived on
Euboea they found "the greater part of the island"
(TO TrAe'taxa xns vrfoou) occupied by Aeolians, which would

agree with the tentative linguistic identifications proposed
earlier for the Abantes, Ellopes, Perraiboi, and Dryopes.
Neolithic and Helladic Euboea
Having examined briefly what the ancient sources
tell of the prehistoric inhabitants of Euboea, one may turn
next to the archaeological record and summarize the major
findings in this field.

Unfortunately, the record for

Euboea still remains generally poor--the danger from malaria,
coupled with Greek military restrictions, having kept most
archaeologists away from the island until well after the
Second World War.

Nevertheless, within the last fifteen

years or so there have been significant increases in knowl
edge of prehistoric Euboea thanks to surface surveys and
recent excavations at Lefkandi and other sites.
The earliest confirmed signs of human occupation on
Euboea date from the Neolithic Period (before c. 2900), but
35. For Chalcis, see: Plut. Mor. 296E, Ps.-Skymn.
573f., Strabo 10.1.8, Veil. Pat. 1.4.1. For Eretria: Ps.Skymn. 575, Strabo 10.1.8, 10.1,10, Veil. Pat. 1.4.1,
Kerinthos: Ps.-Skymn. 576. Karystos: Strabo 10.1.6.
Hestiaia: Strabo 10.1.3. lonians and Abantes are also said
to have joined in colonization efforts: Hdt. 1.146/ Paus,
7.2.3f.
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36
still earlier habitation cannot be ruled out. . On the
whole information for this period is still rather skimpy,
being confined to the results of surface surveys.

Even so,

nearly thirty sites have produced evidence of Neolithic
stone tools or pottery fragments or both (Fig. 2).37

The

most common pottery type is a grey monochrome or grey-black
burnished ware, but Neolithic Urfinis Ware (usually having a
reddish glaze) is also represented.

About half of the sites

are situated along the coastline, with the greatest concen
tration in the Lelantine Plain, a demographic trend that has
endured to this day.
in southern Euboea.

Very few sites as yet have been found
This pattern holds true nearly for

every age and may be caused by the extremely rugged geog
raphy of that portion of the island.

However, further ex

ploration will be necessary before this problem can be re
solved.
The numerous coastal sites are, of course, strong
evidence for fishing as a major occupation of Neolithic
Euboeans, but this was not the only means of livelihood open
to the coastal inhabitants.

Obsidian—principally imported

from Melos—has been found at almost fifty sites in Euboea
(Fig. 3), more than half of which are located on or near the
west coast of the island,

As early as the Neolithic Period,

36.

"Survey," 45, 51f.

37.

Ibid., 83-6, lllf. for details.
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Fig. 2.

Map of Known or Suspected Neolithic Period Sites in Euboea
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Fig. 3.

Map of Known Obsidian Sites in Euboea
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then, we have evidence for the use of the Euboean Channel
being used as a commercial highway, in this case for the
transportation and sale of raw or finished obsidian
38
products.
In the Early Helladic Period (c. 2900-1900) the
obsidian trade continued, but two new products enter the
picture:

copper and (by 2000-1900) bronze.

As Euboea

possessed small deposits of copper, metalworking may well
have formed an important part of the island's economy at
39
this time.
Certainly it is worth recalling the possible
association suggested earlier between the legendary bronzeworking Kouretes and the Early Helladic population of Euboea.
The Early Helladic Age is noteworthy also because it
witnessed the single largest number of residents in Euboea
until classical times, with a possible fifty-four sites
yielding sherd evidence of occupation (Fig. 4).40

Most of

the pottery discovered comes from the second phase of the
Early Helladic Period (c. 2500-2200) and is similar to main
land styles, with dark glazed Urfinis Ware and sauceboat
shapes predominant; there are in addition a few imports from
the Cyclades.41 This material implies that Euboea's
38. For more information on the obsidian trade as
it related to Euboea, see "Survey," 107.
39.

Supra, p. 27 n. 7.

40.

"Survey," 86-90, lllf.

41.

Ibid., 84.
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Fig. 4.

Map of Known or Suspected Early Helladic Period Sites in Euboea
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population boom did not result from a sudden invasion, but
instead took place gradually.

However, other sherd data

from Lefkandi and Manika (near Chalcis) suggest that this
peaceful growth did not continue into the last phase of the
Early Helladic Period (c. 2200-1900).

The archaeological

record from Lefkandi may in fact support the arrival of new
comers to the island, and hence this site merits closer
attention.42
Lefkandi sits on the Euboean coast about midway
between Chalcis and Eretria, and its position is ideal for
43
the strategic control of the fertile Lelantine Plain.
The
seaside acropolis (known locally as Xeropolis, the "dry" or
42. To date the major publications on Lefkandi are:
L. H. Sackett and M. R. Popham, "Lefkandi-. A Euboean Town
of the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age (2100-700 B.C.),"
Archaeology, 25 (1972), 8-19; L. H. Sackett, "Lefkandi Ex
cavations," Deltion, 25 (1970), 258ff.; M. R. Popham and L.
H. Sackett, eds., Excavations at Lefkandi, Euboea, 1964-1966
(London, 1968; a preliminary report, hereafter LefkandiTl mT
R. Popham and E. Milburn, "The Late Helladic IIIC Pottery of
Xeropolis (Lefkandi): A Summary," BSA, 66 (1967), 333-52;
and P. Themelis, "Protogeometric Necropolis Near Lefkandi,"
AAA, 2 (1969), 99-102.
43. The site of Lefkandi has been described thuslv
in "Survey," 67: "[Lefkandi's strategic value] becomes
graphically clear to anyone viewing the iLelantine] plain
from its high and central strongpoint at the Frankish
Kastelli Phylla, which is immediately inland from Lefkandi
and near Vasilikon. From here the entire plain is visible;
modern Chalcis and the straits of the Euripos are out of
sight to the north, cut off by the rocky mass of Vathrovouni.
The summit of Eretria's acropolis is in the distance to the
south beyond a stretch of hillier and treeless country,
whereas [Lefkandi] is at one's feet, centrally placed and
with immediate access to the richest stretches of cultivated
land."
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"deserted city"

44
) forms a rectangular plateau 17 m. high,

120 m. wide, and about 500 m. long.

The total surface area

is about 60,000 sq. m., which is roughly equal to the area
of the citadel at Mycenae and is about twice the area of the
acropolis at Athens (Fig. 5).

Unfortunately, extensive

erosion has damaged much of the plateau itself, forcing
excavators to concentrate their efforts upon its slopes,
sometimes with only mixed results.

To date only a small

part of this site has been^explored, but the data already
uncovered have made Lefkandi one of the most significant
archaeological sites in Greece for the centuries prior to
700 B.C.
On present evidence the town was first occupied
about 2100, during the last phase of the Early Helladic
44. The Mycenaean name for the site is unknown, but
it may have been Oichalia, which tradition holds was de
stroyed by Heracles (e.g., Strabo 10.1.10). Unfortunately,
there were several Oichalias, and not even the ancients were
certain which had suffered the hero's wrath (e.g., Strabo
9.5.17). K. Schefold in, e.g., "Eretria 1965 and 1966,"
Peltion, 22 (1967), 271, identifies Lefkandi with Strabo's
"Old EretriaV (10.1.10), but this had been disputed earlier
by J. Boardman, "Early Euboean Pottery and History," BSA, 52
(1957), 22ff., who saw Amarynthos as "Old Eretria."
Bakhuizen (CS-3, pp. 7-13, 78-84) agrees with Boardman, and
identifies Lefkandi as "Old Chalcis/Euboea." But while
"Euboea" may have originally been the name of Chalcis
(supra, p. 8 n. 13) no ancient source has preserved the
name of "Old Chalcis," and it is by no means certain (as
Bakhuizen seemingly would have us believe) that Chalcis'
archaeological record begins only with the Geometric Period.
Another possibility is "Lelanton," which has been offered on
the basis of a fragmentary reference in P. Oxy. 30.2526:
L. H. Jeffery, Archaic Greece: The City States, c. 700-500
B.C. (London, 1976), p. 69 n. 1.
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Period.

Several different building stages, each using mud

brick construction, have been identified, but the very
limited nature of the excavations at this point (virtually
a trial shaft) has prevented any coherent architectural
plans from emerging.

Signs of burning were detected at one

level, but without any other evidence to support the idea of
a catastrophe.

The pottery is mostly wheel made (very un

characteristic of the Early Helladic Period in general) and
is often buff, pale red, or pale brown in color; the most
frequent shape is the sauce bowl.

Similar pottery (though

in smaller amounts) has been found at Manika, and one sherd
of the same type has been identified from Seraglio on the
45
island of Cos.
But for these exceptions, however, no
similar wares have been discovered elsewhere in Greece or
the Cyclades.

Instead it appears that the closest ceramic

links are to be found in the contemporary styles of western
4g

Anatolia, such as those of Troy III-V.

At the very least

this information points to significant trade contacts be
tween Euboea and western Anatolia; at best it suggests the
45. Lefkandi, fig, 7. Manika: G, A. Papabasileios,
'ev EuBoig 'apyaiajv TOKpuv (Athens, 1910), pp. llff.,
pis. 7-9; and D. H. French, "Recent Archaeological Research
in Turkey," AnatSt, 16 (1966), 49f., 53. Cos: see French,
ibid.
Jlep^c

tuSv

46.

Lefkandi, p. 8; French, 49f.

presence of newcomers from the easter Aegean whose arrival
may have foreshadowed Middle Helladic developments.47
In the Middle Helladic Period (c. 1900-1550) the
number-of sites drops from fifty-four to thirty-four (Fig.
48
6).
This sharp decline in population is accompanied by
the introduction of Grey Minyan Ware and later, perhaps
halfway through the period, of Matt-Painted Ware.49 All
three developments are characteristic of events on the Greek
mainland at this time and have been attributed to the gen
erally destructive invasion of Greece by a new group, or
groups, of people who in all likelihood were the ancestors
of the Greeks.
still unknown:

The original homeland of these invaders is
whereas the Matt-Painted style probably was

born in the Cyclades, the source of Grey Minyan is still
47.

Lefkandi, p. 34.

48.

"Survey," 90, lllf.

49. On Matt-Painted Wares being later in develop
ment than Grey Minyan, see E. Vermule, Greece in the Bronze
Age (1964; rpt..Chicago, 1972), p. 75. At Troy, MattPainted does not appear until the VIb phase (C. W. Blegen;
J. L. Caskey, and M. Rawson, Troy, III; The Sixth City
[Princeton, 1953], p. 10). At Lefkandi, the first definite
occurrence of Matt-Painted is in the fifth of six distinct
Middle Helladic phases (Lefkandi, p. 10).
50. H. Hencken,Indo-European Languages and Archae
ology, American Anthropological Association Memoir, 84 (New
York, 1955), pp. 34ff.; J. Chadwick, The Mycenaean World
(Cambridge, 1976), pp. xii, 2ff.; aso supra. p. 30 n. 17.
But cf. Hood, pp. 109-30.

Fig. 6.

Map of Known or Suspected Middle Helladic Period Sites in Euboea
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uncertain, because it is also found at Troy VI and is
identical to the Greek material when it first appears.51
As in the earlier period, the Middle Helladic
settlement concentrated in the Lelantine Plain, and the new
inhabitants probably followed the same occupations as their
predecessors.

At Lefkandi stone and brick ruins belonging

to several distinct building phases have been uncovered, but
again the very limited nature of the excavations prevented
any meaningful architectural plans from emerging.

Although

the Middle Helladic was a time of substantial Cretan in
fluence on Greek life (as illustrated by the contents of the
Shaft Graves at Mycenae), only one sherd of Middle Minoan II
(c. 1700-1550) ware has been found in all of Euboea;52
clearly this matter requires further archaeological atten
tion.
Owing to the varied nature of Euboean remains from
the Late Helladic, or Mycenaean, Period (c. 1550-1050), the
archaeological record for the Late Helladic IIIC phase (c.
51. On the origin of Matt-Painted Ware, see K.
Scholes, "The Cyclades in the Late Bronze Age. A Synopsis,"
BSA, 51 (1956), 23; and R. J. Buck, "Middle Helladic MattPainted Pottery," Hesperia, 33 (1964), 301ff. On Grey
Minyan at Troy VI, see Blegen, et al., 9.
52. "Survey," 97f. and fig. 22, no. 123. For
whatever it may be worth, Homer (Od. 7.320ff.) does not
record a visit to Euboea by the Cretan Rhadamanthys.
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53
1200-1050)
will be treated separately.

For the earlier

phases of the Late Helladic (I-IIIB) the bulk of our in
formation has been obtained from surface surveys augmented
by tomb discoveries at Chalcis and the excavations at
Lefkandi.

Sherds from forty-nine sites provide evidence of

Late Helladic occupation (Fig. 7).

Most of these settle

ments appear to have continued directly from the Middle
Helladic Period and thus indicate that Euboea experienced a
demographic and economic recovery after the turmoil of c.
54
1900.
However, of the seven Abantian cities named by
Homer only modern Chalcis, Eretria, Kerinthos, and Styra
have produced sherds of Mycenaean date, and not one palace
site has been identified even though several tholoi tombs
55
have been reported.
The pottery of the Late Helladic
53. For the chronology of the Late Helladic IIIC
phase, see: A. Furumark, Mycenaean Pottery (1941; rpt.
Stockholm, 1972), I, 576ff., II, HOf., 115; Vermule, p.
315; A. M. Snodgrass, The Dark Age of Greece (Edinburgh,
1971; hereafter TDAG), pp. 28ff., 134f. Furumark holds
that the latest sub-Mycenaean vases could not have been
made after 1100 (II, 115), but a date of c. 1150 now
appears to be more correct (e.g., TDAG, pp. 125, 134f.).
54.

"Survey," 99-105, lllf.

55. On the Homeric sites, ibid., 99-105, lllf.
J a c obsen, p p . 2 1 6 f f . ; P . G . T h e m e l i s , " ' E i f i i T a e i s ' z e , E t i B o f a s , "
AAA, 2 (1969), 26ff. (with English summary); P. G.
Themelis, " ' E p e x p i a i c c t , " ArchEph, 1 9 6 9 , pp. 1 4 3 - 5 7 . The
tholos sites are (from "Survey"): 1 tomb at Velousia near
Aliveri (69, no. 6 7 ) ; 1 tomb at Katalolou near Aliveri ( 7 0 ,
no. 68); 2 tombs at Oxylithos near Kyme ( 7 3 , no. 7 6 , and 7 4 ,
no. 78); and possiblv 1 tomb near Chalcis at Pei (57, no.
36) .

Fig. 7.

Map of Known or Suspected Late Helladic (Mycenaean) Period Sites in
Euboea
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I-IIIB seems to be typical of Mycenaean work on the mainland
in both style and decor.
Agriculture continued to play a central role in the
Euboean economy.

Every major farming district was under

cultivation in Mycenaean times and had at least on large and
probably dominating town located within it.^ From a com
mercial standpoint imported phase I-II pottery has been
recovered from many sites.

Some of this material may have

originated at Thebes, but there is not yet enough of it to
prove any Theban cultural or economic domination of Euboea
57
during this time.
Near Eastern cylinder seals found at
both Chalcis and Thebes and perhaps dating to the fourteenth
century are strong evidence for Euboean trade contacts with
the Levant, as is a Mycenaean sherd from Tell Sukas on the
Syrian coast that has been traced via spectrography to
Euboea or perhaps Thessaly.58 Egyptian amethyst beads and a
56.

"Survey," 99.

57. Ibid., 104f. The imported sherds were found at
Lefkandi, Amarynthos, and Manika. Five of the Amarynthos
sherds have been subjected to spectrographic analysis and
appear to have been manufactured at Thebes (H. W. Catling,
E. E. Richards, and A. E. Blin-Stoyle, "Composition and
Provenance of Mycenaean and Minoan Pottery," BSA, 58 [1963],
94-115). This study also pointed (llOf.) to trade contacts
between Amarynthos and Thessaly.
58. For the two Mitannian seals found at Chalcis,
see A. Choremis, "GaAayoc x 6ns yuicnvcuKos ratios eis UavayiTGav
XaAi<T6os," ArchEubMel, 18 (1972) , 44-68, esp. 62 and pi. 15.
Thirty-nine seals of Kassite, Babylonian, Mitannian, and
Syro-Hittite origins were discovered at Thebes: N. Platon
and E. Stassinopoulou-Touloupa, "Oriental seals from the
Palace of Cadmus: Unique Discoveries in Boeotian Thebes,"
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possible Eighteenth Dynasty alabaster vase have been unearthed at Chalcis.59 A burnished cup of probable Italian
origin was discovered at Lefkandi (infra, p. 34) and frag
ments of Mycenaean pottery of tentative Euboean origin have
been found in Sicily.^ Baltic amber beads from Chalcis^"*"
and a few sherds of probable Balkan origin found at
Lefkandi (infra, p. 34) help round out a picture of Euboean
commerce during this time.
ILN, 1964, pp. 859ff.; and E. Porada, "Cylinder Seals from
Thebes: A Preliminary Report," AJA, 69 (1965), 173 (this
article includes corrections to the ILN illustrations). On
the spectrographic analysis of the Tell Sukas sherd, see P.
J. Riis, Sukas, I, The North-East Sanctuary and the First
Settling of Greeks in Syria and Palestine (Copenhagen, 1970;
hereafter Sukas), I, pp. 178f. Previous spectrographic work
identified two fragments of Late Helladic Rhodian pottery at
Thebes, which almost certainly arrived there via the Euboean
Channel (Catling et al., 113f.). Other possible evidence
for Euboean trade may come in the form of seventeen copper
ingots found in the sea off Kyme in 1906 ("Survey," 75f. and
n. 125). These items have been dated to c. 1500 and may be
Euboean metal exports (recall the traditions of copper
deposits on Euboea). But although three of the ingots have
been chemically tested, the results do not permit as yet the
identification of their origin: T. S. Wheeler, R. Maddin,
and J. D. Muhly, "Ingots and the Bronze Age Copper Trade in
the Mediterranean: A Progress Report," Expedition, 17, No.
4 (1975), 31-39.
59. V. Hankey, "Late Helladic Tombs at Khalkis,"
AJA, 47 (1952), 90, 95 bottom; J. Pendlebury, Aegyptiaca
(Cambridge, 1930), pp. 99f.
60. W. Taylour, Mycenaean Pottery in Italy and
Adjacent Areas (Cambridge, 1958), pp. 56, 65, 188f.
61.

Hankey, 89.
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The Late Helladic IIIC phase was one of the key
turning points in Greek history, witnessing the mysterious
collapse of the Mycenaean civilization.

In spite of this

disaster, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting
that at least a few areas—such as Athens and Perati in
Attica, Euboea, and perhaps Iolkos (Volos) in Thessaly—not
only managed to avoid catastrophe for a time, but even en
joyed increases in both population and economic activity,
Of the Euboean sites that have contributed to this picture,
Lefkandi is the most informative, and hence the IIIC record
for this site will now be examined. 6 2
One aspect in which Lefkandi in the IIIC phase
differs from its predecessor settlements is in size:

the

entire surface area of the acropolis for the first time
appears to have been occupied, a development that certainly
implies population growth.

To date three separate archi

tectural stages have been identified.
Stage 1 (c. 1200-1400?)is distinguished from
Stage 2 by a destruction layer and from the earlier IIIB
settlement by a discontinuity produced by the IIIC inhabi
tants leveling out the site for their own constructions.
The physical remains consist of basement ruins of three
62. Other sites that furnished ceramic evidence in
clude Psachna, Chalcis, and Amarynthos ("Survey," 104).
63. These dates are purely hypothetical based on
TDAG, pp. 361ff., and Sackett and Popham, "Lefkandi. A
Euboean Town," 13f.
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buildings, at least two of which were houses of probably
more than one story (Fig. 8).

The building technique is

rather haphazard and by no means symmetrical.

The basements

contained many storage bins in which carbonized figs, olives,
spelt, and barley were discovered, along with a bronze
64
knife.
The Mycenaean pottery is technically good, but
rather provincial and monotonous in decor, using bands, wavy
65
lines, and tassels.
Furthermore, a small amount of nonMycenaean, hand-made, burnished pottery was also recovered.
This material consists of one burnished cup with rope
decoration near its lip, and several fragments of blackpainted cups having sharp to rounded shoulder carination and
high-flung strap handles.

An Italian origin was initially

suggested for all of these objects, but it now appears that
the fragments may come in fact from the Balkans.
64. The number of storage bins has led to the sug
gestion that the inhabitants were preparing for trouble:
Lefkandi, pp. 13, 34.
50-2.

65. Lefkandi, Figs. 25-33; BSA, 66 (1971), pis.
Recall Homer's description of the Abantes (supra, p. 6).

66. Lefkandi, p. 18 and Fig. 34; Popham and Milburrv
338 and n. 8 (in which all of these objects are given a
probable Italian origin), Fig. 3.7. However, J. B. Rutter
and E. French have argued that at least the fragments have
their closest affinities with Balkan pottery: J. B. Rutter,
''Ceramic Evidence for Northern Intruders in Southern Greece
at the Beginning of the Late Helladic IIIC Period," AJA, 79
(1975), 17-32; G. Walberg, "Northern Intruders in Myc. IIIC?'
AJA, 80 (1976), 186f. (who sharply disagrees with Rutter);
J. B. Rutter, "Non-Mycenaean Pottery: A Reply to Gisela
Walberg," AJA, 80 (1976), 187f.; and E. French and J. B.
Rutter, "The Handmade Burnished Ware of the Late Helladic
IIIC Period: Its Modern Context," AJA, 81 (1977), lllf. Dr.
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Judging from the thickness of the basement floor
deposits, the Stage 1 settlement endured for quite some time
before being overwhelmed, as the destruction layer shows.
The Stage 2 settlement (11407-1110?) began shortly after
this disaster.

The architecture reveals considerable dif

ferences in technique from the previous settlement, as there
are now systematic, rectilinear stone foundations designed
for multi-storied buildings (Fig. 8).

In general the

Mycenaean pottery of this stage is similar to that of Stage
1, but foreign-made work is totally absent, and there are
now new shapes, such as a conical bowl.

An impressive

amount of the pottery is decorated in a new (for Lefkandi)
pictorial style featuring lively depictions of birds,
Popham has kindly informed me that he now tends to agree
with a Balkan identification for the pottery fragments, but
he still views the burnished cup as being of Italian
origin (letter, 2 November, 1976). It must be remembered
that the total number of these fragments comprise only a
very small percentage of the entire Late Helladic pottery
from Lefkandi and in any event belong only to Stage 1. On
these grounds I think it highly unlikely that this material
represents the wholesale arrival at Lefkandi of Dorians,
Dryopes, or anyone else. Either the wares were imported as
curjos or else we may have here a situation similar to that
of the later, Geometric Period Euboeans living in the
Ancient Near East: i.e., that these fragments are the
remains of the household wares of foreign merchants or
mercenaries. Finally, it must be noted that the
burnished cup with rope decoration is only the second
Italian import to have been found in Mycenaean Greece, the
first being part of an axe mould (in stone) discovered at
Mycenae itself (BSA, 48 [1953], 15 and pi. 9b.

animals/ and men.

The lifespan of this style, reminiscent
6V
of IIIC ware from Mycenae itself,
was brief; for another
catastrophe (evidence by a second destruction layer) struck
Lefkandi at some point during this stage.

Although the

burned structures were quickly rebuilt, the animated style
of pottery now died out, and the settlement's ware in
general steadily deteriorated in both sophistication and
decor.

The unsettled nature of the times is emphasized by

the discovery of twelve intramural burials, one of which
reveals definite signs of its occupant having met a violent
death in combat.

68

Important also is the find of an iron

knife with bronze rivets of probable Cypriot origin.

This

artifact demonstrates that even in such troubled times
Lefkandi was still doing business with the peoples of the
eastern Mediterranean.69
Stage 3 (11107-1050?) is identified by its dis
tinctive pottery style, which will be treated shortly.

It

is separated from the Protogeometric levels by a discon
tinuity that has led the excavators to conclude that the
Lefkandi acropolis was probably uninhabited between about
67. Cf. Lefkandi, Figs. 35-46; BSA, 66 (1971),
pis. 53-7, with, e.g., Vermule, pi 33B. This style may also
be partly represented at Iolkos (Volos): cf. Lefkandi,
Figs. 43f. and Praktika, 1960, p. 58 (photograph in Ergon,
1960, Fig. 73a).
68.

Lefkandi, p. 14 and Fig. 24.

69.

TDAG, pp. 217ff; Lefkandi, p. 13 and Fig. 11.

1050 and 1000.
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The architecture of this last stage is

very poorly preserved and consists of flimsy out-buildings
rather than major structures (Fig. 8).

The pottery, though

still Mycenaean, is in general badly made and fired, and has
scant decor.

The excavators have termed it "white ware,"
71
and that sums it up well.
What, then can the historian learn about Late

Helladic IIIC Euboea on the basis of the meagre data at his
disposal?

Certainly the evidence implies that at least some

districts in Euboea gave sanctuary to Mycenaean Greeks
escaping from the upheavals on the mainland.

The archaeo

logical record at Lefkandi reveals that while violence some
times accompanied these migrations, the previous Mycenaean
inhabitants were not necessarily always expelled from their
homes by the refugees (many of whom probably came from
Attica or the Argolid or both). 72

For a time the islanders

70. On this chronology, see, e.g., Sackett and
Popham, "Lefkandi. A Euboean Town," 13ff.
71.

Lefkandi, Figs. 57f.; BSA, 66 (1971), 342ff.,

pi. 57.
72. Owing to a discontinuity between the IIIB and
C-l remains it is impossible to learn at present of the
eventual fate of the IIIB settlement. Very little IIIB
ware has been recovered thus far, but what there is does
differ in color (brown) from the IIIC-1 material (grey),
according to Popham and Milburn, 346. On the basis of such
weak data one cannot argue for the arrival of new settlers
at Lefkandi at the end of the IIIB. Concerning possible
immigrations from Attica, supra, pp. 15ff*, Lefkandi, p. 35;
and Popham and Milburn, 347ff. For the Argolid contacts,
there are the artistic similarities, and perhaps Strabo
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even enjoyed a modicum of peace and prosperity.

In the long

run, however, the Euboean Channel could not isolate the
population of the island from the effects of civilization's
downfall.

The old Mycenaean spirit gradually faded away and

was replaced by an ever deepening sense of depression and
insecurity.

The traditional values and ways of doing things

no longer seemed relevant, and Euboeans began to follow the
subsistence life of the early Protogeometric Period.
Protogeometric Euboea
Our knowledge of Protogeometric Euboea (c. 105073
900),
as with the earlier periods, is confined to surface
finds with the exceptions of tomb discoveries at Lefkandi,
Chalcis, and Eretria.

The number of known or suspected

sites takes a very considerable drop from the Late
Helladic's forty-nine to twenty-one (Fig. 9), a decline of
74
57.1%.
Interestingly, this abrupt decline in the number
of known sites is by no means confined to just Euboea; in
Phokis and Lokris the number of sites drops from nineteen in
the thirteenth century to five in the twelfth century (a
(10.1.10), who says that people from "Triphylian Makistos"
in the Peloponnesus came to Eretria.
73. The terms "Protogeometric" and "Geometric" refer
(strictly speaking) to ceramic styles, not to chronological
periods. However, since the great majority of Euboean data
from the years c. 1050-700 come from pottery, I intend to
use these terms in a chronological sense; in any event they
are preferable to using in this discussion "the Dark Ages."
74.

"Survey," lllf.

Fig. 9.

Map of Known or Suspected Protogeometric Period Sites in Euboea
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reduction of 73.7%); in Boeotia from twenty-seven to three
(88.9%); in Attica from twenty-four to twelve (50%); in the
Argolid and Corinthia from forty-four to fourteen (68,1%);
in Lakonia from thirty to seven (76.7%); and in the south
west Peloponnesus (especially Messenia and Triphylia) from
75
one hundred fifty to fourteen (90.7%).

Overall, if the

entire Mycenaean Greek mainland, Aegean Islands (except
Crete), and coastal sites in Anatolia are considered, the
general decline of occupation is roughly as follows:

320

sites for the thirteenth century; 130 in the twelfth; and
40 in the eleventh.76 Obviously depopulation was a very
serious problem for much of Greece in the early Protogeometric Period. 77

Still,one must note from the above figures

that Attica and Euboea appear to have suffered less than the
other parts of Greece, and this observation helps support
the view that both districts offered shelter for Late
Helladic refugees.
Once more it is the Lefkandi excavations that pro
vide most of what is known of Protogeometric Euboean life.
As mentioned earlier, the acropolis settlement seems to have
been abandoned toward the end of the Mycenaean era.
75.

Figures are from GDA, pp. 19f.

76.

Figures are from TDAG, p. 364.

Sherd

77. It must be admitted that presently there is no
widely accepted explanation for this drastic loss of popula
tion; the traditional migrations, as now understood archaeologically, cannot solve alone this problem (TDAG, pp. 364f.).
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evidence points to a reoccupation of the site after perhaps
a brief interval.

However, the known remains of this new

community are so limited that very little can yet be said
about it.

The new Lefkandi was probably larger in surface

area than its Mycenaean antecedent and prosperous enough by
78
c. 950-900 to have its own bronze foundry.
In addition
three cemeteries have been uncovered near a small hill about
600 m. north of the acropolis (recall Fig. 5), and they have
proven to be a storehouse of information.

To date 14 5 tombs

and 74 pyres have been found, with the oldest cemetery,
Skoubris, containing 6 3 tombs and 19 pyres; of the others,
Toumba has yielded 35 tombs and 9 pyres, while Palaia
Perivolia has 47 tombs and 46 pyres.79 Skoubris was used
primarily before c. 950, while the Toumba and Palaia burials
date mostly to c. 950-850.
The method of interment provides a convenient
starting point for evaluating the significance of these
cemeteries.

The usual Mycenaean burial practice was that of

78. On the size of this new settlement, see
Lefkandi, p. 23. Evidence for the bronzeworks consists of
refuse (including fragments of clay moulds used for casting
tripods) discovered in a trash deposit (recall here the
tradition of early Euboean bronzeworking noted earlier; p.
9 and n. 16). For a preliminary analysis of this material
with illustrations, see Lefkandi, pp. 28f.
79. Figures are from GDA, p. 189. Note that the
latest Mycenaean pottery from the Acropolis does not overlap
the earliest ware from Skoubris; hence the possibility of a
brief abandonment of the entire Lefkandi vicinity cannot be
ignored.

multiple inhumations in large, probably familial, chamber of
80

tholos tombs.

This custom likely was followed in Euboea,
81
though the evidence for it is still meagre.
After the
collapse of the Mycenaean world, this technique fell out of
favor except for parts of Thessaly.

In its stead arose the

custom of individual burial in cist (i.e., stone-lined) or
simple pit tombs.

82

So radical a change in what is usually

a very conservative tradition strongly argues that the
social mores, tastes, and life styles of the Late Helladic
Period were being placed under very considerable stress and
were indeed giving way to new ideas and practices.

This

interpretation is encouraged further by a second important
change in the burial practice:

cremation, which rarely had

been used earlier, now replaces inhumation in Attica,
Salamis, and other places in the Aegean area.

While this

new rite never gained widespread acceptance in Protogeometric Greece, the fact that it achieved the popularity that
it did (notably at Athens) serves further to indicate that a
83
new Greek world was in the making.
80. For more information on early Greek burial
customs, see TDAG, pp. 140ff., and GDA, pp. 266ff.
81.

Supra, p. 29 n. 55, for a list of tholoi.

82. For more information on this possibility, see
TDAG, pp. 177ff.
83. However, whether cremation was merely a resur
gence of an older domestic custom, or rather was an imported
idea (from western Anatolia?) remains unknown. A third
possibility, that the rites were introduced by Dorian in
vaders, generally has been discounted, see TDAG, pp. 177ff.
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At Lefkandi individual burials using both the cist
and (after 900) pit techniques are found, along with the
employment of cremation.

Discoveries from Skoubris have

even led one of the excavators, P. G. Themelis, to propose
that newcomers were responsible for the growth of cremation
at Lefkandi:
In some instances [of cremation] the arrangements
of the tomb offerings resemble those of an inhuma
tion. It seems probable that the clothing of the
dead was placed in the tomb (or in small clothed
simulacrums) with pins and fibulae in their normal
position. . . . The continued existence of certain
rites associated with inhumation is then of particu
lar interest. It seems highly probable that new
Protogeometric settlers brought with them the
cremation rites. The burial custom of inhumation
practiced by the last inhabitants of the area
(Phase III of LH IIIC at Xeropolis) was gradually
absorbed by cremation. It is this transitional
period that is represented in this cemetery. 4
If invaders were responsible for the introduction of crema
tion to Lefkandi, their most likely place of origin would
have been Attica, based on the traditions of Ionian migra
tions to Euboea and the fact that there are more known
cremations from Attica than from any other district.
But as attractive as this theory may be, it still
has one serious flaw:

the cremation rites followed at

Lefkandi differ markedly from those practiced at Athens.
For example, at the Kerameikos cemetery the ashes of the
dead (almost always an adult, inhumation usually beii*g re
served for children) were placed inside a special amphora
84.

"Protogeometric Necropolis," 99f.
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which was then laid in a cist or pit tomb along with grave
85
offerings.
But at Lefkandi the ashes of the deceased were
left on the pyre, and only the grave goods were deposited in
a tomb; further, it appears that everyone regardless of age
86

was cremated. :

Only two or three graves reveal cremation

rites similar to those of Athens, and it has been argued
that these tombs are in fact those of Athenians.87

In light

of this problem, then, the origin of cremation on Euboea
must remain an unsolved mystery.
The Lefkandi cemeteries also provide useful details
concerning the evolution of Protogeometric Euboean pottery.
In the Early Protogeometric phase (10507-1000?) Euboean
wares display many of the same traits as Attic vases.

This

is true not only with regard to shapes (such as lekythoi,
cups, trefoil-lipped oinochoai, duck vases, and the low
conical feet on many vases in general) and decor (which
included cross-hatched triangles, wavy lines, and hand-drawn
semicircles), but also with regard to the artistic mood of
experimentation (evidenced by such types as pedestalled
bowls and straight-sided pyxeis with high loop handles 8 8).
85.

GDA, pp. 268ff.

86. Ibid., p. 191. Thus far these Lefkandian rites
have remained unique for all Greece during this period
(ibid., p. 271).
37.

Ibid., pp. 196, 271.

88.

Lefkandi, Figs. 54-6; GDA, pi, 39.
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This similarity of style and expression implies strong com
mercial and perhaps even colonial ties between Attica and
Euboea at this time.
However, in the Middle Protogeometric phase (1000?c. 950) Athenian cermic influence weakens.

Most of the

experimental shapes are discontinued, and ornamentation is
limited generally to painting the entire object black except
for the lower portion of the body and foot; the only motif
employed is an occasional wavy or zigzag line,^ Compassdrawn circles and semi-circles, which frequently appear on
Attic wares of this date, are totally absent thus far from
Euboean work.

This evidence suggests that Attic-Euboean

trade and other contacts were at a low point during this
phase, for reasons still a mystery.
Archaeology has also uncovered the development in
the Middle Protogeometric phase (with possible earlier ante90
cedents ) of a very distinctive regional style, extending
in area from coastal Thessaly and Skyros through Euboea into
the northern Cyclades.

This pottery style in consequence

has been named "Thessalo-Cycladic," but it may well have had
Euboea as its inspirational focus.91

The ware is typified

by common shapes (e.g., pedastalled cups and oinochoai with
89.

GDA, pi. 40 (top row); Lefkandi, Fig. 53(?).

90.

Supra, p. 37 n. 67,

91. J.N. Coldstream, Greek Geometric Pottery
(London, 1968; hereafter GGP), p. 148; TDAG, p. 79.
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cut-away necks) utilizing the decor mentioned above for
92
Euboean MPG.

Why this regional koine should have arisen

at this time is unknown, but perhaps it reflects i-n some
fashion the advent of the Ellopes and Perraiboi into Euboea,
The Late Protogeometric phase (c. 950-900) saw
Euboean (and "Thessal-Cycladic") pottery once again being
93
subjected to major Attic influence.

Compass-drawn circles

and semi-circles appear and are even retained on Euboean
skyphoi for the next two centuries.

Vases and jugs begin to

have alternating diagonal decorations about their bellies,
and one hydria from this phase has languettes on its
shoulder after the Attic fashion.

The very shape of the

pottery is affected too, as may be seen from the introduc
tion of the high flaring foot.

One distinctly has the

impression of frequent trade contacts between Attica and
Euboea, even to the extent of some immigration by Athenians;
for it is to this stage that the possibly Attic cremations
noted above belong.

Yet for all this outside impact, Euboea

(along with the rest of the "Thessalo-Cycladic" region)
refused to take part in the ceramic transition to Geometric
styles that marked the last years of the Protogeometric in
94
Attica and elsewhere.
92.

GDA, p. 210; cf. pis. 40, 45, 49, 50.

93.

Ibid., pi. 45; Lefkandi, Fig. 59.

94.

GGP, pp. 148ff.
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The personal effects recovered from the Lefkandi
cemeteries also have proven to be very informative.

From

the end of the Late Helladic Period to c. 950, bronze appears
to have been in short supply, judging from the scarcity of
bronze artifacts from this time; likewise a shortage of gold
is indicated.

This is in accord with the general dearth of

these two metals throughout all of Protogeometric Greece, a
situation which is due in all probability to a disruption of
regular trade links with suppliers in Cyprus, the Ancient
95
Near East, and elsewhere.
Ironworking was introduced
sometime after c. 1050 to Lefkandi, and with bronze in
critical supply quickly replaced it as the metal of prefer
ence for such objects as weapons, rings, fibulae, and dress
pins; again, this is in keeping with the trend elsewhere in
96
Greece.
In the second half of the tenth century, however,
the picture of Euboean life changes dramatically owing to
the resumption of trade with the eastern Mediterranean.
Bronze products reappear in ever increasing numbers, and it
is to this time that the Lefkandi bronzeworks noted earlier
belong.

Over half of the tombs in one cemetery dating to

95. For the Lefkandi bronze, see GDA, pp.,191f.,
and Sackett, "Lefkandi Excavations," 260. For Aegean bronze,
see TDAG, pp. 237ff., and GDA, pp. 314ff. For the Lefkandi
gold, see GDA, pp. 196, 313; and Sackett, ibid., 260. For
Aegean gold, see TDAG, p. 24 7, and GDA, p. 313.
96.

GDA, pp. 190, 314ff.; TDAG, pp. 213ff.
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these years were found to contain jewelry and other objects
97
made of gold.
Articles of ivory and faience also start to
reappear, along wxth foreign-made pottery.98 More will be
said about these discoveries in the next chapter; for now,
one need only observe that by the end of the Protogeometric
Period Lefkandi (if not the rest of Euboea as well) was
clearly in the midst of a spirited economic revival that was
destined to make Euboea one of the chief commercial centers
Q
of Greece in the next age ,^9

Finally, one must take note of an extraordinary find
made at Lefkandi in 1969,

A terracotta centaur statue,

about 36 cm, high, was unearthed at Toumba along with frag
ments of a smaller, animal-like statuette.

Both figures

date to c. 900 and are priceless examples of Protogeometric
sculpture, but it is still uncertain whether these objects
symbolize renewed contacts with the Orient or rather late
manifestations of earlier Helladic art forms,
97.

GDA, p. 348,

98. Ibid., p, 199; Sackett and Popham, "Lefkandi,
A Euboean Town," 17f,
99. "In fact, the impression from the present
material is that Lefkandi was wealthier than Athens in the
early ninth century, and such wealth will surely not have
come all of a sudden," GDA, p. 34 8.
100. For details and illustrations, see V, R.
Desborough, R. V. Nichols, and M, Popham, "A Euboean
Centaur," BSA, 65 (1970), 21-30; also J. Carter, "Narrative
Art in the Geometric Period," BSA, 67 (1972), 25-58, esp.
46ff. Dr. Popham has kindly informed me that clay analysis
of the centaur proves that it was probably manufactured
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The contributions made by other sites to the record
of Protogeometric Euboea may be quickly summarized.

Only

Chalcis and Eretria have been excavated in any fashion, and
the surface sherds collected from the other nineteen sites
do not seem to be at variance with the material from
*•

Lefkandi.

At Chalcis in 1958 sixteen vases resembling

those of Lefkandi were discovered by chance in seven or
eight cist tombs near the city.102

Most of the ware belongs

to the later part of the Protogeometric Period, but a few
pieces date to the beginning of the age, or even a bit
earlier.

No other grave goods were reported, and indeed the

very method of burial is in doubt, though one of the graves
may have been a child inhumation.

Near Eretria several

tombs containing Protogeometric pottery again similar to
that of Lefkandi were located in the 1950's, but as with
103
Chalcis no other grave goods were reported.
locally (letter, 2 November, 1976). From Lefkandi also has
come a hydria dating to c.975 depicting two confronted
archers on one shoulder and which is the only example known
to me of the human form being represented artistically on
ceramic ware from the Protogeometric Period (GDA, pp. 194f.
and pi. 42B).
101.

"Survey," 106f.

102. A. K. Andreiomenos, "npwToyeioyeTpiKa 'ayyeia 'E K
in Xapioxripiov eis 'A. K. 'OpAavov, II (Athens,
1966), 248ff.
'
XaXKi6os,"

103.

J. Boardman, "Early Euboean Pottery," 14.
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To draxtf general conclusions about Euboean history
during the Protogeometric Period on the basis of such
limited data is very difficult, but four points do seem to
emerge.

First, as with the rest of Protogeometric Greece

Euboea did suffer considerable depopulation, but the island
lost fewer people than any other district save Attica—a
fact not inconsistent with our picture of Euboea as a
refuge.

Second, the artistic (and probably commercial) in

fluence of Athens was an important factor in Euboean ceramic
development during this period and may imply the arrival of
at least some settlers from the mainland (probably Attica).
Third, this Athenian influence was balanced by the emergence
of a regional pottery style known as "Thessalo-Cycladic."
Euboea likely was the focus of it, and the style may
reflect north-south migrations during this period.

Finally,

there is evidence that in the second half of the tenth
century Euboea was beginning to reestablish her trade links
abroad, particularly with the Ancient Near East.

The

development of those enterprises over the following two
centuries forms the basis of Chapter II.

CHAPTER II
EUBOEA AS A COMMERCIAL POWER,
c. 900-700 B.C.
With the dawn of the Geometric Period Euboea
initiated her golden age of economic power and influence.
Over the next two hundred years Euboean merchants and
colonists assembled a major commercial network extending
from Syria in the east to Etruria in the west.

Through an

examination of the archaeological and historical records,
this chapter shall reveal at least in outline the nature
and development of this commercial empire.
The Archaeological Record
Twenty-eight Geometric sites (Fig. 10) have been re
ported from Euboea in this period, an increase of seven from
the previous age."'"

Once more it is Lefkandi that provides

the bulk of our information, but the continuing excavations
at nearby Eretria have made significant contributions as
well.

2

In the course of the ninth century the Lefkandi

1. "Survey," lllf.
from southern Euboea.

Again we have no sites reported

2. The Graeco-Swiss excavations (1964-present) have
rendered a great service in advancing our knowledge of
Eretrian (and hence Euboean) history. Almost yearly reports
have appeared in the journals Antike Kunst and Archailolgikon Deltion. In addition, the following relevant
publications have been issued: P. Auberson, Temple
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Fig. 10.

Map of Known or Suspected Geometric Period Sites in Euboea

u!
u>

cemeteries fell out of use, and thus attention must shift
back to the acropolis settlement.

Severe erosion has

greatly damaged the relevant strata, but it does appear that
the Geometric town was smaller in extent than its Protogeometric antecedent.

Part of what may have been a house

with an oblong apsidial room has been uncovered, in addition
to several curious "Theta structures" (Fig. 11) which may
have functioned as bases for granaries or presses for wine
or perhaps olives.

The building materials used throughout

were mud-bricks, wood, and small stones.

Of exceptional

interest was the discovery of six incised potsherds, half
bearing alphabetic signs, half with other symbols (potters'
marks?).

These sherds constitute the earliest known

examples of literacy in Euboea and their definite Geometric
origin (late 700's) makes them all the more invaluable as
evidence for the development and spread of the Greek alpha3
bet.
In the last decade of the eighth century Lefkandi was
abandoned, this time never to be resettled.

The exodus may

have been accompanied by violence since a destruction layer
of ash, charcoal, and smashed vases was uncovered in the
d'Apollon Daphnfephoros. Architecture (Bern, 1968); C.
B£rard, L'H6roon a la porte de l'ouest (Bern, 1970); C.
Krause, Das Westtor. Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen 1964-1968
(Bern, 19 72); P. Auberson and K. Schefold, Fiihrer durch
Eretria (Bern, 1972).
3. Lefkandi, pp. 5, 33f., Figs. 78f. For the. com
mercial implications of this evidence, infra, p. 54.
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Fig. 11.

Geometric Remains at Lefkandi
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remains of the "house."

If so, then perhaps Lefkandi was

a victim of the famous Lelantine War.

4

Whereas Lefkandi was in visible decline during the
course of the Geometric Period, Eretria was clearly on the
rise (Fig. 12).
inhabitation,

5

Although there .are possible signs of older
the city as known today originated in this

period, with the earliest known remains dating from the
first half of the eighth century.
a

co~plex

Major discoveries include

of buildings (Fig. 13) under the Archaic Temples

of Apollo Daphnephoros (principally a horseshoe-shaped
temple of pre-750 date and a hairpin apsidial successor of
c. 725-10), as well as a series of rich Late Geometric (c.
750-700) graves that reveal both cremation (for adults) and
inhumation (for children) .

6

4. Ibid., pp. 5, 35.
The historicity of this conflict will be treated in Chapter III (pp. 247ff.).
5. We have only meagre evidence thus far.
For the
Neolithic (a few obsidian blades) see P. Themelis "E-'1onat:1S
Ef,: E6Bo1as," 26-30; for the Helladic (a few sherds and a
Mycenaean idol) see, for e.g., ibid~, and P. Themelis,
")Ept:Tp1aKa," pp. 143-54, 171-6.~ noted earlier, Lefkandi
may perhaps have been the direct ancestor of Eretria (supra,
p. 23 n. 44).
"Eretria" may mean "Rowing Town," but this is
very doubtful; see CS-3, 33.
6. Concerning the Geometric Period bui ] dings,
underneath the later Temples of Apollo, see esp. C. B~rard,
"Architecture eretrienne et mythologie delphique: L.e
Daphn~phor~ion," AntK, 14 (1971), 59-73; P. Auberson, "La
Reconstitution du Daphnephor~ion d'Eretrie," AntK, 17
(1974), 60-8; K. Schefold, "The Architecture of Eretria,"
Archaeology, 21 (1968), 272-81; and K. Schefold, "Grabungen
in Eretria, 1973," AntK, 17 (1974), 69f. Some of these
structures appear to have been destroyed by fire:
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Turning to the evolution of Euboean pottery during
the Geometric Period, the island's general style, as indeed
that of the entire "Thessalo-Cycladic" region, for the first
fifty years must be termed "Sub-Protogeometric." 7

That is,

Euboean wares clung stubbornly to the shapes and decor of
the earlier age in marked defiance of the progressive Geo
metric styles being developed in Attica and elsewhere.
Nonetheless, there were some changes:

the high conical feet

disappeared, and there was considerable experimentation with
the lip profile on skyphoi and cups; concentric circles and
semi-circles became very popular, but rectilinear decoration
remained in its subordinate Protogeometric role.

Why Euboea

and the other districts of the "Thessalo-Cycladic" region
should have followed this conservative bent in their
ceramics is unknown; perhaps successful merchants have less
incentive to change the nature of their products and
packaging.
This regional "koine" style finally disintegrated
under a wave of Attic influence at the start of the Middle
Schefold, "Architecture," 275. For the Heroon graves
see, e.g., C. B6rard, "L'Hferoon g6om6trique," Deltion,
22 (1967), 273-77.
7. Lefkandi, Fig. 64; GGP, pi. 32. Herein I am
following J. N. Coldstream's chronology (GGP, pp. 148-95,
330); Sub-Protogeometric is contemporary with Attic Early
Geometric.
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Geometric (c. 850-750).

g

On Euboea this trend is particu

larly evident in decor, as multiple zigzags, meander hooks,
hatched meanders, and vertical chevrons all made their first
appearances.

Indeed, only one class of skyphos retained its

Sub-Protogeometric appearance, and it will be the object of
closer attention shortly.
Information about Euboean wares of the Late Geo
metric (c. 750-700?) is still inadequate, but it is known
that while Attic influence persisted (e.g., the introduction
of dotted lozenges and bird metopes), the Euboeans also were
beginning to borrow ideas from the Corinthian repertoire of
shapes (e.g., kolytai) and decor (e.g., long inverted
triangles filled with cross-hatching).

By the conclusion of

the Geometric Period, in fact, Corinth must be said to have
rivaled Attica as the chief source of inspiration for
Euboean pottery.9
One class of ware almost certain to have been devel
oped and heavily manufactured in Euboea merits closer atten
tion due to its widespread discovery in the Mediterranean
world:

the Sub-Protogeometric carinated skyphos with

8. Lefkandi, Fig. 66; GGP, pi. 34. In the case of
Thessaly it has been suggested that her withdrawal from the
koine might be connected with the improvement of contacts
between the coastal districts and the interior (GDA, p.
348). Interestingly, all of the Euboean skyphoi reported
from Thessaly appear to date from the Sub-Protogeometric,
as shall be noted later.
9.
72-77.

GGP, pp. 189ff., pi. 41a-c, e? Lefkandi, Figs.
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concentric circle, and especially pendent semiconcentric
circle, decoration (Fig. 14)."^

The basic shape was derived

from Attic examples of Protogeometric date characterized by
straight lips, high conical feet, and. several sets of com
plete concentric circles or standing semicircles placed
between the handles on both sides.

Starting about 920-10

however, Euboean potters began to give their own unique
identity to the cup.

First they slightly overhung the lip

and reduced the sets of circular motives to just a pair on
each side.

Then about 900 the lip became much deeper, and

the foot lower; the older motives began to be replaced by a
pair of pendent, usually intersecting, concentric semi
circles on each side. By the Middle Geometric phase (c. 850750) the Euboean skyphos had assumed its most common and
widespread form, characterized by a shallower profile,
lowered rim, and the pendent semicircle decoration.

After

800 the quality of product began to decline, and by the end
of the Middle Geometric phase the feet had totally vanished.
Finally, in the Late Geometric phase the decor changed
radically to conform to the latest styles of Attica and
Corinth (e.g., use of metopes, bird-and-lozenge combinations,
files of birds).
10. On Euboea as the probable originator and chief
producer of these "Euboeo-Cycladic" skyphoi, see J. Boardman,
The Greeks Overseas, 2nd ed.,(Baltimore, 1973, hereafter
GO), pp. 39ff; BSA, 52 (1957), 7f; Lefkandi, p. 28; TDAG,
pp. 71f.; GDft, p. 19 7.

Late Protogeometric
(c. 920-900)

Middle Geometric
(c. 850-750)

Fig. 14.

Sub-Protogeometric
(c. 900-850)

Late Geometric
(c. 750-700)

Evolution of Euboean Skyphoi
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Euboean Activity in the Aegean World
In Chapter I the strategic location of Euboea was
shown to have encouraged commercial activity even in the
Neolithic Period, and that chapter ended with noting the
marked economic revival of Lefkandi during the last half of
the tenth century.

This significant improvement in the

Euboean standard of living was closely linked to the re
vival of regular trade not only with the other Greeks of the
Aegean, but also with rich markets in both the eastern and
western Mediterranean.
Our investigation may begin by first taking notice
of several important points.

There is no evidence for most

of the Geometric Period of any Greek city formally organ
izing and conducting trade or colonization; rather it is
very probable that all such early efforts were carried out
by enterprising individuals and/or small groups.11

Further,

it must be admitted that objects (including pottery) can
travel a very long way for other than commercial reasons;
war loot and offerings made by foreigners to local sanc
tuaries suggest themselves immediately as plausible alter
natives.

Moreover, the presence of a particular ware on a

site does not necessarily imply the presence at that site
of the ware's creators.

Therefore, it is often the cumu

lative weight of the pottery evidence, supplemented whenever
11.

TDAG, pp. 297, 414.
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possible by other archaeological and historical data, that
argues strongly in favor of Euboean overseas activity during
the Geometric Period.

Finally, though often in what follows

we shall be using the term "Euboean," current evidence
suggests that Chalcis, Lefkandi, and Eretria were the prime
actors.

Also, the contribution (as yet undefined but likely

subordinate) made by the islanders of the northern Cyclades
in this movement cannot be ignored.
To date few Geometric imports of clear Aegean origin
have been discovered in Euboea,

Most of what has turned up

consists of sherds of Cycladic, Attic, Corinthian, Argive,
Ionian(?), and other East Aegean(?) wares.12

In addition,

several pieces of the golden spiral hair jewelry found at
Lefkandi probably originated somewhere in the northern
Aegean, and amber beads from Lefkandi suggest northern contacts of a more distant nature.13
Reinforcing this slight evidence are the numerous
finds of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" skyphoi in the Aegean
world (Fig. 15 and Table 1).

Given the ceramic and perhaps

12. For Cycladic see: Lefkandi, p. 33; L. Kahil,
C6ramique geomfetrique et subgfeomfetrique d'Er6trie," AntK, 11
(1968), 101; J. Boardman, "Pottery from Eretria," BSA^ 5~7
(1952), 4, 6. Attic: Boardman, ibid., 6; Sackett and Popham,
"Lefkandi. A Euboean Town," 16f. Corinthian: Lefkandi, p.
33; Boardman, "Early Euboean Pottery," BSA, 52 (1957), 3,
Argive: Lefkandi, p. 33. Ionian: Boardman, ibid., 3.
East Aegean: Boardman, "Pottery," 9; "Early Euboean
Pottery," 3 (Samian?).
13, Gold:
Popham, "Lefkandi.

GDA, p. 313. Amber:
A Euboean Town," 18.
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Table 1.

Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the Aegean World
COther Pottery Types Included as Relevant)
Chronol.
(via GGP)

Area

No.

Euboea

Rel.

Abs.

BSA, 52 (19571, 2 n. 8;
BSA, 61 (1966), pi. lOd;
GGP, 412.

SPG

9.0OT
850

Sherds.

BSA, 52 (1957), 2 and pi.
1; Deltion, 16 (1960), pi.
132y.

SPGMG

900750

2 examples.

Nea Lampsakos "Gr." Deltion, 16 £1960)., pi. 130 SPG
(inv. no. 1385); BSA, 61
(1966), 60; GGP, 152, 412.

875850

Sherds found with
Atticizing EG II
ware.

Lefkandi

Set.
and
Cem.

900710?

Numerous examples
and sherds.

Eretria

Sane. BSA, 47 (19521, 4 and pi.
and
1; AntK, 10 (1967), 133ff.
Cem. and pi. 38 £nos. 6, 7, 9);
AAA, 3 (1970), 314ff. and
figs, 1-2.

Delphi

Set?

Site Name
Kerinthos

Chalcis

Central
Greece

Site
Type

6

Set.

References

Lefkandi, 25ff.; GGP, 412.

SPGLG

MGII- 800LG
700

Ft Delphes, V, 17, fig. 74; SPG?
PGP, 190f.; GDA, 205; TDAG,
73.

900^
850

Remarks

Several examples and
sherds.

1 almost complete
example (no. 5909);
sherds from 6 others.

Table 1.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Aegean World (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

MidAegean

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

7

Vranesi
Copaidos
(Boeotia)

Grs.

PGP, 190f., pi. 17 no. 5
(Chaironeia no. 161); GGP,
198, 411.

SPG?

900850

1 example.

8

Orchomenos

Grs.

Unpub.: PGP, 190 (ChaiSPG?
roneia nos. 146, 167); GGP,
198, 411.

900850

2 examples.

9

Thebes (?)

Tomb

Deltion, 1917, 203f., fig. SPG?
148 (Kolonaki tomb no. 27);
PGP, 194f,; GDA, 203.

900850

1 example with two
sets of concentric
circles; mfg. origin
unkn.

10

Athens
(Kerameikos)

Cem.

Kerameikos, I, 124 n. 1, pi. ?
38 no. 3; PGP, 189.

11

Skyros

Grs.

Unpub.: PGP, 189, 194; GGP, SPG
413.

900850

13 examples.

12

Andros
(Zagora)

Grs.

PGP, 186, pi. 16 (Andros
no. 145); GGP, 413

900850

1 example.

SPG

2 sherds.

Table 1.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Aegean World COther Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.
13

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

920900

1 example of local
fabric; similar in
shape to LPG Amathus
sky., has two pair
of nine-fold con
centric circles with
no interior filling.

Tenos
(Kambos)

"Gr," Unpub. GGP, 149, 414; GDA, LPG

Tenos
(Kardiani)

Gr.

ASAtene, 8/9 (1925/6), fig. SPG
28; PGP, 186, 194; GGP,
152, 414.

900850

1 example.

Tenos
(Kardiani?)

Gr.?

ASAtene, 8/9 (1925/6), fig. MG?
35; PGP, 186 ("UP")

850750

1 example with zig
zag on lip; only 1
set (not a pair) of
pendent semicircles
on each side.

Tenos (un
known
Provenance
UP)

Albizzati, Vasi antichi
SPG
dipinti del Vaticano, I,
pi. 1 no. 4 (and 5, but not
illus.); PGP, 186, pi. 25A;
GGP, 152, 414.

900850

2 examples.

Tenos (UP)

GGP, 153, pi. 32e (Tenos
no. 1485).

900850

1 example,

186.

SPG

Table 1.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Aegean World (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.

Site Name
Tenos (UP)

Site
Type
?

References

Rel.

Delos

15

Rheneia
P.T,
(Purification
Trench items
removed from
Delos in 426
B.C.)

BCH, 35 (1911), 360 nos.
23-5; Delos, XV, 49, pi.
26.4-19, pi. 27.20-1;
PGP, 186; GGP, 414, pis.
32b (Ae20), 41 (Bb51).

Remarks
1 example.

AthMitt, 1929, 159

Sane. BCH, 35 (1911), 352 no. 2, SPG
355 no. 9, 359, no. 22?;
BCH, 71/2 (1948), pis. 41h,
44; GGP, 413.

14

Abs.

900850

2 almost complete
examples; sherds.

SPGMG

900750

16 examples; sherds.

6 examples.

Rheneia
(Parakastri)

"Grs." PGP, 186, pi. 25B (Mykonos
nos. A 1463-8); GGP, 156,
414.

MG I

850800

Rheneia

'Gr." TDAG, 64, fig. 26.

MG I

c.850 1 example.

Unpub.: PGP, 186.

MG?

850750

1 sherd.

BSA, 29 (1927/8), 261 no.
147, pi. 6.12; PGP, 185.

SPG?

900850

1 example with nonintersecting semi
circles.

16

Paros

17

Knossos

?
Tomb

Table 1.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Aegean World (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

East
Aegean

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

.
References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

MG I
?

850800

1 example (a local
copy).

18

Vrokastro

Tomb

Hall, Excavations in
Eastern Crete, Vrokastro,
164, fig. 99d.

19

Rhodes

Cem.

Clara Rhodos, 6/7 (1932/3), MG
189, figs. 223, 227; Kinch,
yroulia, 132 no. 13, pi.
17.5? PGP, 185f.; GGP, 267.

850800

2 examples that are
local copies.

20

Kos
(Seraglio)

Tomb

Unpub.: PGP, 185; GGP, 267, MG

850750

1 example,

21

Chios

MGII
Sane. Boardman, Excavations in
?
Chios, 1952-1955: Greek
Emporio, 117f. no. 157 (and
158?), fig. 72, pi. 30.

800750

1 definite fragment;
possibly another.

22

Sardis

Set.

BASOR, #186 (1967), 34ff.
figs. 12-13.

SPG?

900850

1 local copy; possible frags, "pro
visionally dated" to
the 11th century.

Sardis

Set.

BASOR, #166 (1962), 15.

MGII- 800—
LG?
700

Sherds dated to 7th
century—heirlooms??

Phocaea

Set.
?

Unpub.: Greek Emporio, 117
n, 2.

MG?

23

850750

Sherds.

Table 1.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Aegean World (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

North
Aegean

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.
850750

Remarks

24

Buruncuk
(?Larissa)

Set.

Bohlau and Schefold,
Larisa-am-Hermos, III,
169ff., pi. 57 no. 4;
PGP, 192.

MG?

25

Troy

Set.

Troy, IV, 279, pi. 303,
no. 8. (Start of Troy 8 is
given as c.700, but this
seems too cautious: cf.
Cook, Troad, 98, 101);
GGP, 376, 419.

MGII- 800750

26

Thasos

Sane. BCH, 88 (1964), 140f., fig, MG?
52.

850750

1 sherd.

27

Chauchitsa

Grs.

BSA, 26 (1923/5), 6, fig.
3c (Gr. 2), and fig. 3d
(Gr. 3); Heurtley, Pre
historic Macedonia, 235,
pi. 22 (nos. 480-1).

850750

Gr. 2 is probably a
local copy, wheelmade, very high lip,
pendent semicircle
decor on one side
only; Gr. 3 skyphos
is similar in shape
only.

28

Saratse

Set.

BSA, 30 (1928/30), 141,
MG I
fig. 28.1; PMac, 237 no.
490, fig. 111a; PGP, 191f,,
pi. 24C,

850800

1 sherd; the semi
circles do not
intersect.

MG?

1 sherd.

Sherds,

Table 1.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Aegean World (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

29

Kalamaria

Set.

PMac, 238, no. 497; PGP,
191

MG I
p

850800

1 example,

30

Karabournaki
(Mikro Karaburnu)

Set.

Rhomaios in JEuiTUyBlQV
Xpnaxou Taouvxa, 369,
fig. 5; PGP, 192.

MG?

850750

Sherds.

31

Vergina

Cem.

Andronikos, Bepyivg, I,
168ff.; figs. 23ff.; pis.
34, 37, 43, 47, 49-51,
62-4, 72. 181, fig. 30,
pi. 50.

SPGMG?

900750

11 examples, of
which 1 is a certain
import; 3 have
similar shape only;
also 1 flat-based
cup (fig. 30) with
zigzag decor about
rim, of Lefkandi
type.

Thessaly 32

Larissa

PGP, 189f.; Verdelis,'0^
JIpcoxoYc^l-iexpiicos fpu6ybs
xns QeoaaAuxs, 27 no. 53.

SPG?

900850

1 example.

BSA, 31 (1930/1), 27ff.
nos. 115-22, fig. 12, pi.
7; PGP, 189, pi. 24A; GGP,
410, pi. 32g; GDA, 214.

SPG

900850

9 examples, not well
made (local copies?).

33

Marmariani

Tmbs.

Table 1.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Aegean World (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.

Site Name

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

34

Kapakli

Tomb

Verdelis, 27f., pi. 9;
GGP, 153, 410; GDA, 212.

SPG

900850

8 examples.

35

Iolkos
(Volos)

Tomb

TDAG, 210 n. 111.

SPG?

900850

Several examples.

36

Phthiotic
Thebes

Set.

Unpub.: PGP, 189, 194.

37

Halos

Tomb

BSA, 18 (1911/2), 4f.,
fig. 3.4; GGP, 151.

SPG

900850

Local copy of sky.
shape only.

38

Pteleon

Tomb

Verdelis, 28 no. 62,

SPG?

900850

1 possible example.

Verdelis, 27 no. 54.

SPG?

900850

1 example.

LG I

750720

"Cycladic" imports;
sherds only, Euboean
wares.

UP
NorthWest
Greece

Site
Type

39

Ithaca
(Aetos)

Sane. BSA, 43 (1948), 94-7, pi.
43; GGP, 227f,

2 sherds (?); one
has full concentric
circles.
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14
demographic links cited earlier,
the presence of this ware

in the northern Cyclades, Skyros, and Thessaly is not sur
prising; likev;ise, the importance of the Euboean Channel
helps to account for discoveries in central Greece.

Un

expected, however, are the number of finds reported from
Crete, the southern Dodecanese, the coastal districts of
Anatolia and Macedonia, all of which suggest trade contacts
with these areas and perhaps even with lands more distant.
By their very shape, these drinking cups are of little or no
use as shipping containers and hence must have been valued
intrinsically; this observation is supported by native imi
tations found in such places as Sardis (No. 22), Buruncuk
(No. 24), Chauchitsa (No. 27), and Vergina (No. 31).

Most

importantly, given (1) the origins of the ware; (2) the
number of finds from coastal districts, major river systems,
and islands; and (3) the evidence of overseas trade from
Euboea itself, the likelihood cannot be ignored that many of
these drinking cups were in fact the personal property of
Euboeans themselves.

Finally, the presence abroad of

Euboean merchants may be strengthened by the widespread use
in the Aegean world (e.g., at Chalcidice, Samos, Attica,
Corinth) of the Euboic metal standard or of other standards
based at least in part on it.15
14.

Supra, pp. 13ff.

15. C. M. Kraay, Archaic and Classical Greek Coins
(Berkeley, 1977), pp. 329f.
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Considering the meagre evidence of actual trade com
modities from this period, it would seem reasonable to
assume that the Euboeans imported from the Aegean world
mainly perishable goods and raw materials, some of which may
v;ell have been relayed to markets further east, as shall be
seen.

These imports probably included grain, wool, hides,

furs, timber, gold, copper, tin(?), perhaps horses (from
Thessaly)/1"^ and even slaves.

In return the Euboeans could

have exported locally finished products—recall the Lefkandi
bronzeworks—as well as goods brought back from trips to
the Levant.
Meriting special attention are the skyphoi unearthed
in Macedonia, because the Euboeans were said by tradition to
have founded colonies there (Fig. 16).

On the basis of

numbers alone the evidence so far is hardly impressive, but
then we need to remember that in most cases (especially when
dealing with settlements) only a small fraction of an entire
site has yet been explored.

Thus, when viewed from this

perspective, the available evidence has led V. R. d'A.
16. A speculative inclusion: could there have been
any blood ties or special relationship between the horseloving Thessalians and the aristocratic Hippobotai of
Chalcis?
17. It must be emphasized here, though, that only
relatively prosperous communities would have been able to
afford such costly imports. This should help explain the
lack of Euboean wares from the Peloponnesus as well as the
general rarity of Oriental goods (at least of the nonperishable variety) in Greece generally until the late
Geometric Period (infra, pp. 87ff.

(PlUiUlS?

V

\ S/Htine 6-uu p

Fig. 16.

The Northern Colonies
cn
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Desborough to conclude that "this type of skyphos was

probably very popular, and it is notworthy that the pendent
semicircle decoration was taken on to another, and local
shape—the bowls with flat rims projecting lugs."18

More

archaeological evidence for Euboean activity in the north
western Aegean is provided by the discovery at Vergina of a
flat-based cup with zigzag decoration about its slightly
offset rim—a type found elsewhere only at Lefkandi.19
Finally, there is also a report of early Chalcidian settle20

ment on the island of Skyros.

What would have lured the Euboeans to the shores of
Macedonia and the Chalcidic peninsula?

Fishing, agri

culture, and husbandry were definite attractions, but within
limits? most of the land bordering the Thermaic Gulf is
arable, but more than two-thirds of Chalcidice (including
the sub-peninsulae of Akte and Sithone) is not.21

More

enticing would have been the region's great natural wealth:
timber (oak, pine, and chestnut) that was used heavily by
18. Protogeometric Pottery (Oxford, 1953? hence
forth PGP), p. 192.
19. Cf. A. Andronikos, Be pyfyg, I (Athens, 1969) ,
181, Fig. 30, pi. 50 with Lefkandi, Fig. 59 and GDA, p. 218.
20.

Ps.-Skymn., 583ff.

21. R. Gold, "A History of the Chalcidice to 431
B.C.," Diss. Wisconsin, 1974, pp. 8, llf.? N. G. L.
Hammond, A History of Macedonia, I (Oxford, 1972), 8ff.
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ancient Greek shipwrights,22 gold, silver, iron, copper,
23
and lead.
Further, Macedonia possessed great river
systems (such as the Axios) that facilitated trade contacts
with the interior for products like furs, amber, slaves(?),
and perhaps tin.

24

Then too, the regional coastline was

blessed with a number of anchorages suitable for ancient
shipping.
Greek interest in Macedonia and Chalcidice dates
back to at least Mycenaean times according to excavation
data, and one may recall here the sherds of probable Balkan
origin found at L.H. IIIC-1 Lefkandi.

26

Three settlements

in Chalcidice (Aineia, Scione, and Torone) were reported by
some ancient authorities to have been founded by either
Trojans or Greeks after the Trojan War.27 Although Euboeans
22. S. Casson, Macedonia, Thrace, and Illyria
(1926; rpt. Westport, 1971), p. 53 n. 5; "Macedonia and
parts of Thrace were, in fact, the only producing areas for
first-class shipbuilding material in mainland Greece, and
were equalled only in Italy."
23. Hammond, Macedonia, I, 13f; Gold, pp. 9ff.
However, as with Euboean ore deposits it is virtually
impossible at present to know when these resources were
exploited for the first time.
24.

Infra, p.

25.

Gold, pp. 13ff.

94

n. 48.

26. Hammond, Macedonia, I, 290-311; K. A. Wardle,
"The Northern Frontier of Mycenaean Greece," BICS, 22
(19 75), 206-12; also supra, pp. 34 and n. 66.
27.

Gold, pp. 109ff.
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are not mentioned in this regard, Strabo (10.1.5) does

preserve a tale of a post-Trojan wandering by some Euboeans
through part of southern Macedonia.
Unfortunately, when considering the later Euboean
colonizations in the region, one's efforts are hampered by
a lack of archaeological exploration coupled with few
historical details (some of which are hotly debated).
Nevertheless, the information cited above encourages our
belief in Euboean penetration of the area, with the literary
record serving at least to render an outline of that
development.
Strabo (10.1.8) notes Eretrian settlement in
Chalcidice, and at least four colonies are known to be
historical:

Mende (from yevefifnos = "standing one's ground

against an enemy"?); Mende's daughter colonies Neapolis
("new city") and Eion (etymology unknown, but not the same
town as Eion-on-the-Strymon); and Dikaiopolis/Dikaia (from
Siicrf = custom, law and order, hence "city of well-ordered
laws").

28

The circumstances behind and the dating of these

foundations are unknown, but "Dikaiopolis" plainly suggests
domestic unrest at Eretria. Of the colonies only Mende has
been firmly located.29 Other reported Eretrian settlements
28. For Mende: Thuc. 4.123.1; Pomp. Mel 2.33.
Neapolis: ATL, I, 354f. Eion: Thuc. 4.7. Dikaiopolis/
Dikaia: ATL, I, 266f.
29.

Gold, pp. 121ff.
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in Chalcidice are doubtful.

Pharbelos (etymology unknown)

may have been one, but its history and location remain a
mystery.

Oklos and Scabala (not to be confused with Scabla)

were certainly not foundations, being instead Eretrian
place-names."^

Finally, the Strabonian tradition of

Eretrian settlements on Akte (10.1.8) is almost certainly in
error, since the only Greek foundations there were made by
Andros with help perhaps from Euboean Chalcis.31
Thus we have at least four, possibly five, Eretrian
colonies in the Chalcidic peninsula.

To their ranks we may

add one more foundation located on the western shore of the
Thermaic Gulf:

Methone (etymology unknown).

According to

Plutarch (Mor. 29 3A-B), Methone had been settled by Eretrian
refugees from an earlier colony on the island of Corcyra,
and thus the foundation can be dated to the late eighth
century.

Although the historicity of this tale has been
32
much debated,
the Euboean wares at nearby Vergina, and the

30. Steph. Byz., s.v. " 4 a p 3 n X o s " ; Theopompos Phil.
24 (FGrH 115 F 150-1). See also D. W. Bradeen, "The Chalcidians in Thrace," AJPh, 73 (1952), 373f., and Gold, p. 123.
31. W. P. Wallace, "The History of Eretria to 198
B.C.," Diss. Johns Hopkins, 1936 (henceforth "Eretria"),
p. 42; Gold, p. 133; CS-3, pp. 18f.
32. "Eretria," p. 43; A. J. Graham, "Patterns in
Early Greek Colonisation," JHS, 91 (1971) , 46; Hammond,
Macedonia, I, 424f.; and Gold, p. 121 are all inclined to
accept it, but cf. CS-3, p. 19. Strabo. (6.2.4) dates the
expulsion of the Eretrians to the same year as the founda
tion of Syracuse (i.e., 734/3), but the eighth century
pottery data from Corcyra (such as it is: GGP, p. 367)
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Strabonian tradition of an early Euboean presence in the
area (noted above), tend to support the account.
Eretria was not the only Euboean city apparently to
dispatch colonies northward; according to tradition (e.g.,
Polyb. 9.28.2; Strabo 7,fr.ll, 10.1.8) Chalcis too was
involved, so much so that Chalcidice•allegedly was so-named
because of it.

Still the historicity of these foundations

has become in modern times the subject of considerable de
bate.

Arguments on both sides have been long-winded and

complex, but the crux of the problem rests on the fact that
only relatively late ancient authors (such as Polybius and
Strabo) clearly report Chalcidian colonization in the region.
The earliest known sources who mention Chalcidice (i.e.,
Herodotus [e.g., 7.185.2:
[e.g., 4.110.1: Topdfvnv
Plut. Mor. 760E-761B:

to

Xct Ak i 6 x kov yevos], Thucydides

tfiv X-a Ak t. 6 i icinv ],

twv cxtto Qp^kns

and Aristotle [ap.

XaAici 6 ewv ])

use

phraseology that allows for two entirely different inter
pretations.

On the one hand the words could mean in a col

lective sense the colonial descendants of Euboean Chalcis,
as Thucydides obviously intends when referring to the
33
Euboean colonies in Sicily.
But it is equally possible
favors the c. 705 date given by Eusebius (Schoene, II, 85).
(Actually, the various Eusebian texts conflict with one
another here, providing dates ranging between 708 and 705.)
See also Steph. Byz. "Me 0tovri, " and Eust. IjL. 2.716 (Van der
Volk).
33. 4. 25.7; see also Bradeen, 356-66; Hammond,
Macedonia, I, 426; Gold, pp. 105ff.
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that these phrases simply refer to a native Greek tribe in
the peninsula with the coincidental name of "Chalcidians. 34
Additional evidence from the excavations at Olynthus (first
occupied by the local Chalcidians in 479 fHdt, 8.127]) has
been raised in support of colonization by Euboean Chalcis,
only to be countered by good opposing arguments.35

No

doubt the scientific way to solve this dilemma is through
recourse to the archaeological record; but only now is a
suspected colony from Chalcis being excavated, and the
pertinent levels have yet to be reached."3^

In the mean

time, the best one can do is speculate on which towns might
be of possible Euboean Chalcidian origin.
According to Strabo (7.fr.ll, 10.1.8) Chalcis
founded about thirty colonies on Sithone, of which the most
important would probably have been Torone, the
34. See, e.g., E. Harrison, "Chalkidike," CQ_, 6
(1912), 93-103, 165-78; "Eretria," pp. 42ff.; M. Zahrnt,
Olynth und die Chalkidier (Munich, 1971) , pp. 12-27; and
CS-3, pp. 14f.
35. For example, Olynthic inscriptions use an
Ionian dialect that has a number of similarities with that
found in Euboea (Bradeen, 363), but careful analysis has
revealed an equal number of dialectical differences (Zahrnt,
pp. 18f.). Again, the inscriptions record the names of
several months which are shared by Euboean Chalcis (Bradeen,
364f.), but are also found at a number of other Ionian
cities and colonies (Zahrnt, pp. 202f.).
36. Torone: AR, 22 (1976), 21. Forty years ago,
trials were conducted at Mecyberna, which sometimes has been
identified as a Chalcidian colony. The earliest levels un
covered, however, date to the Late Late Archaic Period.
See G. E. Mylonas, "Excavations at Mecyberna 1934, 1938,"
AJA, 48 (1943), 78-87.
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sub-peninsula's largest city and the only settlement whose

origin is attributed by any source directly to Euboean
Chalcis."^

A number of other towns in the Sithone area have

been proposed from time to time as either Euboean Chalcidian
foundations or later daughter colonies, largely on the basis
of their participation in the 432 Chalcidic revolt against
38
Athens.
Many of these identifications have been disputed
for various reasons, but among the proponents of coloniza
tion by Euboean Chalcis the following seem to have met with
universal acceptance:

Arnai (from apriv = sheep?); Assera

(etymology unknown); Gale (from yaXri =
Piloros (from

t t TAo s

a

type of weasel?);

= woolen felt?); Polichne (from

troxixvn

= fort, small town); Sarte (etymology unknown); Scabla
(etymology unknown); Sermylia (etymology unknown); Singos
(etymology unknown); and Stolos (from
equipment?).

otoAos

= expedition

For all of these places there are neither

foundation stories nor dates, and some of them have yet to
be located.

In addition, Thucydides (4.109.2ff.) mentions

a small number of ''Chalcidians" living in Akte, where the
great majority of the populace was barbarian.

If Geometric

37. Diod.'"12.96.6 , but probably taken from Thuc .
4.110.1. The city was there by the time of Archilochus,
at any rate: F 89.20.
38.

Bradeen, 366-80; Gold, pp. 126-35.
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Euboean colonies were founded here, Kleonai (etymology

unknown) on the Singitic Gulf may have been one,39
Obviously there exists at present only the barest
outline of Euboean colonial activity in the northwestern
Aegean.

Eretria was certainly involved about the Thermaic

Gulf, but any comparable effort by Chalcis remains ques
tionable.

While there is virtually no chronological evi

dence, the skyphoi recovered from native Macedonian contexts
date to c. 900-750.

Given the likelihood of some prelimi

nary exploration and "trade before the flag" and the highly
individualized nature of Euboean ventures overseas at this
time, one might be able to fix the actual organization move
ment to c. 875/50-750.

An exception is Methone which, if

her foundation story is credible, was settled in the late
eighth century.
The chronology just proposed finds reinforcement in
several quarters.

Strabo (10,1.8), perhaps on the authority

of Aristotle, seems to date the northern colonies before
those of the west.

Certainly Aristotle (in Plut. Mor.

761A) notes that assistance was given to Chalcis by her
northern colonials in the Lelantine War (c. 700).

The lack

of foundation stories (including oikist names) encourages
39. Arist. F 611.62 (Rose); Gold, pp. 133f. There
is also a very slim chance that Euboean Chalcis may have
founded a few settlements along the Thermaic Gulf, For a
discussion of the evidence (such as it is), see Gold, pp.
123f. The joint colonial ventures of Andros and Chalcis
during the Archaic Period will be treated in Chapter III.
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belief in an early movement, or at least one that would be

symptomatic of the highly individualized, unsponsored nature
of early Euboean trade.40 Again, the fact that Eretria was
able to occupy some of the best sites about the Thermaic
Gulf may suggest a time when that city was at least the
equal of Chalcis in power.

Such a period could not likely

have been after 750, when Eretria was first excluded from
the western Euboean colonial movement, then witnessed her
own people being driven out of Corcyra, and finally became
embroiled in the exhaustive Lelantine War.

Seen as a whole,

therefore, Euboean northern colonization appears in the main
to have been economically inspired and Middle Geometric in
date.
The Eastern Mediterranean
Having established, at least in bare outline, a
picture of Euboean commercial enterprise in the Aegean world
world, the focus of attention may now shift eastward to
Cyprus and the peoples of the Orient, the transport and sale
of whose products undoubtedly comprised a major part of
Euboean trade.
Discoveries from Lefkandi and Eretria provide what
knowledge is currently available of direct Euboean imports
from the Levant.

The cemeteries and acropolis at Lefkandi

40. In this regard one can cite the example of Al
Mina, the Euboeo-Cycladic emporium founded c. 825, which
also lacks a foundation story.
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have thus far yielded two small duck vases and a flask, all

of Cypriot origin and late tenth century date.

From the

Geometric Period itself we have two bronze Cypriot bowls, a
Palestinian flask, an Egyptian bronze jug, a Cilician
scarab,

another scarab and two seals from either Palestine

or Egypt, plus a number of small ivory objects from
41
Syria(?).
The Eretrian excavations have produced oriental
izing goldwork, two Egyptianizing scarabs set within a ring'
of gold and silver, rare Phoenician glass beads, fragments
of Cypriot Geometric pottery, and a set of bronze horse
blinkers probably from Syria.42 One may also note here the
alphabetic sherds mentioned above (p. 54), as well as the at
least partial Asiatic origin'of the Euboic metal standard.43
Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" wares, particularly the
characteristic skyphoi, have been recovered from a number of
41. Some of these objects are illustrated in
Sackett and Popham, "Lefkandi. A Euboean Town," 17ff. The
Egyptian material could have been purchased from Palestinian
sources or some other intermediary; there is no evidence yet
for Euboeans visiting Egypt itself during this time. Levan
tine contacts are also suggested by the decor preserved on
the mould fragments for tripods which were found at the
Lefkandi bronzeworks: Lefkandi, pp. 28f.
42. Goldwork: D. Ohly, Griechische Goldblecke des
8. Jahrhunderts v. Chr. (Berlin, 1953), pp. 46ff,; B6rard,
"L'H6r6on," 276 and pi. 18. Double-scarab ring: B6rard,
ibid., 275; K. Schefold, "The Architecture of Eretria," 280.
Cypriot pottery fragments: v. Karageorghis and L. Kahil,
"T6moinages eubfeens a Chypre et Chypriotes a Er6trie,"
AntK, 10 (1967), 133ff. Horse blinkers: K. Schefold,
"Grabungen in Eretria, 1973," 70.
43.

Kraay, pp. 316f.
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sites in the eastern Mediterranean (Fig, 17 and Table 2).

Cyprus and northern Syria were the chief targets of Euboean
commercial penetration; given the strategic location of both
areas for trading purposes, this comes as no surprise.44
The single largest concentration of Greeks was at Al Mina
(No. 52), where Euboeans and their north Cycladic confed
erates established a sort of foreign quarter during the
late ninth century.
When pondering the nature of the Euboean trade with
the Levant, one must admit that for a very long time
business must have been conducted at a rather low key,
judging from the numbers and distribution of surviving
objects of patent Eastern origin discovered in Greece? it is
not until after 750 that Oriental imports begin to appear
outside of Euboea, Attica, and Crete.45 It therefore seems
likely that the Greeks of the Geometric Period had little to
offer the far more advanced and sophisticated Levantine
consumers.

With finished products (such as Euboean pottery)

44. Cyprus was a relatively secure base from which
the Greeks could sail over to the nearby mainland. Syria
lay between the Mediterranean and Assyria and the metal-rich
lands of Armenia; overland communication to these distant
lands from the Syrian coast was facilitated by several
mountain passes: Semple, pp. 180ff. Also, Cyprus and Syria
offered neutral meeting places for the Greeks and Phoeni
cians; see, e.g., V. Karageorghis, Kition (London, 1976),
p. 110.
45. TDAG, pp. 335, 352. Naturally it is possible
that initial trade was conducted with more perishable goods,
but this argumentum ex silentio cannot be pressed too far.
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Table 2.

Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the Eastern
Mediterranean (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area
Cyprus

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

Abs.

Remarks

JHS, 77 (1957), 212ff. and LPG
fig. 4; GGP, 150; GDA, 196,
379.

920900

2 Atticizing skyphoi
sim. to Lefkandi
types (e.g., GDA,
pi. 45e).

PGP, 181, pi. 25c
(Nicosia no. 1933/xi-29/
1); GGP, 423.

MG

850750

1 example.

Tomb

BCH, 85 (1961), 278-80,
fig. 28a; GGP, 423.

MG

850750

1 example.

UP

?

Myres, Handbook of the
Cesnola Col., 289, nos.
1710-1.

MG?

850750

2 examples.

UP

?

PGP, 327, pi. 25c (Nicosia
nos. B711, B1889).

MG?

850750

2 examples; B1889
has concentric
circles.

Fairbanks, Catalogue of
Greek and Etruscan Vases
63, pi, 16 no. 225,

MG

850750

1 example.

Hanfmann in The Aegean and MG
the Near East, 179, fig. 16
(Fogg Mus. 1953. 116 (14)).

850750

1 example.

40

Axnathus

41

Karaphani
(nr. Kyrenia)

42

Soli (Soloi)

Tomb

?

UP

UP

?

References

Rel.

Table 2.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Eastern Mediterranean (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

43

Salamis

Tomb

AA, 1963, 177 no. 46,
204ff., fig. 42? GGP,
423.

MGII

800750

Associated with MGII
Attic wares.

44

Paphos

Tomb

BCH, 87 (1963), 265ff.,
MGII
figs. 2-3; AntK, 10 (1967),
133f., pi, 37,2; GGP, 157,
422.

800750

1 example plus other
"Euboeo-Cycladic"
wares.

40

Amathus

Cem.

Murray, Excavations in
Cyprus, 103, fig. 150,
110 fig. 160.3; Swedish
Cyprus Expedition, IV.2,
55ff., nos. 76, 122, pis.
139.7 and 10, 140.1 GGP,
422.

MGII- 800LG
700

Other "EuboeoCycladic" wares,
incl. a skyphos with
vertical chevrons
(fig. 160.3), all
assoc. with Attic
wares.

45

Marion

?

Myres, 228f., no. 1703;
GGP, 422.

LG

750700

1 example.

46

Kition

Sane. BCH, 94 (1970), 257f., fig. LG
112; Karageorghis, Kition,

750700

"Cycladic" sherds.

710?

Giant ovoid krater
with lid; prob.
Eretrian.

110.

47

Kourion

Tomb

Jeffery, Archaic Greece,
pi. 3,

LG

Table 2.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Eastern Mediterranean (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.
48

Site Name

Site
Type

Idalion

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

Myres, 289, nos. 1706,
Sub
1708?; Dunbabin, The Greeks G
and Their Eastern Neighbours,
76.

early 2(?) examples of
7th
late skyphoi.
cent.

Cilicia 49

Mersin

Set.

Garstang, Prehistoric
Mersin, 254ff,, fig.
160.4-6; PGP, 327; GGP,
422.

SPGLG

900700

Sherds; other
"Cycladic" (LG) and
East Aegean imports.
All Greek items
vastly outnumbered
by local native
wares.

50

Tarsus

Set.

Tarsus, III, 279ff., 305ff., SPGfigs. 95, 101-2, 144, 146; LG
GGP, 422.

900700

Same as at Mersin.

51

Sirkeli (and
possibly 4
other sites?)

?

"Cycladic" and
"Greek Geometric"
material.

52

Al Mina

Syria

?

Set,

AnatSt, 4 (1954), 136f.,
168. No illus. pub.

?

JHS, 60 (1940), 2ff., figs. MG
1-3; PGP, pi, 26; GGP, 157,
423; Sukas, I, fig. 47a,b,
d,f,g; GO, 38ff.

850*
750

Sherds and other
"Euboeo-Cycladic"
wares; sherds g-k
of fig. 1 are among
the latest of the
class.

Table 2.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Eastern Mediterranean (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.
53

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

Hama

Set.

Hama, II.1, 232 n. 6.
fig. 310? Sukas, I , fig.
51a; GGP, 423.

MG

850750

1 partial example
and sherds; other
"Euboeo-Cycladic"
material.

Hama

Cem.

Hama, II.3, 113ff., fig.
134; Sukas, I, fig. 51b^
d; GGP, 423.

MGII

800750

Sherds and other
"Euboeo-Cycladic"
material.

54

Judaidah

Set.

Not fully pub.: PGP, 181
pi. 26; GGP, 423,

MG

850"
750

Sherds.

55

Tabbat-AlHammam

Set.

Syria, 21 (1940), 193,
fig, 4.9; GGP, 423.

MG

850750

1 sherd.

56

Tell Sukas

Set.

GGP, 423; Sukas, I, fig.
MG
54; Ploug, Sukas, II, llff.,
pi. 2.37-41.

850750

Sherds and other
"Euboeo-Cycladic"
wares.

57

Tell Tayinat

Set.

PGP, 181f,, pi, 26; GGP,
424; Sukas, I, fig. 48c.

MG

850750

1 nearly complete
example; sherds.

52

Al Mina

Set.

BSA, 52 (1957), 5ff., pi.
2a-b; AnatSt, 9 (1959),
163ff., pis. 24-5; GGP,
423; GO, 38ff.

LG

750696?

"Euboeo-Cycladic"
and East Aegean
wares; local copies.

Table 2.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Eastern Mediterranean (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

Phoenicia

Palest
tine

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

53

Hama

Set,

AArchSyr, 15 (1965), 80f.,
fig. 23; GGP, 423,

LG

750700

"Euboeo-Cycladic"
krater sherds.

56

Tell Sukas

Set.

AArchSyr, 11/12 (1961/2),
137f., fig. 7; GGP, 423.

LG

750700

Same as at Hama
plus local imita
tions.

58

Ras el Basit

Set.

AArchSyr, 23 (1973), 27.

5!L

Byblos

Set,

Dunand, Fouilles de Byblos, LG
11,2, 939f., no. 17605,
fig. 1054; Sukas, I, 158
n, 460.

60

Khaldl
(HaldaL

Set.

Saidah in Congres InterMGII- 800national d1Archeologie
LG?
700
Classique, IX (JL969J , 66ff.

1 example plus 2
local copies (from
Al Mina?) of shape
only.

61

Tell Abu
Hawam

Set.

QDAP, 4 (1935)., 23f,, pis. SPG12,9.6, 13.95; PGP, 181ff., MG
pi, 26; GGP, 424; Sukas, I,
figs. 47a-b.

1 sherd and a flatbased cup of Lefkandi type (fig.
47b).

"un fragment de
coupe subgeometrique
ou geometrique."
750700

900750

1(?) sherd from a
skyphos manufactured
at Al Mina.

Table 2.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean or "Euboeo-Cycladic" Skyphoi in the
Eastern Mediterranean (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.
62

Northern 63
Mesopo
tamia
64

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

Askalon

Set.

QDAP, 4 (1935), 24; BJV, 5
(1965), 229, no. 46.

SPGMG?

900750

1 fragment.

Tell Halaf

Set,

Hrouda, Tell Halaf, IV,
101, no. 188, pi. 69; GGP,
311 n. 4, 423; Sukas, I,
fig. 48e.

MG I

850808

1 example, preAssyrian conquest
of 808 B.C.

Nineveh

Set.

Unpub,; Berytus, 11 (1955), MG ?
98 no. 1; Sukas, I, 144,
fig. 46.

850750

1 sherd, in the
British Museum.
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46
not being valued in the East save perhaps as curios,
raw

materials must have been the chief exports: timber, furs,
47
hides, leather goods, wool, dried fish,
and perhaps raurex.
By contrast, a wide range of Oriental products would have
been sought by those Greeks (relatively few initially) who
could have afforded them: gold, tin, and copper;48 fine
cloths (including linen?);49 olive oil(?);50 ivory, per
fumes, spices, finished metalwork;

jewelry and other art

46. E. Akurgal, Orient und Okzident (Baden-Baden,
1966), pp. 161f.; Sukas, I, 129, 168.
47. According to Ath. 5.201C, Euboean sheep were
imported by Ptolemy Philadelphos, Mackerel and tunny were
needed by the Phoenicians for long voyages: Sukas, I, 164.
48. Cyprus probably was the major supplier of
copper. Tin deposits, on the other hand, were negligible in
Greece and nearly so in the Ancient Near East. There may
have been a few small deposits in the Zagros Mountains (P.
Knauth, The Metalsmiths [New York, 19 74], p. 57), and the
Caucasus region was a definite source of the metal (R. J.
Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology, IX, 2nd ed. [Leiden,
1972], 141). The rich tin fields of central Europe may well
have been exploited as well, but there is presently no
literary evidence of their use before the 1100's A.D.
(Forbes, p. 147).
49. According to Forbes (Studies in Ancient Tech
nology, IV, 2nd ed. [Leiden, 1964]^ 2T~, 34) flax (the source
for linen) may have been raised in Greece during the Protogeometric and Geometric Periods. However, Riis (Sukas, I,
167) points out that
(the Greek word for "tunic,"
which could have been made out of linen) has a Semitic
origin (Akkadian "Kitinnu"; Hebrew "Ketonet").
50. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology, III,
2nd ed. (Leiden, 1965), 104f; Riis, Sukas, I, 167.
51. In the eighth century Assyria and Urartu (i.e.,
the Kingdom of Van) were famous metallurgical centers, with
Urartu blessed moreover with rich ore deposits (Forbes, IX,
141; GO, p. 42). Bakhiiizen suggests (CS-3, p. 69) that
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objects, and persons (free or slave) who were trained in

unfamiliar skills useful to the Greeks.

Then too, Euboeans

(Lefkandians) were early users of the Greek alphabet, the
origin of which can probably be assigned to the Levant of
the eighth century.52
Euboean trade with Cyprus and the Ancient Near East
most likely began at a low level and increased only with
time.

While this commerce penetrated as far east as Assyria

and south as far as Palestine, it remained focused in the
regions of Cyprus and northern Syria.

To place this eco

nomic activity in its proper chronological setting, however,
is no easy task; for although the history of the Levant
preserves a number of fixed dates for this period, it has
"emigrant Greek ironsmiths produced objects or bars of iron
(steel) that were of higher quality than anything known in
the East. The Near East was a promising potential market
for emigrant Greek ironsmiths." However, there is no
physical evidence of Greek metalwork being imported into the
Levant at this time, nor any literary references in Near
Eastern texts to the same. The most anyone can expect
presently is that, by virtue of their contacts with the
Ancient Near East, the Euboeans were able to develop metal
work of a quality superior for a time to that made by other
Greeks (a position not totally in conflict with Bakhuizen).
52. GDA, pp. 351f.; L. H. Jeffery, Archaic Greece,
p. 26. But cf. J. Naveh, "Some Semitic Epigraphical Con
siderations on the Antiquity of the Greek Alphabet," AJA, 77
(1973), 1-8, who argues for a c. 1100 date on the basis of
resemblances between the Greek alphabet and the late Bronze
Age West Semitic script. Evidence for Euboean involvement
in this process includes the attested early presence of the
Euboeans in the Ancient Near East; the inscribed Lefkandi
sherds; the famous "Nestor Cup" from Pithekoussai; and the
transmission by the Chalcidians of the Greek alphabet to
the Etruscans (infra, pp. 137f,
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not always been easy to relate them to the archaeological
record.
The following examples help to illustrate some of
the complexities of this problem.

For Cyprus complete rela

tive and absolute chronologies for both the Geometric and
Early Archaic Periods have been formulated by Einar Gjerstad
and the Swedish Cyprus Expedition.

Yet this system has been

much criticized and at least one impressive alternate scheme
53
has been proposed.
The excavators of Tarsus (No. 50)
believed that they had clearly identified the layer corre
sponding to the destruction of the city by the Assyrians in
696, and consequently argued that the earliest types of
certain Greek Sub-Geometric (e.g., bird bowls) and Protocorinthian (e.g., ovoid aryballoi) wares come from before
54
this date.
This interpretation is in direct conflict with
the evidence from many other sites in the Mediterranean
world and thus has been seriously questioned by a number of
55
authorities.
Moreover, it is most unfortunate that one
level at Tarsus was apparently dated in absolute terms on
the basis of the Greek Geometric imports found therein.
53. The Swedish Cyprus Expedition, IV.2 (Stockholm,
1948), 427; cf. E. G. J. Birmingham, "The Chronology of Some
Early and Middle Iron Age Cypriot Sites," AJA, 67 (1963),
15ff.
54. H. Goldman, ed., Excavations at Gozulii Kule,
Tarsus, III (Princeton, 1963), 127ff.
55. As in J. Boardman, "Tarsus, Al Mina, and Greek
Chronology," JHS, 85 (1965), 5-15; GGP, pp. 320f.
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Such dating cannot be done inasmuch as the Greek Geometric

absolute chronology depends to a very large degree on finds
56
in Middle Eastern contexts.
Finally, at Tell Abu Hawam
in Palestine (No. 61), Euboean pottery was recovered from
Stratum III, but the destruction associated with that level
has been identified with various holocausts dating to c.926,
840, and c. 815."^
Yet the situation is not entirely hopless, and if
care is taken to avoid pitfalls some general chronological
limits can be established.

Cyprus in the past had welcomed
58
numerous Mycenaean Greeks and Phoenicians.
It is not
surprising then, that the earliest record of renewed Greek
activity in the eastern Mediterranean should come from the
Late Protogeometric (c. 920-10) Euboean skyphos and cup
discovered at Amathus in Cyprus (No. 40).59

And the present

evidence further indicates repeated Euboean visits to the
island for trade (and probably resupply) until c. 700-690.
As for Asia itself, its coastal waters lon^ had been
home to the Phoenicians of modern Lebanon,

Nautical trade

was their lifeblood, but they probably would have tolerated
56.

Tarsus, III, 107f.

57. As in Y. Aharoni and R. B. Amiran, "A New
Scheme for the Sub-Division of the Iron Age in Palestine,"
IEJ, 8 (1958), 171-84.
58. As in Karageorghis, Kition, pp. 26-141,
esp. p. 110.
59.

GDA, p. 348? TDAG, p. 71.
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infrequent visits by merchants from a technologically and
culturally backward region.

However, when these same

foreigners began to step up their commercial activities and
began to pose as actual rivals in the carrying trade, one
would expect the Phoenicians to have attempted to stop them
ra.ther than let their own business suffer.^ That they
failed to do so argues for a time when Phoenician power
could not have been used effectively against the upstart
Greeks (as well as a time when the coastal inhabitants would
have been at least neutral toward the presence of the new
traders).
These conditions began to develop after c. 850.
Firsw Syria and Phoenicia were ravaged by the Assyrians
(especially during the reign of Shalmanesser III, 858-844),
Then much of Syria fell under the rule of local princes who
were friendly to outside contacts and were directly allied
in many cases with the kings of Urartu.

After 750, the

Assyrians (under Tiglath-Pileser III[745-727], Sargon II
[722-706], and Sennacherib [705-681] once again invaded
Syria, Phoenicia, and even Cilicia and Cyprus.

Farther to

the south in Palestine, the second half of the ninth
century witnessed vicious internal disputes among the
Israelites, while kingdoms further inland (such as Damascus)
60. Riis (Sukas, I, 158) notes the almost total
absence of Greek Geometric vases from Phoenicia proper.
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tried to expand their power west to the sea.

Later, of

61
course, the Assyrians arrived.
It is against this historical background that the
Euboeans and other Greeks (principally Cypriots and Cycladic
islanders until late in the eighth century) were able to
take advantage of Phoenician weakness at home to establish
business contacts with the Asian mainland.

Presently the

earliest reliable evidence of this activity is the founda
tion c. 825 of the Euboeo-Cycladic merchant quarter at Al
Mina, and lesser numbers of Euboeans also may have settled
at this time at Tell Sukas and Tell Abu Hawam.

62

Located

at the mouth of the Orontes River, Al Mina was the Mediter
ranean terminus of the shortest caravan route from Meso
potamia and thus was the center of much economic activity
even under Assyrian rule.

Judging from the pottery (some of

which was made locally), Al Mina was visited from c. 825-720
by Euboeans and their Cycladic allies (in addition to
Cypriot Greeks and Phoenicians).

After 720 Euboeo-Cycladic

wares gradually began to be replaced by Corinthian and East
Aegean (particularly Rhodian) types, so much so that the
61events see:

For more detailed information about these
CAH, III, 18-74, 169-86; Sukas, I, 162ff.

62. J. du Plat Taylor, "The Cypriot and Syrian
Pottery from Al Mina, Syria," Iraq, 21 (1959), 91; Sukas,
I, 127, 162; P. J. Riis, "The First Greeks in Phoenicia and
Their Settlement at Sukas," in Ugaritica, 6, ed. C. F. A.
Schaeffer (Paris, 1969), pp. 435-50.
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Euboeans were evidently out of the picture totally soon
after the end of the century.6 3
Doubtless it is significant that Euboean trade with
both Cyprus and the Ancient Near East ended at about the
same time, i.e., c. 7C0-690.

Why this should have happened

remains a mystery, but two possible causes suggest them
selves.

First, the Assyrians (who conquered Cyprus in 709)

might have decided to cut off the Euboeans from the lucra
tive Eastern trade because they were suspected of being
involved in the Cilician revolt of 696.

There is no evi

dence of Euboean participation per se, but Greeks were among
the insurgents, and Al Mina seems to have been deserted
4
briefly early in the seventh century.6 * Second, the
Lelantine War appears to have been fought during the late
eighth and early seventh centuries (infra, pp. 149-56).

If

so, this struggle might very well have diverted homeward
Euboean overseas attention and resources, leaving her
foreign markets vulnerable to the rising competition of
Corinth and other Greeks.^
63. GO, pp. 38-49; D, Ridgeway, "The First Western
Greeks: Campanian Coasts and Southern Etruria," in Greeks,
Celts, and Romans, ed. C. and S. Hawkes (Totowa, 1973,
hereafter GCR), pp. 9f.
64.

GO, p. 46.

65. It would be useful in this regard for Euboean
excavators in the future to be alert to any evidence sug
gesting decline or disruption of Euboean manufacturing
centers specializing in export products (if identifiable).
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The Western Mediterranean
Thus far we have examined Euboean commercial (and
sometimes colonial) activity both in the Aegean Sea and in
the eastern Mediterranean.

But these bold merchants also

explored, traded with, and eventually colonized parts of the
western Mediterranean,
In their journeys west Euboean vessels would first
have had to pass through the Ionian Sea.

Excavations at the

Aetos sanctuary on Ithaca have uncovered a local Middle Geo
metric II (c. 800-750) Atticizing ware that reveals Euboean
influences, in addition to outright Late Geometric Euboean
pottery (Fig. 15, No. 39).^®

Recent work at Vitsa Zagoriou

in Epirus has revealed Greek Geometric imports (the earliest
c. 800) which might be in part of Euboean inspiration or
origin, and which most likely were brought inland from the
67
nearby coast.
The tradition of Eretrians on Corcyra has
already been mentioned,6 8 and to this we can add another

66.

GGP, pp. 227f.

67. Deltion, 22 (1967), 348 and pi. 250; Hammond,
Macedonia, I, 424.
68. Supra, pp. 80f. and n. 32; also Paus. 5.27.8;
Strabo 10.1.15; and R. L. Beaumont, "Greek Influence in the
Adriatic Sea Before the Fourth Century, B.C.," JHS, 56
(1936), 164f.
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tradition of an Abantian (i.e., early Euboean) presence in
the region of the Oricum (Valona) Gulf.69
Southern Italy and Sicily had already been visited
by the Mycenaean Greeks, who traded with the local inhabi
tants and founded emporia at Taranto and other sites.^

In

this context we may recall (supra, p. 34) the Italian cup
discovered at Lefkandi and the Mycenaean fragments of
possible Euboean origin found at Thapsos in Sicily.

How

ever, after the collapse of the Mycenaean civilization the
Aegean world virtually lost contact with Italy and Sicily
until the eighth century.71
Alan Blakeway, in two articles published in the
1930's, argued forcefully that when the Greeks again
ventured west, there was a period of precolonial "trade
before the flag."72 At first his theory failed to gain much
69. Lycoph. 1043ff.; Ps.-Skymn. 441ff.; Paus.
5.22.3f.; Beaumont, 164f.; N. G. L. Hammond, Epirus
(Oxford, 1967), pp. 384f., 495, 521, 523, 657. But cf.
CS-3, p. 24, where this idea is attacked by Bakuizen. The
toponymical attractiveness of the Aetolian port "Chalcis"
(Strabo 10.1.9) as hinting a possible Euboean foundation
must be discounted considering the number of other towns
named "Chalcis" which patently have little or nothing to do
with Euboean Chalcis: CS-3, pp. 61-3.
70.

GO, pp. 163ff.

71. GO, p. 164; B. d'Agostino in Popoli e Civilta
dell'Italia Antica, II.1, ed. M. Pallottino, G. Mansuelli,
A. Prosdocimi, O. Parlangeli (Rome, 1974), 77.
72. "Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Commerce
with Italy, Sicily, and France in the Eighth and Seventh
Centuries, B.C.," BSA, 33 (1932/33), 170-208; "'Demaratus.1
A Study of Some Aspects of the Earliest Hellenisation of
Latium and Etruria," JRS, 25 (1935), 129-49.
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headway because a large part of his evidence was either open

to other interpretations or had to be revised in light of
further archaeological discoveries.

Even today Blakeway's

ideas do not sit well with those scholars who would like to
see other factors, notably overpopulation, account for Greek
73
exploration and colonization in the West.
But as the fol
lowing evidence will show, recent archaeological work now
gives strong encouragement to Blakeway's theory, at least
with regard to "trade before the flag" in central Italy and
Etruria.

Even more significant is the fact that this new

research has disclosed that the Hellenic pioneers in this
movement were most probably Euboeans and their northern
Cycladic associates (Fig. 18 and Table 3).
It must be explained at once that being considered
here are pottery types different from those previously
mentioned, except for two skyphoi with pendent semicircles
from Veii (No. 74) and a possible native imitation of the
same from Clusium (No. 65).

The earliest Greek wares are

Middle Geometric II skyphoi having vertical chevron decora
tion which, though of Attic inspiration, were probably
73. As in A. J. Graham, Colony and Mother City in
Ancient Greece (1964; rpt. New York, 1971; hereafter CMC) ,
esp. App. I
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Fig. 18.

Distribution of Pottery Sites in the Western
Mediterranean

Table 3.

Discoveries of Euboean and "Euboeo-Cycladic" Wares in the Western
Mediterranean COther Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.

Etruria 65

Site Name

Site
Type

Clusium/
Chiusi

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

Albizzati, I, pis. 2.37,
MGII? 755?3.43; BSA, 33 (1932/3), 194, -LG 700
and fig. 16; GGP, 424;
StEtr, 43 (1975), 87ff.,
no. 30, pi. 20.3.

Local imitations in
cluding one possible
copy of a late
skyphos with pendent
semicircles.

66

Visentium/
Bisenzio

Cem.

NSc, 1928, 434ff., AkerLG
strom, Per geometrische
Stil in Italien (=GSI),
55ff., pis. 11-16; GGP, 424.

750700

Local wares decorated
in Euboean fashion.

67

Vulci

Cem.

GSI, 69ff., pis. 17-18, 23; LG
Dohan, Italic Tomb Groups,
88f., pi. 48.5; GGP, 425;
DArch, 8 (1975), 79ff.,
figs. 1-5.

750700

Same as at Visentium;
much Corinthian infl.
post 700; material
painted by Cesnola or
his school.

68

Pescia Romana Cem,? DArch, 8 (1975), 84f, n.
29, 98f,; figs. 6f.

LG

750700

Krater by Cesnola or
his school; Naxian(?)
ware

69

Tarquinii

LG

750700

Similar to Visentium;
some imported EPC
sky.

Cem.

MonAnt, 22 (1913), figs.
139-54; GSI, 73ff., pis.
19-23; Hencken, Tarquinia,
yillanovans, and Early
Etruscans, 141ff., fig.
130b; GGP, 424.

Table 3.—Continued Discoveries of Euboean and "Euboeo-Cycladic" Wares in the
Western Mediterranean (Other Pottery Types Included as Relevant)

Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

70

Vetralla

Cem.? BSA, 33 (1932/3), 195, pi.
31,71.

MGII? 800750

Local imitation of a
chevron sky.

71

Falerii

Cem.? BSA, 33 (1932/3), 196, pi.
31.74f.; StEtr, 43 (1975),
87ff., no. 33, pi. 20.7.

MGII- 800LG
700

Local imitations
incl. 1 chevron sky;
use of bird-lozenge
motif.

72

Narce

Cem.

LG

750700

Similar to Visentium,
incl. 1 imported LG
Cor. sky. Much Cor.
ware post 700.

73

Caere/
"Cerveteri"

BSA, 33 (1932/3), 198, no.
10, fig. 17; DArch, 8
(1975), 100.

MG?

850750

Amphora decorated
with pendent semi
circles.

74

Veii

BSA, 68 (1973), 191f.;
NSc, 1972, 256, fig. 36.1.

MGII

755?

Only known examples
in West of Euboean
sky. (2) with pendent
semicircles.

?

Cem.

MonAnt, 4 (1895),
BSA, 33 (1932/3),
31.73; Dohan, 29,
14.15-20, 21.3-7;

260ff.,
196, pi.
42, pis.
GGP, 4 2 4 .
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Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

Latium

No.

75

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

Veii

Cem.

NSc, 1963, 271, figs. 182~
3; NSC, 1965, 53ff., figs.
27, 36, 40, etc.; StEtr,
35 (1967), 311-32; AR, 13
(1967), 30, fig. 1;
OpusArch, 7 (1952), pi.
18.11; GGP, 425.

MGII- 800EPC
700

"Euboeo-Cycladic"
imports and local
imitations; at least
8 chevron sky.

Rome

Cem,

Gjerstad, Early Rome, IV,
283, 519, fig. 155.1-3;
but cf. review by D.
Ridgeway in JRS, 58 (1968)
239, who has doubts as to
ident.

MGII
?

800750

"Euboeo-Cycladic"
fragments, incl. 2
from a chevron
skyphos?

Rome

Cem.

DArch, 8 (1975), 86ff.,
figs. 4-5.

MGII

750?

Native wares deco
rated with Euboean
motives(?).

Rome (S.
Omobono)

Sane. DArch, 8 (1975), 90ff.,

MGII
?

800750

Fragments of Gk.
wares with con
centric circle dec.;
3 seem to be Euboean
(1 from a skyphos?),
1 Attic(?).
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Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

Rome

Cem.

Miiller-Karpe, Zur Stadwerdung Roms (= ROmMitt
Erganz. 8), pi. 43.9; GGP,
425.

LG

750700

1 imported Euboean
LG skyphos.

Teanum

Cem,

AR, 16 (1970), 33.

MGII

800750

1 chevron skyphos.

77

Capua

Nat.
Cem.

AR, 13 (1967), 29; DArch,
MGII- 8001 (1967), 159-85, pis, 3LG
700
16; GGP, 425; Klearchos, 11
(1969), 102, fig. 11, no.
2173 (non vidi),

Many imported and
local chevron sky.
and other wares; 1
"Aetos 666" kotyle,

78

Suessula

Cem.

AR, 13 (1967), 29.

1 chevron skyphos.

Campania 76

MGII

800-

750

79

Suessula

Cem.

Unpub. but for GGP, 426,
pi. 20d; cf. Duhn,
Italische Graberkunde, I,
549-54.

EPC

Cumae (Osta)

Nat,
Cem.

MonAnt, 22 (1913), fig. 52, .MGII
pi. 18.7,9; OpusRom, 5
(1965), fig, 35; GGP, 425.

720690

Imports and colonial
imitations.

800750

3 imported chevron
skyphoi.
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No.

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Chronol.
(via GGP)
:
Rel. Abs.

Remarks

Cumae (Acro
polis)

Set.

RomMitt, 60/1 (1953/4),
51ff., fig. 3; GGP, 426.

LG

750700

Colonial Euboean
figured style.

Cumae

Col,
Cem.

MonAnt, 13 (1903), 263ff,;
MonAnt, 22 (1913), 214ff.,
pis. 30ff.; GGP, 425.

EPC

720690

Many Cor. and some
Rhodian imports;
local imits.

760?690

Many Greek imported
wares and local
copies; a local LG
figured style; many
foreign imports.

80

Pithekoussai/ Set.
Ischia
and
Cem.

AttiMGrecia, 1 (19541,
MGIIllff., pis. 1-4; RomMitt/
EPC
60/1 (1953/4), 37ff., pis.
14-17; Expedition, 8:4
(1966), 6ff, and figs.;
AR, 13 (1967), 30, fig. 2;
AR, 17 (1971)r 63ff., figs,
1—3, 6, 8; Expedition,
14:2 (1972), 38f. and figs.

81

Pontecagnano

DArch, 3 (1969), figs. 1416; Ridgeway in GCR, 26;
Popoli, II, 22; Ballo
Modesti, et al., Seconda
mostra della preistoria e
della protostoria nel
Salernitano, 92ff,, fig.
23, pis. 36f 37.1.

Cem.

MGII- 800LG
700

Several chevron sky.
and imitations of
Cor,? wares using
"Euboeo-Cycladic"
motives.
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Chronol.
(via GGP)
Area

No.

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

Canale and
Ianchina
(nr, Locri)

Cems, MonAnt, 31 (1926), 5ff.,
LG
pis. 15f.; BSA, 33 (1932/
3), 176ff., pis. 22f; GSI,
37ff., pis. 8^-10; GGP, 372,
426.

730710

Native wares decorated in LG Euboean
fashion.

83

Rhegion

Gr.?

730720?

1 LG Cor. oinochoe
of "Thapsos" style.

84

Zankle/
Messana CS.
Raineri)

Sane. Vallet, 140, pi. 7; GGP,
323, 325, 429.

LG

730720?

1 Cor. kotyle fr.

85

Naxos

Set.

Preliminary reports only;
LG
BdA, 49 (1964), 164, fig.
41; GGP, 322-4, 428; DArch,
3 (1969), fig. 32.

750730?

1 Cor. "Thapsos"
style sky.

86

Leontinoi
(Cozzo della
Tignusa)

Tomb

Popoli, II, 77, pi. 26.

800750

Native imit. of a
chev. skyphos.

Leontinoi
(Cava S,
Aloe)

Nat.
Cem,

750700

Native wares decorated in Euboean
fashion.

Calabria 82

Sicily

Site Name

Vallet, Rhegion et Zankle, LG
37, pi. 5.1; GGP, 325, 372,
426,

MGII
•>

ROmMitt, 15 (1900), 62-82;
BSA, 33 (1932/3), 185ff,,
pi. 25; GGP, 374f., 427.

LG
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Chronol.
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Area

No.

Site Name

Site
Type

References

Rel.

Abs.

Remarks

Leontinoi
(S. Mauro)

Col.
Cem.

NSc, 1955, 362ff., fig.
LG
65.7-8, 14; GGP, 323f., 427.

750700

2 krater frs. 1 sky.
fr., Cor. "Thapsos"
style.

87

Syracuse
(Fusco)

Col.
Cem.

BSA, 33 (1932/3), 183, fig. LG?
7; BCH, 76 (1952), 331,
fig. 7; GGP, 428.

750700

2 "Cycladic" amphora
fragments.

88

Castelluccio

Cem.

BSA, 33 (1932/3), 188,'pi,
26.45; GSI, 16, pi, 1.5-6;
GGP, 374 n. 1, 427.

LG

750700

Euboean skyphoi
fragments.

89

Mylai ("Cher- Cem.
sonessos")/
Milazzo

Bernarbo Brea, Cavalier,
Mylai, 39ff., pis. 40-1,
47; GGP, 323, 428,

EPC

720690

Cor., Rhodian and
possibly Cycladic
imports.

750700

Native urn decorated
in Euboean motives.

Sardinia 90

Sulcis

Sane, Pesce, Sardegna Punica, 70, LG
fig. 116; GGP, 388, 429.
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manufactured in Euboea and the northern Cyclades ("Cycladic
cups").74 More importantly, because not one of these
skyphoi has yet appeared on Pithekoussai (site of the
earliest known Greek colony in the West), it is quite
possible that this ware, along with its native imitations,
belongs entirely to an era of "trade before the flag."75
These chevron skyphoi give a date closer to 800 than
to 775/60 for the start of Euboean contact with Italy.

This

estimate cannot be made from the evidence of the skyphoi
alone, for as a class they were very popular in the Aegean
world and cannot be fixed any more precisely than to the
years 800-75 (= Middle Geometric II).

Fortunately, the last

decade or so has witnessed the development by Etruscan
archaeologists of a prehistoric Italian chronology based
independently upon the clear and orderly development of
bronze fibulae uncovered at Veii and other sites.76 By
relating this new chronology to the Euboeo-Cycladic chevron
74. GGP, pp. 170, 355f. A Euboean example (from
Eretria) can be seen in Praktika, 1952, p. 161, Fig. 9.
Interestingly, a vase of possible Protogeometric date has
been reported from Caere: DArch, 8 (1975), lOOf. and Fig. 10.
75. GCR, p.. 26. Mindful of the historic dominance
of Chalcis in Euboean western colonization, could these
chevron skyphoi have been a Chalcidian specialty (and the
skyphoi with the pendent semicircles an Eretrian one)?
76. J. Close-Brooks, "Proposita per una
suddivisione in fasi," NSc, 19 (1965), 53-64; and "Considerazioni sulla cronologia della facies archaiche dell1
Etruria," StEtr, 35 (1967), 323-9; GCR, pp. 25f.
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skyphoi (or their local imitations) found in Italian contexts, the above-mentioned date is achieved.77

Hence there

is good reason for believing that Euboean merchants were
busily trading with the peoples of central Italy and Etruria
long before the foundation of Pithekoussai.
Of what would this commerce have consisted?

The

local demand for Greek pottery has been noted already, but
there were other products as well, such as Oriental metalwork and jewelry,78 and advanced technical knowledge in such
fields as metallurgy and ceramics.79

What the Italians

77. J. Close-Brooks, "Considerazioni," 327ff.; D.
Ridgeway, "'Coppa cicladiche'da Veio," StEtr, 35 (1967),
311-22; GGP, p. 355; GCR, pp. 24ff;; Popoli, II, 16.
78. A number of Near Eastern bronzes have been
recovered from early Etruscan graves: e.g., K. R. MaxwellHyslop, "Urartian Bronzes in Etruscan Tombs," Iraq, 18
(1956), 150-67. For the jewelry, infra, p. 120n. 97, and
Popoli, II, 16.
79. As mentioned above (p. 95 n. 51), Bakhuizen
theorizes a monopoly by Chalcis in quality iron (steel) pro
duction at this time. This may be so, but only extensive
chemical and spectrographic analysis will be able to confirm
or refute it (a course of action B. recommends). Inter
estingly, this transmission of "advanced technical knowledge"
in metallurgy does not appear to have been entirely one
sided. A. M. Snodgrass, "The First European Body Armour,"
in The European Community in Later Prehistory; Studies in
Honor of C. F. C. Hawkes, eds. J. Boardman, M. A. Brown, and
T. G. E. Powell (London, 19 71), pp. 43, 45, makes a good
case for the reintroduction of bronze body armor into Greece
in the Late Geometric via northern Italy (which had close
ties to Unfield Europe, a major producer of this item). For
ceramics, see Blakeway, "Demaratus," in passim., and E. La
Rocca, "Due Tombe dell'Esquilino. Alcune novita sul commercio euboico in Italia centrale nell'VIII sec. a.C.,"
DArch, 8 (1975), 98ff.
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would have exported in return for these and other products
is harder to determine.

As in the case of early Greek con

tact with the eastern Mediterranean, the Italians must have
had little in the way of finished goods that would have
appealed to the Euboeans except as curios.

Although Italy

was blessed with abundant natural resources, there were few
raw materials that the Greeks could not have obtained much
n
t
closer
to
them. 8 0

As was to be the situation again in the time of
Columbus, one or more products were needed that possessed
such great economic value as to justify the necessary time,
dangers, and costs of obtaining them.

Viewed from this

standpoint, precious metals such as gold and silver would
have met these requirements, but so also would have tin.
Earlier we noted the resurgent use of bronze in Late Protogeometric Greece and the construction of bronzeworks at
Lefkandi.

With the rise of economic prosperity during the

Geometric Period in many parts of Greece and the Aegean,
demand for utilitarian bronze would have increased. More
over, in the late eighth century the heavily armed
80. A good example of this is iron, which has been
suggested as a possible attraction by a number of authori
ties: e.g., T. J. DUnbabin, The Western Greeks (1948; rpt.
Oxford, 1968), p. 3; TDAG, pp. 335f.; GO, p. 161. However,
there were and still are iron ore deposits on Euboea and
elsewhere that could have been exploited using Geometric
Period technology. Some of these deposits may have been
economically unfeasible for one reason or another, but
surely not all of them. See for details CS-3, pp. 45-57,
and "Survey," 109f.
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infantryman, or hoplite, was beginning to appear in the

Greek world, and the hoplite's need for personal body armor
further stimulated demand for bronze.8~L However, while
copper is relatively abundant in the Mediterranean basin,
tin has always been scarce.

The search for this metal cer

tainly must have spurred Greek trade with the Ancient Near
East, but this region might not always have proven a
reliable source.

The Urartians dominated much of the tin

trade during the ninth and eighth centuries.

Even if they

had refrained from taking advantage of their virtual
monopoly of the metal, supplies could have been disrupted
periodically during the 700's because of war with the
Assyrians.

Consequently, it would only have been natural

for the Euboeans to have sought alternative sources of tin,
either by way of Macedonia or from the West. 8 2
Considerable use of bronze is attested for Italy at
this time, but it is still not known whence the ancient
inhabitants of the peninsula obtained their supplies of tin.
The mountains of Etruria (such as the Colline Metallifere)
have valuable deposits of this metal, as well as of iron,
83
copper, and lead,
but it remains uncertain when these ores
81. A. M. Snodgrass, Arms and Armour of the Greeks
(London, 1967), pp. 41, 45, 57, 63, and 193f. See also the
hoplite discussion in Chapter III (re the Lelantine War).
82. The example of Phoenician expansion into the
western Mediterranean is illustrative of this point.
83.

Forbes, IX, 15, 147, 299.
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were first exploited.

Hence the possibility cannot be over

looked that in the eighth century tin was being imported
into Italy from perhaps central Europe or Spain, if not
indeed from Brittany or Cornwall,84

In any event, the

Euboeans certainly could have obtained supplies of tin via
markets in central Italy and Etruria.
So much for "trade before the flag."

Eventually

business became so good that it required the creation of an
Italian "home away from home," a base where the Euboeans
could winter and repair their ships, store goods (processing
some of them, perhaps, for more extended transit), and
85
monitor
the flow of sea traffic along the west coast of
Italy.

About 760 that base, the first Greek colony in the

West, was founded on a volcanic island 10 km. distant from
the Campanian shore: Pithekoussai, now Ischia (No. 80).86
Since there is no independent evidence for apes
(77i0r|Koi) living on the island, the name may well have referred, as Pliny believed,87 to Ischia's beds of fine
84. Brittany: Forbes, IX, 146; Cornwall: GO), p.
203. Interestingly, the only known eighth century Italian
import found in Euboea is a Villanovan bronze belt: J. CloseBrooks, "AVillanovan Belt from Euboea," BICS, 14 (1967), 22-4.
85.

Via piracy? (Thuc. 6.4.4; Paus. 4.23.6-10).

86. La Rocca, 90ff. (esp. 94), argues on the basis
of recent finds that there existed another Euboean trading
post of c. 775-50 date in the vicinity of the later Forum
Boarium at Rome. Without further evidence, it is too early
to voice support for this hypothesis.
87.

HN, 3.12.
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ceramic clay (iri0os, TriBctKvri).

The ancient sources preserve

little information about the place.

Livy (8.22.5f) implies

that it was the first Greek colony in the West.

Strabo

(5.4.9) says that Chalcis and Eretria were the founders,8 8
and that after an initial time of prosperity some of the
colonists (identity unspecified) left the island because of
a quarrel (destination also unknown); later a volcanic
eruption drove out the rest.89
Thanks to archaeology, this meagre account is begin90
nxng to be fleshed out.
We know of the existence in the
eighth century of at least two Greek settlements on the
island, a small one at Castiglione (where Mycenaean sherds
also have been recovered), and the main colony on the
88. But cf. Bakhuizen, CS-3, pp. 1922, who doubts
that the Eretrians were ever in any way involved in the
western Mediterranean, in part because of the lack of
recorded Eretrian involvement in the other Euboean colonies
in Sicily and at Rhegium.
89. The reasons Strabo provides for this good for
tune, namely the fertility of the soil (e&iccipTri av) and the
gold mines (rot xPUCTe~a) are both geologically impossible:
GCR, pp. 12, 22ff. But if xa XPuae~a meant "goldworks" in
stead of "gold mines" (CS-3, p. 85), this might be more
accurate, given the known Greek metalworks on the island.
90. The principal reports of the continuing excava
tions at Pithekoussai include: G. Buchner, "Scavi nella
necropoli di Pitecusa, 1952-3," AttiMGrecia, 1 (1954) , 1119; "Ischia," Enciclopedia dell'Arte Antica, 4 (Rome, 1961),
pp. 224-9; S. Brunsoker, "The Pithecusan Shipwreck,"
OpusRom, 4 (1962), 165-242; G. Buchner, "Pithekoussai;
oldest Greek colony in the West," Expedition, 8, No. 4
(1966), 4-12r "Recent Work at Pithekoussai (Ischia), 196571," AR, 17 (1971), 63-7; J. J. Klein, "A Greek Metalworking
Quarter. Eighth Century Excavations on Ischia," Expedition,
14, No. 2 (1972), 34-9; G. Buchner, "Ischia," Enciclopedia
dell'Arte Antica, Suppl. 1970 (Rome, 1973), pp. 376-9; GCR,
pp. 10-24.
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acropolis (116 m. high) of Monte di Vico, which is flanked
to either side by fine natural harbors.

At this site

excavations have been restricted thus far to the east slope
of the hill (Scarico Gosetti), the large cemetery near its
base (in the Valle di San Montano), and the neighboring hill
of Mezzavia (Mazzola district).

The present estimated

foundation date of c. 760--it might be earlier--is based on
a locally made late Middle Geometric II skyphos (not of the
chevron type) recovered from the cemetery, as well as on the
numerous finds of Late Geometric "Aetos 666" Corinthian
i 4. i • 91
kotylai.
Architectural remains (c. 750-675) have been dis
covered at Mazzola, and nearly all of the buildings un
covered there belong to a metalworks dealing in iron,
bronze, and lead.

Confirmation of the eighth century

origins of this center has been furnished by the acropolis
slope excavations, which have unearthed iron slag, blooms,
and a piece of hematite that has been chemically traced to
92
Elba.
Thus the Euboean preoccupation with metallurgy,
demonstrated already at Lefkandi, now receives new emphasis
from the discoveries on Pithekoussai.

91.

GGP, pp. 354f.; GCR, pp. 12f., 23f.

92. G. Buchner, "Mostra degli scavi di Pithecusa,"
DArch, 3 (1969), 97f-.; cf. CS-3, pp. 66f. and n. 83.
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Over 1,000 tombs (less than 5% of the estimated
93
total)
have been excavated thus far in the Valle di San

Montano and have surrendered a wealth of artifacts dating
to the early days of the settlement.

The method of burial,

though similar in some respects to that found on Euboea,
also reveals traits possibly of East Aegean origin: adults
were either inhumed or cremated, with the remains in both
instances covered by a stone tumulus; children were strictly
94
inhumed.
Rarely have the graves produced tools or
weapons, and this may be an indication of how highly valued
iron and bronze implements were to the colonists.9 5
Turning to a consideration of the pottery, imports
are naturally widespread, being mostly from Corinth, Euboea,
and Rhodes. In addition, there are domestic copies of all
96
three,
as well as an entirely unsuspected "locally produced branch of Euboean Late Geometric."97 The Corinthian
material is in fact so abundant that one would believe
Pithekoussai to have been founded by that city, were it not
93.

GCR, p. 13.

94.

Buchner, "Pithekoussai: oldest," 5.

95.

Ibid., 6.

96. Indeed, the quality of some of the local copies
has made their proper identification more difficult: D.
Ridgeway, "II contesto indigeno in Etruria prima e dopo
l'arrivo dei Greci," DArch, 3 (1969), 23-30,
97. Buchner, "Recent Work," 67.
specializes in figured art.

This style
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for historical and other archaeological evidence to the
98
contrary.

Then, too, the famous "Nestor Cup" and other

inscribed ceramic sherds have proven that literacy accom99
panied the Euboeans m their western travels.
It is the variety of non-Greek imports, however,
that underlines the cosmopolitan nature of Pithekoussai in
the eighth century.

From northern Syria and Cilicia we have

eighty-seven seals of a type known as the "Lyre-Player
Group" dating to c. 750-725.

The Pithekoussan seals indeed

constitute more than one-third of the entire known total,
and five more have been discovered in southern Etruria.
Again, from that same part of the world have come a number
of pots, including a face-aryballos from northern Syria

^

Phoenician Red Slip Ware and other artifacts betraying
Phoenician influence have been uncovered, and several of the
latter may have parallels with finds reported from Etruria
98. Not only the Pithekoussans, but also the
settlers at the other Euboean colonies in Italy and Sicily,
preferred Corinthian wares to their own homeland's. Why is
unknown; it may simply be a manifestation of the growing
popularity of Corinthian wares in the Late Geometric, a
trend which is noticeable even in Euboea itself (as noted
earlier).
99. G. Buchner and C. F. Russo, "La coppa di
Nestore e un1iscrizione metrica da Pitecusa dell'VIII secolo
av. Chr.," RendLinc, 10 (1955), 215-34; Buchner, "Recent
Work," 67.
100. G. Buchner and J..Boardman, "Seals from Ischia
and the Lyre-Player Group," Jdl, 81 (1966), 1-62; GCR,
pp. 15f.
101.

GCR, p. 16 and Fig. 2b.
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and Spain.10 2

In addition to these items, there are

Palestinian wine (?) jars and over 100 Egyptian scarabs
(including one dating to the reign of Pharaoh Bocchoris,
10 3
720-715).
Of course, there are Italian imports:
Etruscan-inspired fibulae and pottery from Etruria,
Calabria, and Apulia.
Viewed as a whole, this archaeological evidence
proves the commercial nature of the colony,

Pithekoussai

in the eighth century is revealed as a cosmopolitan society
in which the steady influx of foreign goods, many of them
luxury items, cannot be attributed alone to piracy or the
collection of tolls from passing merchantmen.

The land

itself is good for little more than viticulture, and there
are no ore deposits.

The principal industry today (as in

later antiquity) is tourism, and when times have been rough
the island's economy has fallen to a subsistence level.105
Consequently it is very likely that Pithekoussai was founded
for trade purposes and in the eighth century may in fact

102.

Infra, p. 136 n. 144.

103. Palestine: Klein, 38. Egypt: GCR, p. 15.
Similar scarabs have also been found in Etruria.
104.

GCR/ pp. 16, 28, and Fig. 2c-d.

105.

Klein, 34; GCR, p. 21; GO, p. 166.
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have been more of an emporium than a colony in the tradin
tional
sense.106

The success of Pithekoussai led the Euboeans to
establish a second colony at Cumae, located on the mainland
nearby, around 750 (No. 79).107

Although the site has no
2 08
harbor today, one did exist in ancient times. '
The

acropolis rises to a height of about 80 m., and the whole
area is somewhat sheltered by rugged hills and marshlands.
Strabo (5.4.4) says that the colony was named after the home
of one of its oikists, Hippokles of Kyme, whereas
Megasthenes of Chalcis, the other oikist, was able to claim
106. Nevertheless, there are still authorities who
want to see an agricultural purpose behind the foundation
of the colony: e.g., R. M. Cook, "Reasons for the foundation
of Ischia and Cumae," Historia, 11 (1962), 113f.; A. J.
Graham, CMC, p. 219; and "Patterns," 44f, The only argument
of this camp which may still be valid is Cook's observation
(114) that "there is little or nothing of Ischian make among
the early Greek pots found in Etruria." While currently
true, this is by no means a fatal weakness. The earliest
levels at Pithekoussai may not have been reached yet, and
there already have been parallel finds of scarabs, seals,
Etruscan wares, and fibulae. Further, with the identifica
tion of a local Pithekoussan Late Geometric style, Cook's
argument may fall by the wayside pending further analysis of
Greek pots from Italy. Certainly we can now hope to dis
cover which motives in Etruscan art owe their presence to
Euboea and which to Pithekoussai and/or Cumae.
107. The traditional date given by Eusebius of c.
1050 (Schoene, II, 60f.) cannot be correct for archaeo
logical reasons; could it rather be the date for the
settlement of Aeolian Kyme?
108. R. F. Paget, "The Ancient Ports of Cumae,"
.JRS, 58 (1968), 152-69.
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the town as a Chalcidian colony." But this story runs into
problems; the only other source to name the oikists (Veil.
Pat. 1.4.If.) implies that they were both Chalcidians; the
identity of Strabo's Kyme is uncertain;109 the two other
references suggest Eretrian, rather than Kymean, partici
pation (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.3.If.; Strabo 5.4.9).

How

ever, again according to Strabo (5.4.4), the town's name may
have come from <0ya = "wave," a reference to the coast's
wind-borne surf.

At any rate, the colony prospered.

^

Eventually Cumae was able to send out daughter colonies to
Zankle (later in the eighth century), Dikaiarchia, and
Parthenope/Palai(o)polis, the ancestor of fifth-century
i•
m
Neapolis.
Knowledge of Cumae's archaeological record is in
complete because the earliest Greek occupation levels on the
acropolis have yet to be explored properly.

At the nearby

cemeteries the native graves, which antedate the foundation
of the colony, have produced several Middle Geometric
109. Since the antiquity of Euboean Kyme is dis
puted (see, e.g., CS-3, p. 15 n. 30), the best candidate is
probably Aeolian Kyme, especially as Hesiod's father was
forced to emigrate from there due to poor conditions (0£.
633-40).
110.

Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 7.3.If.

111. Zankle: e.g., Thuc. 6.4.5. Dikaiarchia:
Pliny HN 3.9. Parthenope/Palai(o)polis: Livy 8.22.5; Lutat.
ap. Philagyr. Ad Georg. 4.564. The latter two colonies were
probably founded during the Archaic Period, and likely had
little, if any, direct Euboean ties (see Chapter III, p. 111).
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chevron skyphoi, a few faience objects, and possibly a
Urartian bronze cauldron with bull-head ornaments.112

The

oldest Greek colonial wares found at the cemeteries date
from the beginning of the Late Geometric; the percentages of
Corinthian, Euboean, Cycladic, and other types appear to be
similar to those found at Pithekoussai.

This information,

along with the location of the colony (ideally situated like
Pithekoussai for monitoring coastal shipping) and its proven
eighth century harbor, tend to support commercial reasons
for Cumae's foundation.

However, the agricultural rich

ness of the land cannot be overlooked either.
About 740-30 the attention of the Euboean merchants
and colonists shifted southward to the Strait of Messina and
the fertile land of eastern Sicily beyond (Table 3 and Fig.
18).

Unlike central Italy and Etruria, however, we are not

yet in a position to say much about the nature of precolonial Greek contacts with this area in the eighth
century.

Except for the reports by Thucydides and Pausanias

of Cumaean pirates operating from Zankle—a tale echoed by
Ephoros, who notes the alleged savagery of the native
Sicels--very little information has been preserved in the
112. For the Egyptian objects, see E. Gabrici,
"Cuma, " MonAnt22 (1913) , 109ff. For the Urartian bronzes
see, e.g., P. Amandry, "Chaudrons a protomes de taureau en
Orient et en Grece," in The Aegean and the East. Studies
Presented to Hetty Goldman, ed. S~. S, Weinberg (Locust
Valley, 1956), pp. 242f, and pi. 28.
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113
ancient sources.

Blakeway argued "trade before the flag"

for Sicily as for Italy, but since 1933 his evidence has
been undermined by new archaeological discoveries."*""^

Could

the Euboeans have simply ignored Sicily in their eagerness
to profit from the Italian markets?

Perhaps, but a defini

tive answer cannot be forthcoming, since recently a copy of
a Middle Geometric chevron skyphos was uncovered at
Leontinoi (No. 86).

Here again is a problem which will

take more field research to solve.
At this point one must briefly consider some of the
difficulties associated with the historical record for
Euboean (and indeed Greek) colonization in Sicily.

The

issue centers on the reliability of the Thucydidean account,
which provides some of the best (not to mention the earliest
surviving) information on the subject.

It would divert us

from the present purpose to become embroiled in this great
debate, especially inasmuch as some of its aspects (e.g.,
the Seluntine controversy) are unrelated to the history of
Euboean colonization.

Nevertheless, the following observa

tions need to be made regarding this problem.
After the passage of thirty years the single best
and most persuasive defense of the Thucydidean chronology
113. Supra, p. 117 n. 85; also Ephoros FGrH 70 F
137; and (?) Homer, 0c3. 20.382f., 24.211.
114.

"Prolegomena," 180-91; cf. GGP, pp. 376f.
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115
still remains that of T. J. Dunbabin.

Opposition to his

thesis basically centers on two arguments, one historical
and one archaeological.' R. van Compernolle insists that
Thucydides' main source for his account of early Sicilian
history (probably Antiochos of Syracuse) formed his chron
ology by merely counting backwards a certain number of
generations from a diverse series of fifth century base
dates (with each generation computed as thirty-five
116
years).
This argument succeeds only in underlining the
possibility that some form of generation reckoning played a
part in Sicilian historiography.

The very complexity and

artificiality of van Compernolle's thesis makes it impos
sible to go further. Is one to believe, as has been said
elsewhere,117 that the same careful historian of 1.20f.
would have been content to use such a dubious system (if in
fact it had ever existed) without obtaining beforehand in
dependent confirmation of its accuracy?
The second objection rests on more serious grounds.
Having analyzed the pottery from their continuing
115.

The Western Greeks, App, I.

116. £tude de chronologie et d'historiographie
siciliotes (Brussels, 1960). A similar argument is made
by C. Masetti, "Sulle date tradizionali della fondazione
delle colonie greche d'Occidente," Helikon, 7 (1967), 439-42.
117. L. Pearson, "Myth and archaeologia in Italy
and Sicily—Timaeus and his Predecessors," YCS, 24 (1975) ,
171 n. 2.
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excavations at Megara Hyblaea, G. Vallet and F. Villard
argue that the foundation of this colony must, contrary to
Thucvdides 6.4.1, antedate the establishment of Syracuse.
Consequently, they hold that the date for Naxos (a Chalcidian colony) must be moved back to 757.118 One cannot
lightly dismiss such an argument, but nevertheless their
theory must be regarded as "possible but unproven."

Vallet

and Villard would have us think that the earliest Greek
wares from the Ortygia at Syracuse have already been found.
But this is by no means necessarily the case, especially as
it is very difficult to undertake meaningful excavations in
this, the oldest quarter of the city.

Moreover, the degree

of usefulness of the ceramic evidence from Megara Hyblaea
itself has been questioned.119
Given these conditions the unsettled nature of this
great controversy becomes quite apparent.

Therefore, it

seems best to adhere to the traditional dates when dis
cussing the Euboean involvement in Sicily, keeping in mind
that these dates may reflect at best only the relative
course of ancient events.
The story of Euboean colonization in Sicily is
almost entirely a record of Chalcidian involvement there,
118. G. Vallet and F. Villard, "Les Dates de
Fondation de Megara Hyblaea et de Syracuse," BCH, 76
(1952), 389-346.
119.

As in GGP, pp. 324f.
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since Eretria appears (for whatever reason) to have taken no
part in it.

According to Thucydides 6.3.1, the first Greek

colony in Sicily was the Chalcidian settlement at Naxos,
founded in 7 34/3 (No. 85).

Excavations have disclosed that

the site (located on the promontory of Capo Schiso) was
120

occupied previously by native Sicels.

The colony pos

sessed a small but adequate harbor and was protected to the
west by a range of mountains.

The land, while fertile and

well-watered, could never have supported a large population
in antiquity.

It is likely, then, that strategic and com

mercial reasons lay behind its creation, especially as Naxos
was the first landfall for ships heading west from the base
of the Italian toe.

The origin of the name is unknown; it

might stem from a Phoenician word or symbolize the contribution (if any) made by Cycladic Naxos to the settlement.

121

The oikist was Thoukles or Theokles, whose home is given
variously as Naxos, Athens, Eretria, or Chalcis (most
probable).122

If other Greeks joined in the foundation,

120. G. V, Gentili, "Naxos alia luce dei primi
scavi," BdA, 41 (1956), 329f.? GO, p. 168.
121. J. B6rard, La Colonisation grecque de l'ltalie
m£ridionale et de la Sicilie dans 1'antiquity, 2nd ed.
(Paris, 1957), pp. 73, 80,
122. Naxos and Eretria: Etym. Magn. 327.9; Suidas
"'EXEye ivcxv» " Athens: Ephoros FGrH 70 F 137; Ps.-Skymn.
273f. Chalcis: Steph. Byz. "XaXKiS."
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their numbers apparently did not warrant them being assigned
• u. 123
an oikxst.
Five years after the settlement of Naxos, Thoukles
led Chalcidian colonists south to Leontinoi (No. 86) where,
having expelled the native Sicels, he founded a new
124
colony.
Lyxng in the hills just south of the richest
125
farmland in Sicily,
Leontinoi certainly was an agri
cultural town.

But its location was also strategically in

spired, in that the colony denied the use of the plain to
the Syracusans and others.

Excavations have confirmed the

presence of the Sicels at the site,.and the earliest Greek
settlement has been identified on the easternmost of
Leontinoi's two acropoleis. X26 Finally, the Megarians under
123. Ephoros FGrH 70 F 137; cf. B£rard,
Colonisation, p. 79.
124. Polvaen. 5.5; Ps.-Skymn, 283; Strabo 6,2.7;
Thuc. 6.3.3; Diodorus (12,53,1) reports a possible Athenian
involvement, but this is probably a later interpolation
made to suit the political reality of the fifth century.
I have been unable to locate the etymology of "Leontinoi."
125.

Pliny, HN 18.21.

126. G. Rizza, "Leontini. Campagne di scavi 19501951 e 1951-1952," NSc, 9 (1955), 281-376; A. W. Van Buren,
"News Letter from Rome," AJA, 60 (1956), 397.
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their oikist Lamis are said to have lived briefly at
. 127
Leontinoi.
At about the same time as Leontinoi, Katane was
founded at the base of Mount Etna by Chalcidians under
Evarchos (or, less probably, Thoukles).12 8

The colony was

located on the coast about 40 km. south of Naxos and about
25 km. northeast of Leontinoi.

Katane has always been

blessed with an excellent harbor, but repeated volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes have obliterated much of the
ancient city.

The colony's name may have originated with

the Sicels or the Phoenicians.129

Its location suggests

that Katane was founded primarily as an export center for
the agricultural products of the rich plain beyond.
In the decade of the 720's three new Chalcidian
colonies were established:
and Kallipolis.

Zankle (later Messana), Rhegion,

Zankle (No. 84) was founded at the extreme

northeastern corner of Sicily, a scant 5 km. from the
Italian mainland.

Its name derives from a Sicel word

meaning "sicklean obvious reference to the natural shape
127. Polyaen. 5.5; Thuc. 6.4. In a related vein,
despite the recovery of a small amount of Cycladic ware and
the similarities of a few place-names (e.g., Euboea,
Arethusa), it remains very unlikely that Euboeans in any
meaningful numbers lived at Syracuse before the arrival of
the Corinthians, although some Euboeans could certainly
have joined in the new colony.
128. Thuc. 6.2.3 (Evarchos); Steph. Byz. "Kaxavri"
(Thoukles); Strabo 6.2.3; Ps.-Skymn. 286.
129.

B6rard, Colonisation, pp. 73, 86.
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of the harbor.

The close proximity of the western

mountains to Zankle underscores the poverty of the site
from an agricultural viewpoint.

But this liability was more

than offset by Zankle's strategic and commercial assets,
which the Greeks appreciated very quickly.

The site was

first used by them as a pirate base, and Eusebius' founda
tion date of 756 might be a reflection on the antiquity of
their presence.131 Eventually the pirates were chased away,
and a formal colony was built by settlers from Chalcis,
Cumae, and Naxos under the oikists Perieres and
132
Krataimenes.
Prospering from her control of the Strait
of Messina, Zankle was soon able.to dispatch colonies of her
own to Rhegion, Mylai, and (about 648) Himera.

Archaeolo

gists have discovered a sanctuary on the tip of the harbor
mole, along with pottery dating to the Late Geometric.
Rhegion, from

'pnYvuyi

= "to break asunder" (No.

83), was established on the Italian mainland about 14 km.
southeast of Zankle.

Evidently the ancient town enjoyed no

harbor facilities and had to make do with the beach itself;
130.

Thuc. 6.4.4; Strabo 6.2.3.

131.

Chron. (Schoene, II, 80).

132. Callim. Aet. F 43.56-83 (Pfeiffer); Paus.
4.23.6ff; Ps.-Skymn. 286; Strabo 6.2.3; Thuc. 6.4.4 Inter
estingly, Callimachus has preserved an account (in the
reference above) of a "Foundation Day" festival held at
Zankle. This helps to prove the early existence of founda
tion traditions in the Greek Sicilian colonies, and hence
encourages belief in the basic reliability of the tradi
tional dates.
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the nearby mountains left scant room for agriculture.

Hence

Rhegion was most probably founded for strategic reasons,
namely to help Zankle tighten her grip upon the sea traffic
passing through the Strait of Messina.

But the discovery at

Canale and Ianchina (No. 82) of native wares decorated after
the Euboean Late Geometric fashion shows that the commercial
possibilities of the area were not being ignored either.
133
According to Antiochos of Syracuse,
the first colonists
were Zankleans, but they were soon augmented by a group of
Chalcidians led by Antimestos or Artimedes.

These late

comers had been forced to leave their homes because of a
famine and had been directed to Rhegion by the Delphic
134
oracle.
Virtually nothing is known about the earliest
archaeological record of the colony.
Kallipolis ("fair city") is a mystery.

A daughter

colony of Naxos, it was founded about the same time as
Katane and Zankle.135

Its location remains unknown, though

a position somewhere along the shore between Katane and
Naxos has been suggested.^
133.

Ap. Strabo 6.1.6 (FGrH 555 F 8).

134. Diod. 8 fr. 23.2f 14.40.1; Dion. Hal. Ant.
Rom. Excerpt 19.2; Arist. F 61!) (Rose); Ps.-Skymn. 311f.;
Solin. 2.10; Strabo 6.1.6; Thuc. 3.86.2, 6.44.3, 6.79.2.
135.

Ps.-Skymn. 286; Strabo 6.2.6.

136.

B6rard, Colonisation, p. 68.
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The last years of the eighth century witnessed the
establishment of two more Chalcidian colonies in Sicily.
The first, Mylai (from yuAn = "mill"?), was founded about
716 at the base of a long rocky peninsula about 21 km. west
of Zankle, its metropolis (No. 89),137 Mylai's small,
fertile plain suggests the reason for its creation:

to
provide Zankle with needed grain and other foodstuffs.138
Excavations have disclosed an earlier Sicel village as well
as some Greek colonial pottery.139

The second foundation,

Euboea, was established by Leontinoi, perhaps in the
140
vicinity of the metropolis.
Nothing else is known of
its early history.
By 700 Euboean commercial and colonial activity in
the West had come to an end.

As is the case with Euboean

involvement elsewhere, it is not yet known why this took
place.

The growing economic power of Corinth, along with

the Lelantine War, may have been responsible.
Did the Euboeans venture west beyond Sicily?
Present evidence is not encouraging.

The isle of Sulcis

137. Euseb. (Schoene, II, 82f.), where is is called
"Chersonessos."
138.
pp. 97f.
139.

Thuc. 3.90.2, 5.5,1? B6rard, Colonisation,
GO, p. 169.

140. Callim. Aet. F 43,50-2 (Pfeiffer); Ps.-Skymn.
288; Strabo 6.2.6, 10.1.15; B6rard, Colonisation, p. 87.
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off the southwest corner of Sardinia (No. 90) has yielded a
native vase from the Phoenician sanctuary there which is
decorated using Euboean motives.

But this urn hardly

guarantees Euboean contact with Sardinia, as the Phoenicians
are known to have associated with the Euboeans at a number
of more easterly sites (e.g., Al Mina).
In North Africa Carthage has produced a small number
of Corinthian originals and imitations of Corinthian(?) or
Euboeo-Cycladic(?) pottery dating to c. 730-10, but once
more this evidence alone fails to prove that Euboeans were
ever there.141 Farther west along the Numidian coast there
are a few ancient place names that have a familiar ring:
14?

"Euboea," "Pithekoussai," and "Naxian Islands."

But none

of these legendary places can be identified securely, and
there is not a shred of archaeological data to support the
idea of Euboean activity in this region.
Spain has important deposits of tin and other
precious metals that were exploited in ancient times.14 3
While there is still no proof that Euboeans journeyed there,
one may note the discovery at an eighth century silver mine
(worked either by Phoenicians or natives who traded with
141.

GGP, pp. 387f., 429; GO, p. 204.

142. H. Treidler, "Eine alte ionische Kolonisation
im numidischen Afrika," Historia, 8 (1959), 257-83; cf.
CS-3, pp. 25f., which strongly criticizes possible identi
fications.
143.

Forbes, IX, 146f. (for tin).
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them) of objects, such as a three-legged bowl, which have
parallels with finds made at Pithekoussai and in Etruria.144
From southern France allegedly have come some early
Greek pottery that may be Euboean in type and date to c.
700.

Unfortunately, the reports concerning these dis

coveries do not seem to be very reliable, and therefore one
cannot place too much emphasis upon these finds as of
yet.145 However, considering the importance of the Gallic
river routes in the transport of British tin, it would not
be surprising to find Euboean involvement here.
Viewed as a whole, then, Euboean trade and coloniza
tion in the Mediterranean is limited by present evidence to
the Aegean basin, Cyprus and the Levant, Etruria, and
eastern Sicily. ' If Euboean ships ventured beyond these
regions by accident or otherwise, they have left no certain
trace of their passing.
Summary
The above analysis of Euboean trade and colonization
during the Geometric Period suggests that desire for raw
materials (such as tin) was the major cause of Euboea's
heavy

overseas involvement.

Overpopulation pressures seem

144. A. Blanco and J. M, Luz6n, "Pre-Roman Silver
Mines at Riotinto," Antiquity, 43 (1969), 124-31; GCR,
pp. 16f.
145. Blakeway, "Prolegomena," 199f., esp. no. 85;
GGP, pp. 388 n. 7, 429; GO, p. 209.
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to have been a lesser factor in this movement, while another
traditional cause, political discontent at home, barely
figures at all (the Eretrian colony of Dikaiopolis in
Chalcidice being theionly example known).
The historical and cultural significance of this
200-year movement is great indeed.

For centuries after the

fall of the Mycenaean world Greece had been mostly isolated
(perhaps voluntarily at times) from the rest of the Mediter
ranean community.

The Euboeans, with the help of their

Cycladic neighbors, helped to change all that.

The voyages

of Euboean sailors reawakened Greek interest in the world
around them, and the success of Euboean merchants abroad
proved that there was much to learn and profit from contact
with that world.

The Euboeans must have played an important

role in the adoption and transmission of the Greek alphabet,
though presently we do not know the extent of that contri
bution.

Euboeans certainly helped raise the standard of

living and economic pulse of the Aegean basin, thereby
setting the stage for the critical advances of the subse
quent Archaic Period.

Nor did the Euboean contribution end

by 700, for many Euboean colonies were to become important
cities in later antiquity.

The Chalcidians, by their gifts

of the alphabet and other techniques, were invaluable for

138

improving the life of the peoples of Italy and Sicily, and
in laying the groundwork for Etruria's future glory.146
But all great ages come to an end.
success, the Euboeans fostered emulation.

By their very
Indeed, by 700

their position of economic leadership had been lost to
Corinth, Rhodes, and other Greek states.

Moreover, the

wealth and commercial power that the Euboeans had accumu
lated must have caused them severe domestic problems, of
which the Lelantine War probably was one.

Chapter III shall

examine the history of this famous conflict, as well as
other aspects of Euboean life during the Archaic Age.

146. Jeffery, Local Scripts, pp. 236ff.; also note
99 above. Of interest too is the following comment by B.
d'Agostino in Popoli, II, 24: ". . . i rapporti con il mondo
greco, iniziati in maniera discontinua attraverso i traffici
precoloniali, e poi divenute stabili e piu profondi con la
fondazione dell piu antica colonia d'Occidente, Pitecusa,
produssero profonde trasformazioni nella struttura economica
e sociale delle popolazioni indigene costiere."

CHAPTER III
EUBOEA DURING THE ARCHAIC AGE,
700-500 B.C.
The history of Archaic Euboea witnessed the
Lelantine War, domestic stasis, and the rise of foreign,
notably Athenian, interference in Euboean affairs.

However,

so very little precise information is available on this
period that any investigation into it is often frustrated.
Nevertheless, a judicious review of.what is known does yield
a number of interesting points.
The Archaeological Record
Thus far archaeologists have identified only fifteen
Archaic sites (Fig. 19), of which none has been excavated
save Eretria."'"

At the sanctuary of Apollo Daphnephoros two

successive Archaic temples were constructed atop the
terraced-over remains of Geometric predecessors.2

The first

building (Fig. 20) dates from the seventh century and was a
hecatornpedon (100 x 20 Ionic feet) probably enclosed by an
1. "Survey," lllf. If these figures reflect the
true nature of the times (at least from a relative stand
point), such drastic depopulation must have been caused by
forces of great magnitude (the Lelantine War or a general
economic decline?).
2. Schefold, "The Architecture of Eretria," 275ff.
Also see Auberson, Temple d'Apollon Daphnfephoros. Archi
tecture.
139

Fig. 19.

Map of Known or Suspected Archaic Period Sites in Euboea.
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Eretria: Floor Plan of the Early Archaic Temple of
Apollo
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outer wooden colonnade (6 x 19 columns).

The later, sixth

century temple (Fig. 21) preserved the 6 x 19 colonnade (now
of stone), but the interior was divided formally into a
pronaos, a naos with two parallel rows of eight columns, and
an opisthodomos.

While both structures employed the Doric

order, the proportions and general floor plan reveal strong
Ionic influences.

The earliest temple, indeed, bears a

close resemblance to the famous contemporary hekatompedon
temples of Hera at Samos and is the earliest known temple
of its type outside Ionia.3 In addition to these buildings,
part of the western defense wall and acropolis fortifica
tions have been discovered, but the oldest levels date to
the seventh century, long after the foundation of the city.4
Current knowledge of Archaic Euboean pottery again
5
relies almost entirely on finds made at Eretria.
For most
3. Schefold, ibid., 276. Cf. Hj Berve and G.
Gruben, Greek Temples, Theatres, and Sanctuaries (London,
1963), pp. 446ff. and Figs.116f. A similar but later
example of the first temple of Apollo has been found at
Aulis near Chalcis (Schefold, ibid.).
4. Auberson and Schefold, Fiihrer, pp. 57ff.; J.-P.
Michaud, "Chronique des fouilles en 1968 et 1969," BCH, 94
(1970) , 1099. It is quite possible that the earliest city
walls (made of wood?) did not extend out as far as the
Apollo sanctuary and the area of the future West Gate and
wall, but if so they have yet to be discovered. Alterna
tively, perhaps the earliest city did not need static
defenses: Lefkandi seems to have had none.
5. See K. Kourouniotes, "'Ay y e t *a tpexpias," ArchEph,
1903, pp. 1-38; J. Boardman, "Pottery from Eretria," and
"Early Euboean Pottery"; L. Kahil, "C6ramique de l'6poque
g6om6trique, subg6om6trique et archaique," Deltion, 22
(1967), 284f.; J.-P. Descoeudres, "Ausgewahlte eretrische
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Eretria: Floor Plan of the Late Archaic Temple of
Apollo
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of the period the basic shape was the large amphora with
wide neck and (usually) high conical foot, a type also
known from Boeotia, Attica, and the Cyclades.

From the

later sixth century one can add to the amphora the lekythos
and lekane.^
Artistically, the ware is rather undistinguished
for much of the period.

On decorative grounds the amphorae

can be separated into five groups.

The first two (A and B,

c. 700-625) initially use vertical wavy lines along with a
few Sub-Geometric animals such as horses and birds.

As the

series progresses more colors (deep red and white) appear
but at the same time a greater part of the vase is simply
painted dark; a new motif, the vertical bar or "sausage,"
makes its debut.

Although the wares of Attica, the

Cyclades, and Boeotia have all been seen as major influences
on these two groups, the Euboean pottery differs in at least
one major respect:

the back of each vase is given as much

artistic attention as the front, a practice unknown else7

where.

In contrast the art of Group C (c. 625-590) is

keramik aus dem sieben und sechsten Jahrhundert, v. Chr.,11
AntK, 11 (1968), 102ff.; R.M. Cook, Greek Painted Pottery,
2nd ed. (London, 1972), pp. 45, 104f.; and A. D. Ure, "Ob
servations on Euboean Black-figure," BSA, 68 (1973), 25-31.
6. Boardman, "Pottery from Eretria," 15; A. D.
Ure, "Euboean Lekanai," JHS, 80 (1960), 160-7; "Four
Lekythoi in Chalcis," JHS, 82 (1962), 138-40; "Observations
on fiuboean Black-figure," 25-31.
7.

Boardman, ibid., 16-20, pis. 3B-4.
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radically different.

The fronts portray (usually on the

neck) standing women (from a funeral procession?), with a
lone orientalizing animal or monster beneath; only dark
loops painted thickly cover the back.

Use of color is more

frequent while parts of the figures are drawn in outline
(the white paint technique being strongly preferred to the
use of incision).

Attic and Cycladic influences have been
g

recognized again, along with eastern Aegean and Corinthian.
Group D (c. 600-550) is the clumsiest and most careless of
all in decor, and little needs to be said about it.

The

orientalizing figures and decorative elements are rendered
poorly.

There is frequent use of red paint and incision;

the application of white paint for outlines is rarer.

The

same foreign influences have been observed for D as for C,
.9

with the addition of Boeotian.

During

the last half of

the sixth century, however, Eretria and the rest of Euboea
appear to have staged a dramatic volte-face under the
growing, and indeed overpowering, influence and competition
of Attic pottery.

Group E is composed of magnificent black-

figure vases, so well executed as to have been made in all
likelihood by craftsmen who had studied in Athens itself.
8.

Ibid., 20-7, pis. 5-7.

9.

Ibid., 28-30, pis. 7f.

10. Ibid., 30-9, pis. 9-14; D. von Bothmer, "Euboean
Black-Figure in New York," Metrop. Mus. J., 2 (1969), 27-44.
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To this sequence we have little to add thus far in
the way of pottery from Chalcis; indeed at that site there
may be a virtual break in the ceramic record between c. 700550.

What few sherds we possess are more characteristic of

Eretria Group D than of anything else.^"1

The impressive

"Chalcidian" ware, so named because the Chalcidian Greek
alphabet is used in the inscriptions found on the vases, by
contrast is more likely to be of Rhegine or even Etruscan
rather than Euboean origin.

However, until Chalcis is ex

cavated properly, or better techniques of spectroscopic
analysis are developed--Euboean and south Italian wares thus
far chemically test the same—we cannot rule out a Chal12
cidian origin for these fine works.
In summary, then, the archaeological record for
Archaic Euboea is most inadequate.

Nevertheless, the rela

tive growth of Eretria's population and prosperity (to a
lesser degree) cannot be denied, whereas Chalcis may have
even been severely depopulated for much of the time.13
11.

With

Boardman, "Early Euboean Pottery," lOf.

12. See, e.g., Cook, Greek Painted Pottery, pp.
156ff.; and J. Boardman and F. Schweizer, "Clay Analyses
of Archaic Greek Pottery," BSA, 68 (1973), 267-84.
13. Admittedly the evidence for this catastrophe
is poor, but caution dictates that one not overlook the
possibility: Boardman, "Early Euboean Pottery," 28.
Herodotus notes the prosperity of Eretria c, 575 in 6.127.
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this background in mind, we may now turn to a discussion of
other aspects of Euboean life in the Archaic Age.
The Lelantine War
At the conclusion of Chapter II it was observed that
Euboea's position of leadership in economic and colonial
affairs, after twenty-five years of increasing competition
from Corinthians, Rhodians, and other Greeks, had come to a
decisive end by 700-696.

Although imports continued to be

purchased after this date, they are fewer in number.

More

significantly, no exported Euboean ware of seventh century
date is known to have been reported from any archaeological
site (infra, p. 169).

Eretria never again sent forth a

colony, and Chalcis likewise remained inactive except for a
brief resurgence about 650.

In short, once having lost

their position of greatness, the Euboeans were never to
regain it.
What could have caused such a dramatic wasting away
of Euboean overseas vigor after so many years of heavy in
volvement?

Surely competition must have taken its toll.

Further, if the Euboeans of the Geometric Period enjoyed
any technological advantage in metal-working over the other
14
Greeks,
the inevitable spread of that knowledge would have
negated this asset as well.

But to account for so great a

14. Bakhuizen, CS-3, pp. 65ff. suggests as much,
but his attractive theory has yet to be confirmed archaeologically and metallurgically. Also supra, p. 95 n 51.
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decline one must go behond these factors in pursuit of some
thing more destructive and far-reaching in its effects,
15
namely, the Lelantme War.
This conflict is without question one of the key
events of Euboean history,

Thucydides (1.15.3) clearly

refers to it as being the one example of a war fought TTaXca
TTOTE , which was not merely a local border feud, but on the
c o n t r a r y e n g u l f e d T O a X Xo "E X X I I V I K O V o n o n e s i d e o r t h e

16
other.

This statement is all the more interesting because

in this part of his history Thucydides is attempting to play
down ad_ maioram gloriam Atheniensium every past war of the
Greeks when compared with the great Peloponnesian struggle.
That he feels driven to single out the Lelantine War as an
exception only serves to heighten interest in this dispute.
Unfortunately, very little direct information about this
war has survived, and thus one must rely for more details
upon a large miscellany of evidence, much of which is
frequently open to conflicting interpretations.
15. The term "Lelantine War" is a modern one: CS-3,
p. 35 and n. 144. But I think it is appropriate here for at
least two reasons. First, in any armed struggle between
Chalcis and Eretria, the ownership of the Lelantine Plain
(which lies between the two antagonists) would certainly
have been disputed. Second, there is no archaeological or
historical evidence to suggest that the war did not embroil
the Lelantine Plain; indeed the possibly violent evacuation
of Lefkandi points otherwise, as do the possible destruction
layers at the Temple of Apollo at Eretria,
16.

y a X i a x a S e £ s T O V TraXai iroTe y e v o y e v o v T r o X e y o v
TO a X X o ' E X X TIVIKOV e s C u y y a x ' a v

X a X K i S e w v KOU ' E p e x p i S v i c a i

eKKaTEpuv SieCTTr)-
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The historical difficulties associated with the
Lelantine War are illustrated clearly when attempting to
date the conflict.

As no ancient source preserves this in

formation, modern scholars using much the same evidence have
proposed chronologies ranging from the eighth to the sixth
centuries.17

The present attempt will be made on the basis

of two assumptions:

(1) that the Lelantine War was not a

18
brief struggle;
and (2) that during the Geometric and
Early Archaic Periods a city would not be likely to dispatch
colonies abroad while in the midst of, or immediately after,
a serious war (according to Thucydides) at home.

Conse

quently, as an initial guess let c. 705 (Eretrians at
Corcyra) serve as a terminus post quem and c. 655
17. As examples the following may be noticed: late
eigths century: E. Curtius, "Studien zur Geschichte von
Korinth," Hermes, 10 (1976), 220f.; A. Blakeway, "The Date
of Archilochus," in Greek Poetry and Life. Essays presented
to Gilbert Murray (1936; rpt. New York, 1967), p. 48; A.
Andrewes, The Greek Tyrants (London, 1956), p. 40; TDAG, p.
429. Seventh century: J, B. Bury, A History of Greece, I
(New York, 1902), 159; Geyer, p. 25. Seventh and sixth
centuries: p. 65. Sixth century: V. Constanzi, "La guerra
lelantea," AeR, 5 (1902), 768f.; K. J, Beloch, Grieschische
Geschichte, 2nd ed., 1.1 (1912; rpt. Berlin, 1967), 338f,
18. Thucydides says that all of Greece was caught
up in the struggle; if true, then it would probably have
taken not one, but a series of incidents before everyone
would have become involved (as Thucydides in the same
section implies that in early times the Greeks thought
overwhelmingly in terms of local security risks). Again,
the more participants that there are in a war, the harder it
is to coordinate strategy and agree upon a common peace.
Finally, it would seem logical to assume that brief con
flicts are less likely to be remembered over long time
spans than are protracted wars.
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(Chalcidians at Akanthos, infra, pp. 170f.) as a terminus
ante quern.

Where does a careful examination of the archaeo

logical and literary evidence now lead?
The known archaeological record reveals no sign of
warfare on Euboea from the end of the Mycenaean Age to the
last decade or two of the eighth century.

At Eretria the

remains of the Early Archaic Temple of Apollo overlie
evidence of at least three destruction layers, two of which
date to the Late Geometric.19

At some point during the last

decade of the eighth century Lefkandi was abandoned forever;
the exodus may have been accompanied by violence associated
with the Lelantine War as the excavators believe, but this
interpretation cannot be substantiated as long as the
evidence for it remains confined to the destruction by fire
of the one identifiable Geometric building yet discovered.20
Moving into the seventh century, the third of the abovementioned destruction layers at the Eretrian sanctuary of
Apollo dates to the Early Archaic.21

To the seventh century

also belong the first known permanent stone defensive walls
at Eretria, which could suggest dangerous times as well as
the prosperity of the settlement.2 2

The absence noted

19.

Schefold, "The Architecture of Eretria," 275.

20.

Supra, p. 142n. 4.

21.

Supra, p. .150 n. 19.

22-

Supra, p. 142 n. 4.
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earlier of a continuous ceramic record for Chalcis during
much of the Archaic Period may eventually prove significant
for the date of the war (or for its effects), but the lack
of systematic archaeological work at Chalcis greatly weakens
this evidence.

On the other hand, the absence of dis

coveries of seventh century Euboean ware outside that
island certainly may be of help.

Viewed as a whole there

fore, the Euboean archaeological record does not rule out
the proposed termini and may even support them to a degree.
But much more field work remains to be done before these
data can be used with greater confidence.
From the literary standpoint, the ancient source
that comes closest to giving a precise date for the
Lelantine War is Plutarch (Mor„ 153F).

He said that the

Amphidamas whose funeral games Hesiod attended (O j d . 6 5 0 - 9 ,
infra, pp. 164f.) was slain during the conflict.23 If so,
23.
This opinion is reinforced by Schol. ad Hes.
Op. 650-62 (Pertusi, p. 206, 11.2-3), which adds that
A m p h i d a m a s d i e d i n a n a v a l b a t t l e : x o v y e v o f t v 'Ay<J) i 6 a y a v T a
vauyaxouvxa r r p o s ' E p e x p i e a s v m e p T O U A n A a v x o u a f r o B a v e ' i v . . . .
But one has to contend also with Plutarch Mor. F 84
(Sandback). In this passage, the Amphidamas story (this
time including his death in a naval battle) is repeated and
disbelieved: x a u x a n a v x a T r c p i x n s XCCAKISOS KOU X O U
'Aycj> 1 6 a y a v x o s K O U X O U a S A o u K C U X O U x p i T r o o o s E y B E 8 A n a O o a
4>ricriv o ITAouxapxos ot)&£v exovxa XPIcrxov. We are faced with
the fact that Plutarch changed his mind (assuming that both
Moralia passages have been accurately preserved), But when
he changed his mind, and in favor of which stand, is unknown.
Personally, I believe that Hes. Op. 650-9 is authentic and
that Amphidamas would have had just as great a chance of
dying in the Lelantine War as from another cause. As
Plutarch's addition of the naval battle in F 84 is seconded
by the scholiast, I am inclined to accept it, but it could
merely have been an educated guess.
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then the war must have taken place during Hesiod's lifetime,
24
i.e., in the later eighth century.
Again, from Plutarch's
account (Mor. 760E-61B) of the only known battle of the war,
the principal fighting arm seems to have been cavalry, and
this agrees well with what is known generally of Greek land
warfare during the Late Geometric Period (infra, pp. 165f.).
The same passage further asserts that Chalcis received help
in the war from at least one of her colonies in Chalcidice.
If. these Geometric settlements eventually are authenticated,
this passage will furnish additional support that the
Lelantine War was fought in the late eighth century at the
earliest (since one must allow time for the colonies to
become stable towns in their own right),
Other sources bearing on this problem are harder to
interpret.

According to Strabo (5.4.9), trouble broke out

on Pithekoussai between the Chalcidian and Eretrian colo
nists, with the latter being forced to leave for an unknown
destination; unfortunately, no date is given for this event.
In Chapter II (supra, p. 80 n. 32) the expulsion of the
Eretrians from Corcyra by Corinth was dated to c. 705,

This

development is interesting in light of Thucydides' state
ment (1.13.3) that Ameinokles of Corinth built four ships
for Samos, a known ally of Chalcis- in the war (Hdt. 5.99),
about either 721 or 704, depending on how one interprets
24. Hesiod, Theogony., ed. M. L, West (Oxford,
1969), pp. 40ff.; Jeffery, Archaic Greece, p. 65.
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^
^
25
ts xf^v TeXeurnv Tot!6e xou TToAeyou).

Both of these events

may in fact be related to each other via the Lelantine War,
but unless the chronological problem of Thuc. 1.13.3 can be
resolved in favor of c, 704, we will never know for sure.
Thucydides perhaps gives a more valuable lead in the
section immediately following (1.13.4), in which he says
that the earliest naval battle known to him was that fought
between Corinth and Corcvra about 681 or 664—again we have
the chronological problem.

Even if this struggle cannot be

directly linked with the war, it is nevertheless valuable
in that the two states mentioned are not Chalcis and
Eretria, who undoubtedly were major Greek naval powers in
their prime.

26

A conflict as far reaching as the Lelantine

War must have included some sort of naval actions between
at least the two main antagonists; yet Thucydides, who has
taken pains to draw attention to the importance of the
Lelantine War, does not know of any such engagements.

In

deed, with the exception of brief notation by a scholiast
25. Both A. W. Gomme (A Historical Commentary on
Thucydides, I [Oxford, 1945, hereafter HCT], 122) and K. J.
Dover (Thucydides [Oxford, 1973], pp. 14-20), remain neutral
on the subject.
26. There were several references to Euboean
nautical ability before the time of the Ionian Revolt in
499; perhaps Horn. Il_. 2.536ff. (if not referring to
Mycenaean times); Hymn Horn. Ap. 31, 219 (where Euboea is
given the epithet vaucn K Ae \ TOS--"famed for ships"); Thuc.
6.4.4 on the Cumaean pirates at Zankle; and Schol. ad
Hes. Op. 650-62.
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27
on Hesiod 0£. 650ff,
no ancient source preserves a record

of early sea battles between the two great Euboean powers.
This information encourages, therefore, a raising of the
proposed terminus ante quern to c. 660 or even c. 680.
Further help may come from one of the earliest known
Delphic oracles, which at first names the men of Chalcis as
the best warriors in Greece, but later (in what is most
probably a later addition) shifts that honor to the
Argives.

28

This change in the original oracle may well have

taken place about 669, when Pheidon of Argos defeated the
Spartans at Hysiai and then proceeded to seize control of
29
most of the Peloponnesus.
Since Argos eventually lost her
military supremacy to Sparta, it is possible that the first
part of the oracle records a Chalcidian supremacy dating to
before the battle of Hysiai,

Since the current archaeo

logical evidence suggests that Chalcis may have lost the

27.

Supra, p. 151 n. 23.

28. Ion of Chios in H. W. Parke, The Delphic Oracle
(Oxford, 1956), I, 82f.; II, 1^(supported by Andrewes, The
Greek Tyrants, p p . 39f.): y a i n s y s v TTacrris T O I l e A a a # i K O V
*Apyos ayexvov, /
G s a a a A x K O U ,, A a i c e f i a i y o v i c u T E y u v o u K E S ,
/ J a v 6 p e s 6' o'X J l i v o u a i v T)6oup i c a A r i S J A p e B o t f a r i s . / a A A ' E T I K O U
TUV e x a i v a y e i v o v e s , o i TE ysanyu / Tipuv0os vououax <AI
' A p K a S a n s n o A u y n A o u / ' A p y s ' i o i A i v o 0 a j p r ) < E S , K E u T p a 7TTU A s y o i o .
/6yETs

6'AlJflEES,

OIJTE

Tpuoi

Ol)TE

TETOtpTOl

/

O^TE

6 i ) ( o 6 EicaTOi , OV5T E V A o y w , O U T 1 e v a p x B y S .

Cf. Jacoby, FGrH,
Illb (Noten), 16, n. 62, who has doubts as to the authen
ticity of the oracle.
29.

Jeffery, Archaic Greece, pp. 117, 130 n. 4.
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war, the proposed terminus ante quern can probably be
elevated to c. 670.
Archilochus (F 3) mentions a contemporary battle to
be fought in a plain between the "lords of Euboea" (i.e.,
Chalcis and Eretria).

Moreover, if the very fragmentary P,

Oxy. 2508 belongs to him as has been suggested,

then we

have additional support for the war having lasted into
Archilochus' lifetime, i.e., the first half of the seventh
31
century.

Admittedly, the poet's words are so vague as to

make it unclear whether he means the Lelantine War or a
different conflict otherwise unknown to us, but probability
strengthens the former identification.

Again, the reference

to Karystos in P. Oxy. 2508 may help date the war and
connect it with the attack on Karystos by Miletus (an
Eretrian ally [Hdt. 5.99]) under the command of King
Leodamas, who ruled in the seventh century. 32
30. The attribution was first suggested by E.
Loebel in the editio princeps, and has been supported by A.
J. Podlecki, "Three Greek Soldier-Poets: Archilochus,
Alcaeus, and Solon," CW, 63 (1969), 75f. W. Donlan,
Archilochus, Strabo, and the Lelantine War," TAPA, 101
(1970), 136, is neutral officially, but leaning (I think)
toward acceptance. Also infra, p. 167 n. 61.
31. See e.g., F. Jacoby, "The Date of Archilochus,"
CO, 35 (1941), 97ff.; F. Lasserre, Les Epodes d'Archiloque
(Paris, 1950), pp. 287-300; Jeffery, Archaic Greece, p. 65.
Cf. Blakeway, "The Date of Archilochus," 34-55, who argues
for a late eighth century date.
32.

Lines 6f. of P. Oxy. 2508 read: ].xeivtiitn
[IEOJV (^extending to/as far as the
Karystian ... the territory of the Eretrians ..."), For
King Leodamas' attack on Karystos, see Konon FGrH 26 F

Kapua[xi]ov

x£>P0V 'E per g
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The literary evidence for the chronology of the
Lelantine War is often difficult to use and hard to control.
Nevertheless, when combined with the archaeological evidence
a case favorable to the revised termini of c. 710-670
emerges.

Unlikely though it may be that the war lasted

the entire forty years, the present state of the evidence
33
does not allow one to go beyond this point.
Given our ignorance the question of who fought in
the war would be an academic one except for Thucydides1
tantalizing remark that the rest of the Hellenic world was
involved on one side or the other.

The historian's state

ment becomes more intelligible when we recall the extensive
nature of Euboea1s overseas trade connections in the Geo
metric Period.

If either Chalcis or Eretria had been de

feated, that city's trading partners and ports of call
abroad would have suffered inevitably, and this threat would
have provided a potent stimulus for common action.
1.44.2; G. L. Huxley, The Early Ionians (London, 1966), p.
50; and Jeffery, Archaic Greece, pp. 69 n. 3, 210. But W,
G. Forrest, "Colonisation and the Rise of Delphi," Historia
6 (1957), 162 is sceptical of the entire incident, espe
cially as Leodamas cannot be securely dated to the time of
the Lelantine War.
33. Similar estimated termini have been proposed
in the past; e.g., Busolt, 2nd ed., I, 456f.; D. W. Bradeen,
"The Lelantine War and Pheidon of Argos," TABA, 78 (1947),
237; H. Bengston, Griechische Geschichte, 4th ed. (Munich,
1969), p. 94, n. 7. The testimony of Theognis (891-4) has
been used sometimes as evidence for the Lelantine War, but
these lines clearly refer to stasis in Euboean and should
be dated to c. 600 or a little later (infra, pp. 173f.).
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Unfortunately, there is no definitive list of the
allies enrolled on the two sides.

Herodotus (5.99) reports

that in the war between Eretria and Chalcis the former was
aided by Miletus and the latter by Samos.

34

To this one

can add only Plutarch's report that Chalcis received help
from Pharsalus in Thessaly and from her colonies in Chalcidice (if any).

35

Beyond this point, any search for more

allies must be tempered by at least two principles:

first,

that one cannot add allies to either side purely on the
basis of later recorded friendship; and second, that one
should follow Thucydides (1.15.2) and assume that the
Lelantine War consisted mainly of a series of local con
flicts waged by allies tied by economic interests to the
two leading antagonists.
The Euboean colonies in Macedonia and Chalcidice
may have supported their respective metropoleis, but aside
from Plutarch nothing else is known of their allegiance.
The situation is similar in Thessaly, long a Euboean trading
partner; only Pharsalus is linked to the war (on the side
34.
o l y a p Sr) M i A r j c u o i T r p o x e p o v x o i a r i J E p e x p i e u a i
xov irpos XaAiofieas TroAeyov auvi iriveiKav, ore ircp icon
XaAKi6e0ai, &vxia 'Epexpiewv KOU MI Ariaiajv Eayicn tBof|0eov.

35.

Mor. 760E-61B.
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of Chalcis).

36

Karystos may have been in the Chalcidian

camp on the grounds of P. Oxy. 2508 and the attack made
upon her by King Leodamas of Miletus, but the allegiances of
the remaining cities in Euboea are unknown.

As Chalcis was

a major outlet for Boeotian exports and imports,37 it seems
likely that at least some of Boeotia's cities would have
backed her instead of Eretria. 38 The position of Athens in
39
the war remains a mystery.

Considering the amicable trade

relations between the two cities in the western Mediter
ranean (e.g., supra, pp. 120f. and n. 98), it is likely that
Corinth was an ally of Chalcis; the Corcyrean episode and
the Ameinokles story also may be cited in this regard.
Eretria may have had an ally in Megara, if that city was at
36. Was Pharsalus the leading state of the
Thessalian League at this time? Forrest, "Colonisation,"
166 n. 7, thinks it possible.
37. Supra, p. 4
also Semple, pp. 2Q2f.

n. 6; and infra, p. 184 n. 105;

38. Pausanias (9.2.2) records a Tanagran story of
an attack on her by an Eretrian amphibious force which was
repulsed. If this story, cloaked in local mythology, con
tains historical truth, it might refer to an incident of
the Lelantine War, but it also (because of its vagueness)
could equally refer to the First Sacred War (infra, pp.
174f.), or even (though unlikely) to the war of 506
(infra, pp. 183ff.),
39. Bradeen, "The Lelantine War," 232, 241,
believes that Aegina may have allied with Eretria, and
thus suggests that Athens may have allied with Chalcis.
However, there are serious difficulties with this theory
(infra, pp. I59f.).
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40
war with Corinth c. 700.

For Aegina and the Peloponnese

the identifications that have been proposed stand on much
weaker ground.

Sparta allegedly supported Chalcis because

Samos and Corinth helped the Lacedaemonians against
Messenia (who thus would have backed Eretria); however,
proponents of this view cannot seem to agree on which
Messenian War is involved, and we do not yet have any evi
dence for Late Geometric-Early Archaic trade contacts
between the southern Peloponnesus and the cities of Euboea.41
It has also been argued that Pheidon of Argos, in his desire
to break the Chalcidian-Corinthian monopoly of Greek trade
in the western Mediterranean, supported Eretria in the
Lelantme War and compelled Aegina to do likewise.42

But we

have seen (supra, p. 134), that Chalcidian involvement in
the western trade was over by c. 700, and the proposed
terminus ante quem of c. 670 is just before the appearance
of Pheidon on the Greek scene.

Therefore, it is better to

40. So argues N. G. L. Hammond, "The Heraeum at
Perachora and Corinthian Encroachment, " BSA, 49 (1954),
93-102. But J. Salmon, "The Heraeum at Perachora and the
Early History of Corinth," BSA, 67 (1972), 150-204, esp.
198ff., asserts 6n the basis of a careful re-examination of
the data that the Heraeum was seized by Corinth not later
than the early eighth century and thus that the alleged
Megarian War, if historical, was more likely fought with
Athens or Boeotia than with Corinth.
41. Samos: Hdt. 3.47.1; Corinth: Paus. 4.15.8.
First Messenian War: Forrest, "Colonisation," 162; Second
Messenian War: Bradeen, "The Lelantine War," 231, 234.
42.

Bradeen, ibid., 223-41, esp. 237f.
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leave Aegina and the Peloponnesus in the "allegiance un
known" status rather than include them in the list of
belligerents.
Matters are hardly better when we turn to the Aegean
island communities and the Greek cities of Anatolia.

Strabo

(10.1.10) claims that Eretria once controlled "Andros, Tenos,
Keos, and other islands"; but, even if true, there is no
evidence for dating this "empire" to the time of the
43
Lelantine War.
The allegiances of Samos and Miletus have
been noted already.

From two Milesian stories one might

infer additional participants:

King Leodamas also fought

Melos, and at some point in the seventh century Miletus and
Chios fought together against Erythrai.44

When all is said

and done, however, it must be admitted that beyond those of
Samos and Miletus the allegiances of the other states of
this region in the Lelantine War are either very tentative
or completely unknown.
In summation, then, it is very difficult to assign
allies to either side of this struggle beyond the few handed
43. eufipxov Se KCU 'AvSpiwv xai TRIV^wv xa\ Keicov
<ai aAAcov vfiauv. This interesting passage will be dis
cussed below, pp. 189f.
44. Melos: see n. 26 above (Konnon)? Chios and
Erythrai: Jeffery, Archaic Greece, pp. 212, 231; Forrest,
"Colonisation," 168 n. 9. We also have a tradition of
Miletus and Erythrai being allies in a war against Naxos
(Andriskos FGrH 500 F 1.1; Plut. Mor. 254B-F), but this
could have been due to a change of government at Erythrai:
Forrest, 168f. and Jeffery, ibid., p. 229.
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down by the ancient sources.

With varying degrees of con

fidence in each case, one may list Chalcis, Karystos,
Pharsalus, the Chalcidian colonies of Euboean Chalcis,
Boeotia, Corinth, Samos, Erythrai, and Melos versus
Eretria, her colonies on the northern Aegean short, Megara,
Miletus, and Chios.

Portions of this list may inspire

little confidence, and in any event we are far from in
volving Thucydides1 "rest of the Hellenic world,"

But given

the present limitations of information one should not go
farther.
What factors caused the Lelantine War?

While it is

possible that some local border dispute over the Lelantine
Plain (involving Lefkandi?) may have provided the spark,45
the underlying cause was detected long ago by Fritz Geyer
and others:

the rivalry between Chalcis and Eretria in the
46
fields of trade and colonization.
However, as S. C.
47
Bakhuizen has cogently pointed out,
to be satisfied with
this simple explanation is not enough, for if specific areas
of conflict cannot be identified, then one cannot accept
45. Perhaps via the drought and famine mentioned
by Strabo (6.1.6)?
46. Geyer, p. 24: "Aber die Rivalitat im Handel und
in der Kolonisation fuhrte doch in diester Zeit zu einem
blutigen Kriege zwischen den Hauptstadten Euboias." See
also Blakeway, "The Date of Archilochus," 47ff.
47.

CS-3, p. 34.
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unhesitatingly Geyer's thesis.

Can the evidence allow us

to be any more precise?
From a geographic standpoint it has been observed
that Chalcis looks most easily toward the Boeotian interior
and northward through the Euboean Channel to the seas and
lands beyond; Eretria by contrast looks southward through
the Euboean Channel to Attica, the Cyclades, and the
eastern Mediterranean.48 Under these conditions overseas
friction between these two cities should have been minimal,
but this geographic argument cannot be pressed too far as
the Eretrian colonies about the Thermaic Gulf illustrate.
According to the Late Geometric archaeological
record, Euboean dominance of Greek trade overseas was being
challenged increasingly by Corinthians and other Greeks
from the eastern shores of the Aegean.

Further, in the

Levant there was the growing power of the Assyrians to
contend with.

All of this pressure must have strained

relations between Chalcis and Eretria (with perhaps the
latter"s trade being the more adversely affected).

Thus

the rich markets of the eastern Mediterranean were probably
one bone of contention.

Further, if the Geometric colonies

of Euboean Chalcis in Chalcidice prove authentic, the
48. See, e.g., Jeffery, Archaic Greece, p. 63.
Via the highways of Boeotia,Chalcis also could reach the
Corinthian Gulf and the western Mediterranean.
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northern Aegean markets may have formed another source of
friction.
In the western Mediterranean the situation at first
glance appears different because Eretria for most of the
Geometric Period displayed little interest in this region's
economic potential, aside from her involvement at Pithekoussai and perhaps also Cumae.

Unquestionably the good

trade relations enjoyed between Corinth and Chalcis in the
West must have posed a formidable obstacle to competition
by other states.

But if the Corcyrean episode is historical

and can be dated to the late eighth century (based on
Eusebius and the archaeological record), it may offer proof
of renewed Eretrian interest in the western markets, since
from a geographical standpoint Corcyra was a natural port
of call for ships traversing the Ionian Sea.

This event is

all the more interesting in view of the annexation of Cyprus
by the Assyrian Empire in 709.

Given the demonstrated

Euboean need for metals, if the Assyrians ever decided to
restrict Eretrian metal purchases (e.g., by charging
higher prices or by direct embargo), the merchants of
Eretria would have been forced to look elsewhere for those
precious commodities.

In such circumstances an Eretrian

base on Corcyra would have been a logical first step on the
road to expanded western trade.

Based on this possibility,

competition for western metals may be added tentatively to
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the other aspects of Chalcidian-Eretrian strife overseas.
Beyond this point nothing further can be deduced.
Of the actual conduct of the war hardly anything is
known.

We have Plutarch's story (Mor. 760E-761B) , at least

partly drawn from Aristotle, that Eretria was defeated in a
great battle with Chalcis (aided by Kleomachos of Pharsalus
and her Chalcidian colonists).

One might also cite the

49
attacks on Karystos and Melos by King Leodamas of Miletus,
as well as Hesiod Op. 650-9.

In this passage the poet

boasts that he won a tripod at the funeral games for
Amphidamas of Chalcis, a brave warrior of the upper-class
(Hippobotai?) background.

Considering the dates proposed

earlier for the Lelantine War and the generally agreed
floruit of Hesiod, it is likely that Amphidamas died in the
great war; indeed two later sources believe this to have
51
been the case.
But as Hesiod fails to be explicit we will
never know for sure,
To this meagre picture one can add information drawn
from our general knowledge of Greek warfare during this time.
Geometric Euboeans possessed great nautical skills as shown
49.

Supra, p. 153 n. 26.

50. Some authorities have claimed that Amphidamas
was actually a Chalcidian king (e.g., Cert. Horn. Hes. 315;
Bradeen, "Chalcis," pp 24ff.). That Hesiod fails to say
anything of the sort is decisive against this notion.
51.

Supra, pp. 151f. and n. 23.
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by their extensive trading and colonial activities; thus it
is most probable that parts of the Lelantine War were fought
out at sea.
4 - 4 .

5

2

On land the prevailing mode of Late Geometric war
fare utilized cavalry and light infantry armed with javelins,
swords, bows, and perhaps slings; chariots may have been
used also, but exactly how is uncertain.53

The presence at

Chalcis and Eretria of aristocratic horsemen and the im
portance of cavalry in Plutarch's description of the battle
encourage the idea that this kind of fighting was practiced
in Euboea.

Moreover, Strabo (10,1.10) saw a decree in the

Temple of Artemis Amarynthia at Eretria recording a procession of 3,000 infantry, 600 cavalry, and 60 chariots.54
52. Supra, p. 153 n. 26. Scenes of ships and even
naval battles are found in Late Geometric art; see, e.g.,
the famous "Shipwrech Skyphos" from Pithekoussai and J. S.
Morrison and R. T. Williams, Greek_Oared Ships, 900-322
B.C. (Cambridge, 1968), pis. 2A, 4A, C, D, 6D.
53. Artist. Pol. 1289B, 1297B; Huyeus in Homer does
not have its later meaning of "horseman," but rather denotes
the driver of, or the warrior riding in, a chariot (LSJ, p.
833). See also Snodgrass, Arms, pp. 38ff. P. Gardner, in
"A Numismatic Note on the Lelantine War," CR, 34 (1920), 91,
goes so far as to believe that the dispute was "a kind of
fighting-match or ordeal by combat," i.e., the ancient
equivalent of a medieval knightly tournament. This surely
cannot be correct.
54. These figures are still of interest even if
they reflect conditions of another time (the Late Archaic?).
At any rate the inscription that Strabo saw cannot have been
earlier than c 600; W. G. Forrest, "Colonisation," 163.
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Further, one can cite here the Late Geometric representations
of horses and chariots discovered on Euboean pottery.55
By the turn of the century, however, a revolution in
land warfare was beginning to take shape in Greece: the
advent of the heavily armed infantryman, or hoplite.56

If

the Lelantine War continued into, the seventh century, it is
quite possible that the Euboeans may have armed themselves
in this new fashion.

The Euboeans of the Geometric Period

were already familiar with bronzeworking techniques.57

By

virtue of their commercial ties with northern Italy (which
in turn was in contact with central Europe), the Euboeans
were probably the first post-Mycenaean Greeks to rediscover
the central European concept of personal bronze body
58
armor.
Moreover, the commercial prosperity of Euboea in
55. Horses: BSA, 47 (1952), pi. 2A.9, pi. 4;
Lefkandi, Fig. 77; Expedition, 14, No. 2 (1972), 38, Fig. 4
(Pithekoussai); MdlRom, 60/1 (1953/4), 52, Fig. 3 (Pithekoussai). Chariots: the "Warrior Vase" found at Eretria
and said to have originated there by Boardman ("Pottery from
Eretria," pi. 7), but now assigned to the Athenian SubDipylon Group (c. 735-20) by 0. M. Davison, "Attic Geometric
Workshops," YCS, 16 (1961), pp. 69f., and GGP, pp. 55f.
Even if not of Euboean manufacture, its presence at Eretria
may be suggestive.
56.

Snodgrass, Arms, pp. 45ff.

57. In addition to the evidence cited in Chapter
II, Chalcis was famed in antiquity for the quality of her
swords: Ale. F 54 (Diehl): Aesch. F 356 (Nauk); Callim.
Hecale F 236 (Pfeiffer). But "Chalcidian" helmets probably
originated among the western Greeks: Snodgrass, Arms,
pp. 69f.
58. A. M. Snodgrass, "The First European Body
Armour," pp. 31-50, esp. 43, 45.
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the late Geometric Period would have made it possible for
many people to afford the new and costly hoplite armament.
Hoplites appear on pottery fragments from Late
59
Geometric Eretria and Pithekoussai.
Before the time of
Pheidon, the Chalcidians were said to have been the best
c. n
warriors in Greece.
Archilochus (F 3 and P. Oxy. 2508?)
seems to mention Euboean hoplites;^ that they were noblemen
i s s t r o n g l y s u g g e s t e d b y t h e w o r d s <5eafr6ou E u S o i r i s
SoupucXuTcu, although we should also expect the newly rich

mercantile class to have been able to afford the armor as
well.

Finally, if the Homeric tradition of the Abantes as

59. AntK, 11 (1968), p. 27.4; the "Warrior Vase";
Expedition, 14, No. 2 (1972), 38 Fig. 2, 39 Fig. 7 (Pithe
koussai). Could the earliest known fortifications at
Eretria (seventh century) have been built in response to
the hoplite revolution?
60.

Supra, p. 154, n. 28.

61. F 3 (West)^: otfxoi t t o A A ' e t t i x6£a xavtfaaexon, o£)6e
Gayyeiai / a4>ev66vai, eut1 civ 6fj y&Aov Apns auvayns / 'ev
ire6iwx .
£x<f>£u)v 6e ttoXu^tovov ecraexai £pyov. / xatfxris yap
k e T v o i 6onyoves e\a\ y a x n s / 5 Eairoxai E u S o i r i s 6 o u p i k A u x o T .
("Not so many bows will be stretched taut nor slings slung
when Ares undertakes the toil of war in the plain; rather,
it shall be the mournful work of swords, for this is the
type of battle the spear-famed lords of Euboea excell in.")
P. Oxy. 2508 contains the words xexpatjiaAov (I. 1, "fourhorned," in Homer an epithet connected with helmets),
kaiusas (I.
5, "shields"), and Gwpn[kwv? {I. 14, "of
corselets/corseleted?). Strabo (10.1.10) records a stele
preserving an agreement between Chalcis and Eretria not to
use missile weapons against each other, which is of course
interesting given Archilochus F 3. But it is very unlikely
that this pact dates 'from the Lelantine War, and indeed
Forrest ("Colonisation," 164) has suggested that the stele
is an invention by later Euboeans ignorant of hoplite de
velopment and thus puzzled by F 3. See also Donlan, 132ff.
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formidable spearmen does not preserve a recollection of
Mycenaean times, it could be added to the above picture of
Euboean hoplite development.
Still, it must be admitted that very little is known
about the actual course of the Lelantine War.

One cannot

help wondering, though, if the Cilician revolt of 696
against Assyria (or at least the Greek participation in it)
might not have been connected in some way with the great
Euboean struggle.

For instance, if the Euboeans (Eretrians?)

found their economic position slipping in the eastern Medi
terranean due to the intensity of the war, might they not
have sided with the Cilician rebels in hope of gaining more
favorable trade conditions under their rule?
Turning next to the question of which side won the"
war, again one is stymied by lack of evidence.

Plutarch's

reference to a Chalcidian victory over Eretria in one battle
does not prove by any means that she won the war.

62

Again,

the Delphic oracle cited earlier (p. 154) might have been
acknowledging the victor in its praise of Chalcis, but we
cannot specifically connect this tradition with the
Lelantine struggle.
very confusing:

The present archaeological record is

Eretria reveals no trace of destruction at

this time except for the fire at the Apollo precinct; on the
62. For examples of this interpretation, see
Geyer, p. 27; and Bradeen, "The Lelantine War," 24Of.
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other hand 150 years of Chalcidian history are still
missing.
Yet in at least one sense, a commercial one, both
cities lost heavily.

As already noted (supra, p. 147),

Euboean wares disappeared from oriental markets after c.
700/696, and before this date Euboean trade and colonization
had stopped in the western Mediterranean.

Other Greek

states, such as Corinth and Rhodes, now assumed the com
mercial 1-eadership that had formerly belonged to Euboea, and
never again would that island play a major role in Greek
trade and colonization overseas.

If the Lelantine War

occurred during this same time, one of its results must have
been (at least in part) the loss of Euboean commercial
63
dominance in the Greek world.
This is not meant to imply, however, that the
Euboeans ceased to trade at all for the remainder of the
Archaic Period.

Apart from the foreign influences already

observed on Euboean ceramic development, fragments of im
ported pottery have been recovered on the island (mostly at
Eretria) from the following places:

Boeotia, Corinth,

Attica, Mykonos, Delos, Naxos, and other Cycladic islands,
Rhodes, Samos, and perhaps elsewhere in the eastern
63. Could the depopulation mentioned above,
p. 139, n. 1, have been a result of the war also?
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Aegean.

Euboean pottery exports (all apparently from the

sixth century) have been discovered at Tanagra, Rhitsona,
Athens, Delos (including Purification Trench material from
Rheneia), Olbia in the Crimea, Veii, Pithekoussai, Paestum,
Megara Hyblaea, and possibly Thebes, Corinth, and Capua.
Of course we have no way of telling if these products were
shipped to their destinations by Euboean vessels, but it is
not unreasonable to assume that at least some of them were.
Archaic Euboean Colonization
Except for the Lelantine War, not much else is known
of Euboean history during the Archaic Age.

About mid-

seventh century (or perhaps a little later) Sane in the
Chalcidic sub-peninsula of Akte (Fig, 16) was settled by
colonists from Andros and Euboean Chalcis.6 6

Shortly

thereafter (in 655 according to Eusebius), the same two
64. Boeotia and Corinth: BSA, 47 (1952), 12;
Attica: ibid., passim, and Davison, pp. 69f. (if not
Eretrian); Mykonos, Delos, Naxos, and other Cycladic islands:
Bothmer, 32f., BSA, 47 (1952), passim and esp. 6; Rhodes:
Bothmer, 32; Samos and possibly other east Aegean cities:
BSA, 47 (1952), 9, 12.
65. Tanagra: BSA, 47 (1952), 45; and BSA, 52
(1957), 15; Rhitsona: BSA, 68 (1973, 22ff.; Athens: BSA, 52
(1957), 16f.; Delos: BSA, 47 (1952), 45; Olbia: AR, 9~Tl963) ,
42 and Fig. 21; BSA, 68 (1973), 26, 30; Veii: Bothmer, 30;
Pithekoussai: AR, 17 (1971), 71 and Fig. 1; Paestum: Bothmer,
32; Megara Hyblaea: BSA, 68 (1973) , 27; Thebes(?): BSA, 52
(1957), 15 and Fig. 2; Corinth(?): BSA, 52 (1957), 17f.;
Capua(?): Bothmer, 28.
66. The name may come from aavxs = "timber."
Plut. Mor. 298A-B.
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cities fell into disagreement over which had the better
claim to another Aktean settlement, Akanthos.

But instead

of resorting to war, both sides referred the problem to
arbitration where the claim of Andros was upheld, with Samos
and Erythrai voting in her favor while Paros supported
67
Chalcis.
Stageira was another Andrian colony tradition
ally founded in 6 55, and it is possible that Chalcis may
68

have been involved here as well.

In Italy, Chalcis may

have aided Cumae in the foundation of Parthenope/Palaiopolis
(date unknown).69
Archaic Euboean Political Systems
Turning to a review of Euboean political systems
during the Archaic Age, what little evidence is available
derives entirely from scattered literary and epigraphical
67. Chron. (Schoene, II, 86f.) 01. 31.2=655. This
date may be about twenty years too early, however: Bradeen,
"The Chalcidians in Thrace," 378; and Gold, p. 136. The
name of the colony may stem from otKcxvOa = "thistle."
Plutarch's story (ibid..) has been disputed by some (e.g.,
Bakhuizen, CS-3), pp. 14f., 18f.), but the very nature of
the account, not to mention the negative votes against
Chalcis by Samos and Erythrai, support its authenticity.
Moreover, the actions of Samos, Erythrai, Andros (if the
latter had been under Eretrian rule earlier as Strabo
10.1.10 may suggest) imply that the Lelantine War had
ended by mid-seventh century. The tale also underscores
the relative weakness of Chalcis at this time.
68.

Euseb. ibid.; Dion. Hal.

E]d.

ad Am. 5.727.

69.

Pliny HN 3.5 (62); Strabo 5.4.7,
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sources.

Nevertheless, one can obtain at least sortie idea

of Euboean political developments during this period.
According to Homer, Chalcis was ruled initially by
70
a monarch.
However, by historical times we find both
Chalcis and Eretria under aristocratic, or rather, oli
garchic, government.

The power of the Hippobotai (at

Chalcis) and the hippeis (at Eretria) was founded originally,
as their names imply, upon ownership of horses at a time
when cavalry was the premier fighting arm in Greece.71 As
the Euboean standard of living improved, they doubtless
supplemented their wealth by other means (e.g., commercial),
for both groups seem to have retained control of their re
spective city governments during most of the Geometric and
Archaic Periods.
known.

Of the hippeis' activities nothing is

The Hippobotai were in charge of colonization during

the Geometric Period and had a law prohibiting any senior
magistrates (ap£ai) or envoys (Trpeageucrai) from being under
72
fifty years of age.
Despite the apparent stability of these governments,
Euboea was not immune to the problems of stasis.

Thus

several men are reported to have held tyrannies or
70.

Horn. II. 2.536-45.

71.

Arist. R?l. 1289B, 1297B.

72. Colonization: Arist. F 603 (Rose); age require
ment: Arist. F 611.63 (Rose).
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quasi-tyrannies on the island.

In the late seventh century
a man called Antxleon became tyrant of Chalcis.73 How he

did it is unknown (a hoplite revolution?), but the lines of
Theognis (891ff.) may provide a clue:
Alas for weakness! Kerinthos is destroyed
and the good vinelands of Lelantos are laid waste;
the good are banished, and evil men rule the city.
0 that Zeus would destroy the race of the Kypselids!
Granted that we cannot forget the possibility of poetic
license, the most economical interpretation of this passage
is that one of the Kypselids, most likely Periander, was
assisting a Euboean tyrant, or at least a Euboean party
favorable to Corinth.

Why Periander should become involved

in Euboea might be due to the foundation c. 600 of Potidaia
in Chalcidice.

The economic and strategic importance of

this colony made it imperative for Corinth to secure her
lines of communication with that town, for the most direct
route was via the Euboean Channel and Chalcxs.75

So it

would not be surprising if Antileon gained the tyranny with
73.

Arist. Pol. 1316A.

74. SS yoi avaAiciriS . afro yev KrJpivGos o A w A e v , /
6' ayaQov iceipexai oivottcSiov ./ ox 65 ayaQcfi
cjje^youcn, ttoAiv Se kcxkcu 6 i£ttouo"i v . / ws 6ri Ku^eAiSSv Zeus
oAeaeie yevos . There has been, of course, much debate sur
rounding the dates of Theognis but even if he did not write
JIZ. 891ff., it does not lessen by much their relevance as Z .
784 records a visit paid to Euboea. See Bradeen, "The
Lelantine War," 229f.
AnXaVTOD

75.

Gold, pp. 138ff.
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the assistance of a Corinthian despot.76

Of Antileon's

deeds nothing is known, but he may eventually
77
overthrown and flogged to death.

have been

Contemporary with Antileon (c. 600) was Tynnondas,
a man who was esteemed greatly by the Euboeans and who
appears to have held some sort of extra-constitutional posi78
tion on the island.
Yet Tynnondas is hard to picture as
a tyrant; to be successful he would have had to contend with
Antileon (not to mention Periander) and overcome possible
lingering animosity between Chalcis and Eretria.

In addi

tion obvious geographical problems would have blocked any
coherent one-man rule of the island.
possibility.

But there is another

The First Sacred War erupted about this time

(c. 595-86), and since Euboea was a member of the Anthelian
76. Andrewes, p. 51. Ostensibly Eretria rather
than Chalcis should have been the focus of concern over the
establishment of Potidaia because of her proven colonial
settlements on Pallene. While this idea has merit, we have
no record of an Archaic tyrant in Eretria save Diagoras, who
cannot fit our purpose for several reasons (infra, pp. 175f).
Even if we dismiss the Geometric colonies.of Euboean Chalcis
in Chalcidice, there are still the ftndrian colonies in which
Chalcis was involved during Archaic times (supra, pp. 170f.).
These certainly demonstrate her (renewed?) interest in the
rich markets of Macedonia and Thrace.
77. Ale. F P2 (Loebel and Page); Solon F 33 (West);
Ar. Ec[. 1036-44 and Scholia; P. Maas, "How Antileon's
Tyranny Ended," CR, 70 (1956), 200; H. Lloyd-Jones, "More
About Antileon, Tyrant of Chalcis," CR, 70 (1973), 197.
Perhaps the Hippobotai received helpTn overthrowing
Antileon from the Thessalians who were active in Greek
affairs at this time: Jeffery, Archaic Greece, pp. 71ff.
78.

Plut. Solon 14.
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(later Delphic) Amphictiony, a diplomatic commander-in-chief
for the Euboean contingent may have been necessary—possibly
79
Tynnondas.
Indeed, this idea may gain further strength
from the suggestion that Tynnondas may have been a
80
Boeotian.
Another recorded political figure is Diagoras of
Eretria, who allegedly overthrew the hippeis because of a
marriage quarrel, probably during the second half of the
81
sixth century.
Of his life and activities beyond this
incident we know only that he died at Corinth while en
route to Sparta and that the grateful citizenry of Eretria
79. Paus. 10.8.3; G. Glotz and R. Cohen, Histoire
grecque, I (Paris, 1925), 254f.; Jeffery, ibid., pp. 71ff.
80. Jeffery, ibid., p. 68. Another suggestion,
forwarded by H. Berve, Die Tyrannis bei den Griechen
(Munich, 1967), II, 538, that "Thymondas" might be identi
fied with one Tynes, the reputed archon of Chalcis who
adjudicated the case between Hesiod and his brother
(Polyzelos of Rhodes FGrH 521, F 9) is most unlikely.
81. Arist. Pol. 1306A. Berve, ibid., has sug
gested the second half of the sixth century, and "Eretria,"
pp. 83ff., has offered c. 527-10. Given Peisistratus1
involvement with Eretria and the hippeis (infra, pp. 176f.),
a date after 546 and perhaps 527 seems reasonable for a
terminus post quem. That Hippias avoided Eretria when he
himself was exiled in 510 is suggestive, but the fact
remains that Diagoras could have been active at any time
between 546-27 and 475, by which date we have our first
known decree from Eretria, which shows a democratic govern
ment in action (IG, XII, Suppl., 549): W. P. Wallace,
"An Eretrian Proxeny Decree of the Early Fifth Century,"
Hesperia, 5 (1936), 273-284; Jeffery, Local Scripts, p.
88. (The debate of 490 at Eretria recorded by Herodotus
I6.100f.] by no means proves that Eretria was under a
democracy by that time.)
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raised a monument to him.

82

Perhaps Diagoras was an

asymnetes like Pittakos or simply the leader of the
democratically-inclined forces at Eretria.

At any rate, we

have no evidence for a return to power by the hippeis after
the time of Diagoras.
Finally, Aristotle records that a Chalcidian tyrant
named Phoxos was overthrown by an alliance of the upper
class and the demos, but the date of his rule is most un
certain and thus Phoxos cannot yet be assigned to Archaic
83
times.
In addition to native tyrannies Euboea also provided
a home for the famous Athenian despot Peisistratus.

In

557/6 Peisistratus fled to Eretria after the collapse of his
84
second tyranny at Athens.
Undoubtedly helped by his con
tacts among the hippeis, the would-be despot succeeded in
amassing a considerable fortune over the next decade in
Thrace and elsewhere in the northern Aegean.85
82.

Returning to

Arist. F 611.40 (Rose).

83. Arist. Pol. 1304A. The second half of the
sixth century has been proposed by Berve, ibid., I, 39, and
the middle of the fourth century by "Chalcis," p. 140 n. 46,
I am inclined to support Bradeen's arguments, but there is
no way that we can be certain at this time.
84. Hdt. 1.61., Peisistratus' choice of Eretria may
have been influenced by his family's land holdings and/or
influence in the districts of Attica extending from Brauron
to Marathon: J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families,
600-300 B.C. (Oxford, 1971), pp. 452f.
85.

Arist. Ath. Pol. 15,2; Andrewes, p. 101.
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Eretria in 546, he used that city as a base of operations
for his planned march on Athens.

With support from the

hippeis, Thebes, a Naxian exile named Lygdamis, and others,
Peisistratus raised an amphibious force and effected a
landing at Marathon.
tyranny.8 6

Thus began his third and last

Once in power Peisistratus must have shown his

gratitude to the hippeis, but we have no information on this
subject.
We are, however, fortunate to have a fragmentary
inscription dating from c. 550-525 which tells us a little
more about the governmental and judicial systems of Late
87
Archaic Eretria.
Discovered in four separate pieces that
originally formed one stone, the inscription has been edited
as follows:

12/3.1274
1

8'iKev:iTTeav:KaTO[j.6crei\Ttv[v-]
c r d a ( i ) irptret hep.e[p]et|XP^0-70SoKi/xa:Ka[l <£]tryia iav.fii Tetcr-

-* e<i>[:/ze'/?cu]

86.

Hdt. 1.61f.; Arist, Ath. Pol. 15.2f.

87. Jeffery, Local Scripts, p. 84; E. Vanderpool
and W. P. Wallace, "The Sixth-Century Laws from Eretria,"
Hesperia, 33 (1964), 390.
88. Vanderpool and Wallace edition. Earlier pub
lications: ArchEph, 1913, pp. 210ff.; IG, XII, 9, 1273-4;
IG, XII, Suppl., p. 204 (Hiller). No. 1275, though found
with the other two pieces, is not from the same inscription:
Vanderpool and Wallace, 385,
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This document does not contain a heading and thus
6I K E V is the first word of text.
seem clear enough:
swears the oath.

The lines of Fragment 1

"Justice (to be rendered) after he

Let good (i.e., not counterfeit) money be

paid out (for fines) on (or before) the third day.
exile (be the punishment) if he does not pay."

Let

But the rest

of the inscription is very obscure, not only because of the
missing words but also because all four fragments appear to
89
have been cut at different times.
Two officers are men
tioned:

an archon in Fragment 2 and an archos (a military

commander?) in Fragment 3.

The inclusion of both the

Petalai Islands and Cape Kenaion (located respectively at
the south and north ends of the Euboean Channel) suggest
that trading or nautical regulations are being discussed
89.

Vanderpool and Wallace, 382, 384.
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here, but this identification cannot be proven while the
document remains in its present condition.^
Archaic Euboean Coinage
If we know relatively little about Euboean govern
ment during this period, it is by contrast very fortunate
that more evidence is available concerning the early devel
opment of Euboean coinage.
In view of the widespread use of the Euboic standard
for metallic weights and the extent of their overseas trade,
it would be natural to expect that these islanders would
have been among the first European Greeks to adopt the use
of coinage.

This may indeed be the case.

The earliest

known Greek silver coinages (those of Aegina) are now
dated to c. 575-550 or perhaps a little later.
91
known Euboean issues date from c. 54 0.

The first

The fragmentary inscription just cited may streng
then this early date.

The words 6ek[a:alxaxepas ("ten

staters") almost certainly imply that Eretria had begun to
mint her own coins by the third quarter of the sixth
century.

This is because the staters then in use by the

90. Ibid., p. 391 and n. 9; E. Ziebarth, Beitrage
zur Geschichte des Seeraubs und Seehandels in alten
Griechenland (Hamburg, 1929), pp. 7, 123f.
91. Kraay, Archaic and Classical Greek Coins, p.
43. See also a review of Kraay by R. R. Holloway, AHR, 82
(1977), 927.
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Greeks varied greatly from city to city not only in their
metallic composition but also in their relative value.92
That the government of a major port city like Eretria would
fail to specify in its decrees the type of stater honored
in its courts supports the view that the city was striking
93
its own issues.
When discussing the first Euboean coins (as with all
early Greek pieces), one has to keep in mind that their
identification is made difficult by the absence of legends,
which do not appear until late in the sixth century.
Numismatists therefore have to rely upon such variables as
the weight standard used (in this case the Euboic or, later,
the Euboio-Attic), the place of discovery, and the heraldic
emblems appearing on the coins themselves,

Hence there is a

margin for error, although in the case of the Euboean issues
modern scholarship is in general accord.
Furthermore, significant Athenian influence can be
detected even in the earliest known Euboean coins.

These

pieces shared with those of Athens a common silver fabric
(of north Aegean origin?) and a common reverse (an incised,
diagonally divided, "Union Jack" square).

After c. 520 the

fabric and the reverses are no longer identical, but instead
92. For a detailed review of the numerous Greek
standards, see Kraay, pp. 329f. As an example, the Euboic
stater equals 17.2 g. while the Corinthian stater equals
8.6 g. and the Aeginetan 12.2 g.
93.

Vanderpool and Wallace, 389f.
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the two region's metallic standards merge (to form Euboio94
Attic).
In Archaic times three Euboian cities struck their
own coinages:

Chalcis, Eretria, and Karystos.

The

earliest known Chalcidian issues (c. 540) are of three
denominations:

a stater, a third, and a sixth.

the incised square on the reverse.

All have

For the obverse, the

stater has a quadriga facing, the third a rider leading
another horse facing, and the sixth a facing lone horseman.9 5
From the decade of the twenties a single stater piece has
survived; on the obverse is a head (of Hera?) and the
96
quadriga is now on the reverse.

The next series (in which

the stater and its subunits were replaced by tetradrachms,
didrachms, and tetrobols) began after c. 520.

The obverse

depicted a flying eagle (later variants have the eagle
carrying a snake in its talons); a wheel sometimes enclosed
by an incised square or triangle is on the reverse (later
issues have the legend YAV

between the wheel's spokes.97

From 506 we have an issue which commemorates the alliance
between Chalcis and Boeotia made in that year (infra, pp.
183ff.).

The coin (a stater) displays the Boeotian shield

94.

Kraay, pp. 89f.

95.

Ibid., p. 89 and pi. 15.262.

96.

Ibid., and pi. 15,263.

97-

Ibid., p. 90, and pis. 15.264f.
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on the obverse and the Chalcidian wheel (enclosed by an
incised square) on the reverse.9 8 After her defeat by
Athens later that same year, Chalcis was forced to suspend
99
minting, probably until 480/79.
The earliest coinage at Eretria (c. 540) is likely
represented by a stater found at Dikaiopolis/Dikaia and
originally attributed to that Eretrian colony.

On the

obverse the coin depicts a heifer scratching her nose while
a bird perches on her back; on the reverse is an incuse
square.

The type may well be the same as the one referred

to in the fragmentary Archaic inscription from Eretria.
The next issues (tetradrachms) date from c 525.

The obverse

remains the same as before, but the reverse now has an
octopus (accompanied in later issues by the legend
Like Chalcis Eretria began with minting staters and later
switched to the tetradrachm system; unlike Chalcis Eretria
also minted smaller denominations such as the drachma and
, . 102

obol.

98.

Ibid., and pi. 15.266.

99.

Ibid., pp. 90ff.; "Chalkis," pp. 155f.

100. G. K. Jenkins, "Greek Coins Recently Acquired
by the British Museum," NCy 15 (1955), 131-56; Kraay, p.
91, and pi. 15.267.
101.

Kraay, p. 91 and pis. 15.268f.

102.

Ibid., p. 92.
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Less is known of the early history of Karystian
coinage.

Her first issues date to c. 540 like those of

Chalcis and Eretria.

The obverse is similar to that of

Eretria, which may reflect close ties with that city.
incuse is on the reverse.

An

The next issue appears with a

rooster on the reverse and is accompanied still later by the
legend K or KAP.^^
When viewed as a whole, the evidence of Euboean
Archaic coinage is meaningful for several reasons.

First,

it demonstrates that, faithful to their mercantile heritage,
the Euboeans were quick to appreciate the economic ad
vantages which coinage would provide.

Indeed the islanders

were among the first European Greeks to adopt the invention.
Second, the Athenian influence that can be detected in the
Euboean coinages is symptomatic of the growing commercial
dominance of Athens in Euboea at this time (also reflected
in Euboean pottery). Finally, the unique ChalcidianBoeotian issue of 506 provides valuable insight into the
events of that year, to which we now turn.
The War of 506
In this year war broke out between the fledgling
Athenian democracy on the one side and the Peloponnesian
103. Ibid., pis. 15.271f. Unfortunately, these
illustrations, their captions (p. 357), and the references
to them in Kraay's text do not entirely match, and hence
care must be taken when examining them. See also Head,
p. 356, and Jeffery, Local Scripts, p. 89.
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League, Boeotia, and Chalcis (led by the Hippobotai) on the
104
other.
Why the Chalcxdean oligarchs chose to participate
in this conflict is unknown.

Chalcis1 trade links with

Boeotia may have been a factor,

along with the rising

economic competition of Athens and her political example of
a democratic government.
Initially the Athenians were in grave danger.

A

Boeotian force seized two mountain villages in northern
Attica, and a Chalcidian army ravaged parts of that same
district.

But the most serious immediate threat came from a

Peloponnesian army led by Kleomenes of Sparta, which in
vaded Attica as far as Eleusis.

When the Athenians marched

out to meet this danger, the Peloponnesians retreated home
ward after dissension split their ranks.

Hence no battle

was fought.
Freed of the Spartan menace, the Athenian army
wheeled north.

The Hippobotai withdrew their forces to

Chalcis, and the Boeotians marched east in order to unite
104. Hdt. 5.74ff. Incidentally, the historian also
notes (5.57) another tradition that the family of the tyran
nicides Harmodios and Aristogeiton originally came from
Euboea, but we have no other evidence to corroborate this
story and Herodotus himself disbelieves it.
105. Excavations at Rhitsona (Mykalessos), a site
located on the main road between Chalcis and Thebes, have
shown that the town enjoyed great prosperity during the
years c. 550-506, after which it suffered a sharp depres
sion: R. M. Burrows and P. N. Ure, "Excavations at Rhitsona
in Boeotia," BSA, 14 (1907/08), 241f. Recall also the
special joint coinage of Chalcis and Thebes noted earlier
(pp. 181f.).
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with their ally.

But before this could be accomplished,

the fast-moving Athenian army surprised and defeated the
Boeotians.

The Attic host then crossed over into Euboea

(later that same day?) and subdued the Chalcidians,

The

new democracy had won a stunning upset victory.
Such incredibly good fortune has prompted the idea
that the Athenians must have benefitted from Eretrian help,
i.e., that Eretrian military pressure (real or anticipated)
lay behind the early withdrawal of the Chalcidian army from
Attica and later facilitated the Athenian invasion of Euboea
itself."^6

This suggestion is very attractive; Eretria may

have been governed by a democracy in 506, and both Eretria
and Athens had enjoyed good relations with each other during
these years (as is evidenced by the Peisistratus episode and
the later cooperation of the two cities in the Ionian
revolt).

But this theory is challenged by Herodotus'

account, which clearly makes
Athenian one.

the victory over Chalcis an

Moreover, Eretria plays no role in either the

peace settlement or the victory celebrations.

At best,

therefore, the case for Eretrian involvement in 506 remains
unproven.107
106. J. L. Myres, "On the 'List of Thalassocracies'
in Eusebius," JHS, 26 (1906), 96f.; "Eretria," pp. 86ff.
107. "Chalkis," pp. 144ff. As an alternative
explanation, Athens might have sent her fleet (such as it
was in 506)• northward to defeat the Chalcidian navy and
then to assist in the amphibious invasion of Euboea. During
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Having defeated the Chalcidians in war, the men of
Athens were prepared to strike a hard bargain in peace.
Seven hundred Boeotian and an unspecified number of Chalcidian prisoners of war were placed in chains and taken to
Athens, where each man was ransomed for a price of two
minai.

From the proceeds a tenth was dedicated to Athena in

the form of a bronze chariot.

The chains of the captives

were preserved and displayed on the Acropolis for good
measure.108
With this defeat Chalcis probably lost both her
109
fleet and her right to mint coinage.
Although the
Hippobotai were probably not expelled from Chalcis,

they

may well have lost political control of the city and cer
tainly were deprived of at least some of their land (in the
Lelantine Plain most likely).

The Athenians divided this

confiscated territory into 4000 plots.

In all probability

the interval the Athenian ships, by their very presence near
the Euripos, might have compelled the retreat of the
Chalcidian army from Attica.
108. Hdt. 5.77. For the texts of the original
inscription and its fifth-century restoration, see R.
Meiggs and D. Lewis, eds., A Selection of Greek Historical
Inscriptions (Oxford, 1969; hereafter Meiggs and Lewis),
pp. 29f. (No. 15).
109. That Chalcis lost her navy is inferred from
the absence of it in 470-79 (infra, pp. 203, 206). For
the loss of minting rights, supra, p. 182, n. 99.
110. Such an exile has been advocated by some
(e.g., "Eretria," pp. 133ff.), but Herodotus says or
implies nothing of the sort.
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a tenth of this land was set aside for Athene (and for other
gods?).

On the remaining 3600 lots Athenian citizens were

established as a military colony, or cleruchy.111
This settlement at Chalcis is the first of its type
definitely known to have been founded by Athens.112

Most of

its inhabitants were probably drawn from the ranks of the
poor who, before the advent of the great navies of the fifth
century, would have been only of marginal use to the
military arm of the Athenian state.113

By working their

own homesteads abroad, these people would have dramatically
raised their own standards of living.

Consequently, they

111. Hdt. 5.77. For the 10% figure, see Thuc.
3.50.2; Ael. VH 6.1. Hdt. gives (5.77; 6.100) 4000 as the
number of male settlers but, if 10% is a correct estimate
(and it should be), the figure must instead refer to the
number of lots, since 3600 cleruchs are preferable to 4444
pieces of land. Aelian records only 2000 plots, but his
account be-longs to the aftermath of the 446 Revolt (infra,
pp. 230f.). One might think that 4000 cleruchs is too large
a number, especially as the next highest recorded figure is
2700, from the Lesbian cleruchy of 427 (Thuc. 3.50.2). How
ever, Athenian population studies for this period have
demonstrated the soundness of Herodotus' figure: "Chalkis,"
pp. 151ff. Finally, although I consider the testimony of
Herodotus decisive in favor of the historicity of the 506
cleruchy, it has been doubted by some scholars who believe
it a later Athenian fiction created to justify actions taken
in 446; see, e.g., U. Kahrstedt, "Der Umfang des athenischen
Kolonialreiches," NAkG, 1931, pp. 161f. Also infra, p. 188,
n. 114.
H2.

CMC, p. 168.

113. It is specified in the fifth-century Brea
Decree (Meiggs and Lewis 49, £&. 40ff.) that the Brea
colonists are to be drawn from the Thetes and the Zeugitai.
Cf. Libanios, Hypoth. ad Dem., 8.
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would have been able to afford their own hoplite armor and
to add their numbers to the citizen army of Athens.114
Thus the peace of 506 proved more damaging to
Chalcis than had her defeat in the war.

While it may have

been to the benefit of the city that the power of the
Hippobotai at last had been broken, this development was
more than offset by the presence of the Athenian cleruchy
and by the loss of her fleet and minting rights.

Indeed,

it would not be surprising if the Chalcidians were also
subjected to Athenian taxation and policy decisions.

The

punishment of Chalcis in 506 can therefore be viewed as the
harbinger of what was to be in store for all Euboeans in
the fifth century.
An Eretrian Thalassocracy?
Before concluding, it is necessary to examine
briefly the problem of whether or not an Eretrian thalas
socracy existed in the Archaic Age.

Only three pieces of

information bear directly on this question, and only one of
them clearly supports an Archaic date.

Thucydides (1.15)

114. That the members of even this first Athenian
cleruchy retained their original citizenship rights is
proven by their dispatch by Athens to the defense of
Eretria in 490 (Hdt. 6.100.1). The cleruchy may well have
been home to those Athenians who had lost their citizenship
after the expulsion of Hippias and who where then reinstated
by Cleisthenes, as well as to any new citizens whom he may
have enrolled: Arist. Ath. Pol. 13.5, 21.4.
- 115.

"Eretria," pp. 34ff.
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implies that in early times the Aegean islands were the
first prey of Greeks eager to expand their own power.
Strabo (10.1.10), perhaps again citing the processional
stele that he saw in the Temple of Apollo at Eretria, says
that she once "governed the inhabitants of Andros, Teos,
Keos, and other islands.""'""'"^

Finally, Eusebius records an

Eretrian thalassocracy as having existed between 505 and

None of this evidence is especially convincing.
Thucydides is too general to be of much use.

The histori

city of Eusebius' "Thalassocracy List" is highly debatable,
and the silence of Herodotus in this matter cannot be ig118
nored.
Even if one assumes that Strabo's information is
derived from the processional stele and not from some un
known source, this still is not of much help, as there is
no reliable method of dating the account.
stele could be:

For example, the

(1) an Archaic document of a contemporary

116. Supra, p. 160, n. 43, for the Greek text. If
this sentence is authentic, it also tells us by its inclu
sion of Andros that the Eretrian thalassocracy could not
have been active c. 655-35, when Andros traditionally was
busy founding colonies in the northern Aegean (some with
the help of Chalcis).
117.

Chron. (Schoene, I, 225).

118. Supporters of the historicity of the "Thalas
socracy List" include: Myres, 84-130; and W. G. Forrest,
"Two Chronographical Notes," CQ, 19 (1969), 95-110. In
opposition see, e.g., J. K. Fotheringham, "On the 'List of
Thalassocracies' in Eusebius," JHS, 27 (1907), 75-89
(reply by Myres, ibid., 121-30); Jeffery, Archaic Greece,
pp. 252f.
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event (in which case a pre-600 date would be most un119
likely
—and what of Herodotus' silence?); (2) an Archaic
record of an earlier event of unknown date that had been
committed to folk memory; (3) a later record (from the
Classical or Hellenistic Periods?) of an earlier event of
unknown date; or (4) a later addition to an older, Archaic
inscription that recorded only the procession.

In short,

the current evidence for an Eretrian thalassocracy during
the Archaic Period (or even the Geometric 120) is not at
121
n persuasive.
•
all

As has been seen in this chapter, the known record
of Euboean history during the Archaic Age is not nearly as
complete or as informative as one would like.

Between the

Lelantine conflict and the war of 506 Euboean events move
within a shadowy universe that rarely affords a glimpse of
reality.

Nevertheless, it is reasonable to believe that

119.

Forrest, "Colonisation," 163.

120. J.-P. Descoeudres, "Zagora auf der Insel
Andros--eine eretrische Kolonie?" AntK, 16 (1973), 87f,
suggests that Eretrians may have founded a Geometric
settlement on Andros, based on pottery similarities between
the two sites. But we know so .little about the history of
both islands at this time (especially of the ceramic
history) that his hypothesis cannot be given much support
at present.
121. Further, one would be justified in asking
what happened to the Eretrian fleet in 490, if she in fact
was the foremost Greek naval power at that time. Bakhuizen
(CS-3, pp. 29ff.) makes a good case for the Eretrian
"thalassocracy" dating to the years about 400, when that
city appears to have been the leader of the Euboean opposi
tion to Athens.
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the Euboeans shared experiences similar to those of, say,
Athens and Corinth during this period.

The Archaic Age may

also be seen as a time of transition for the Euboean
peoples, who were moving away from their golden age of
economic prosperity and leadership toward a future in
creasingly menaced by the threat of foreign intervention
and conquest.

It is this story that will be examined next.

CHAPTER IV
EUBOEA VERSUS PERSIA AND ATHENS, 499-404 B.C.
The fifth century proved to be a momentous turning
point in Euboean history.

With the exception of Chalcis,

the island:s city-states entered the 400's retaining their
ancient liberty.

But while most of Euboea remained un

changed, the same could not be said of the world around it.
In the fifth century the Aegean became the focus of violent
warfare as first Persia and then Athens tried to dominate
it.

Valued for its natural riches and strategic location,

Euboea inevitably became a target of imperialist aspira
tions.

Although brief moments of nominal independence would

continue for a time into the future, the main result of
these struggles for control of Euboea was the ultimate and
permanent loss of her freedom and her independent role in
Hellenic history.
The Archaeological Record
Little of major importance is known about the
archaeology of Classical Euboea.

Fifty^nine sites have been

reported CFig. 22), and this number represents her largest
population in ancient times, a fact echoed in literary
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Fig. 22.

Map of Known or Suspected Classical Period Sites in Euboea
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accounts."^"

Excavations at Eretria have confirmed the

Persian sack of 490 as well as the subsequent vigorous
reconstruction of the cxty.2

In addition, the fortifica

tions along the west wall were rendered useless for most of
the second half of the century—mute testimony to the power
3
Athens wielded over Eretria during this time.
Euboean pottery development in the fifth century is
imperfectly understood.

It appears that in the face of

overwhelming Attic competition Euboean potters concentrated
their production on small vases (lekanai, lekaneis, kylixes,
pyxeis) decorated in black figure, often with floral motives
and patterns.

These vases were frequently manufactured for

export, but only in Boeotia have their places of discovery
4
been recorded.
Aside from Chalcis, Euboeans continued to
strike their own coinage until about mid-century, when all
minting on the island ceased.5

After the successful Euboean

1. "Survey," lllf. This population boom is also
noted by Euripides F 294, 658 (Nauk).
2. K. Schefold, "Die Grabungen in Eretria im Herbst
1964 und 1965," ArrtK, 9 C1966), 109.
3.

Auberson and Schefold, Fiihrer, pp. 62ff.

4. A. D. Ure, "Euboean Floral Black-figured Vases,"
BSA, 55 (I960), 211-17; "Two Groups of Floral Black-figure,"
BICS,- 8 (1961), Iff.; "Small Vases from Euboean Workshops,"
BSA, 58 (1963), 14ff.; "Euboean Floral Black-figured Vases.
Additions and Corrections," BSA, 65 (1970)f 265ff.
5. Kraay, pp. 9Off. (who gives a termination date
of c. 465, which might be too early), and pi. 15.265, 270,
272.
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revolt of 411 minting resumed; these new issues are dis
cussed below (p. 266, n. 157).
In summation we can say that the present (if meagre)
archaeological record indicates that Euboeans for most of
the fifth century enjoyed a prosperous economy and a high
standard of living.

This observation is confirmed by the

literary accounts from the Classical Period which allude to
the agricultural fertility of the island and to the presence
there of an important metalworking industry.^
Euboea in the Struggle Against Persia (499-478)
At the beginning of the fifth century Euboea and the
rest of Greece were confronted by the menace of Persian
conquest.

Eretria was the first Euboean city to become

involved directly in this conflict.

In 498 she followed the

example of Athens and contributed five ships under the
general Eualkides to the Ionian Revolt.7

Herodotus says

that the Eretrians took this action out of gratitude to
Miletus for her support in the Lelantine War; if there were
other reasons, there is no evidence of them at present.

The

Eretrian contingent is known to have participated in the
attack C498) on Sardis and in the land battle near Ephesus
6. For agriculture see: Ar. Vesp. 715ff.; Arist.
Rh. 1411A; Soph, F 872.4 CNauk). For metalworks see:
Aesch. F 356 CNauk); Ar. Ec[. 237f, The general prosperity
of the island in the early fifth century is recorded also
by Herodotus C5.31).
7.

Hdt. 5.99, 102.
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which followed.

g

In this engagement Eualkides lost his life.

As we hear of no further involvement by Eretria in the
Ionian Revolt, it is likely that her contingent sailed home
later that same year.

Certainly the Athenian squadron of

twenty vessels did so.9
Eretria's brief participation in the Ionian Revolt
was to have disastrous consequences.

Darius I did not

forget her intervention after he finally crushed the rebels
in 494.

According to Herodotus (6.43), the Thracian

expedition of Mardonius in 4 92 had as its ultimate goal the
reduction of both Eretria and Athens as punishment for their
meddling in the Ionian Revolt; however, a great storm off
Mt. Athos abruptly ended this campaign.
A far more dangerous threat soon materialized.

In

491 Darius sent heralds to all the Greek states in the
Aegean basin which were still independent.

From each polis

he demanded gifts of earth and water as tokens of submission
to the will of the Great King.

Some of the Greeks, notably

the Aeginetans, promptly medized.

But among the many others

8. Plutarch (Mor. 861A-D), on the authority of one
Lysanias of Mallos, says that before the Sardis raid a naval
battle was fought and won by the Greeks off Pamphylia. Even
if this engagement is authentic (which I doubt), the
Eretrian contribution, if any, is not specified.
9.

Hdt. 5.103.
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who refused were the Eretrians, Athenians, Spartans, and
Naxians.
*T

•

1

0

In the following year a large amphibious force
(including special transports for cavalry) departed Samos
under the command of Datis and Artaphernes.

Its mission was

to conquer the Cycladic islands and enslave the populations
of Eretria and Athens.

The Persians advanced methodically

across the Aegean, capturing islands, taking hostages, and
requisitioning additional men and supplies.

Naxos was

treated severely for her refusal to Medize.

In late July

(probably) the Persian armada finally reached the eastern
coast of Euboea,1"*"
The campaign of Datis and Artaphernes cannot have
taken the Greeks by surprise.

Darius' heralds and the

obvious Persian military preparations visible in Asian ports
guaranteed sufficient warning.

Nevertheless, Greek

parochialism must have remained strong, for little appears
to have been done by the Euboeans and others in the way of
developing a joint plan of defense.
The immediate target of the Persian fleet, now that
it lay in Euboean waters, was not Eretria but Karystos.

Odd

as it may seem at first glance, this move was actually quite
10. Hdt. 6.48f., 7.133. In view of later events
the historian must be exaggerating when he claims that all
of the islanders (ircxvxes 6e vnaiwxcxi) Medized.
11. Hdt. 6.94. For the month see A. R. Burn,
Persia and the Greeks (1962; rpt. New York, 1968), p. 257.
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prudent.

Karystos was geographically isolated from the rest

of Euboea and possessed a good harbor.

Since capture of

both Eretria and Athens promised to be difficult, the
Persians needed a secure forward base from which to launch
their attacks.

Moreover, as Karystos was located about mid

way between Eretria and Athens, Persia's enemies would be
faced with a real dilemma in guessing which of their cities
would be attacked next.

Then too, the neutrality of

Karystos during the Ionian Revolt should not be taken for
granted.

The port's ideal location suggests that it may

have been used as a marshalling point for the combined
12

expeditionary forces of Eretria and Athens in 498.

With the Persian approach, the Karystians withdrew
inside their walls and prepared to hold out.

Perhaps their

resistance was motivated by stubborn pride and patriotism,
or perhaps even by some hope of eventual rescue by Eretria
and Athens.

If the latter, then the Karystians were to be

disappointed, because no help was forthcoming.

Thus it is

not surprising that, after a demonstration of force by the
enemy, the citizens of Karystos decided to open their gates.
Because the Persians needed the city and its population
intact, Datis and Artaphernes spared both.

Presumably the

defeated Karystians were forced to render the symbolic
12. Similarly Aegisilaus used nearby Geraistos for
his campaign of 396 against Persia (Xen. Hel. 3.4.3).
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offerings of earth and water, yield hostages, and furnish
war supplies and other aid as requested.13
Having established a forward base, the Persian
armada was free to sail for Eretria.
In view of the Persian threat to themselves, it is
hard to believe that the Eretrians and the Athenians would
not have made some joint defense plans in advance.
Admittedly, the strength and mobility of the Persian fleet
would have made it very difficult for either city's army to
14
have come to the aid of the other.
As it was, the choice
of Karystos as a forward base rendered any such plan un
workable.

However, the Athenians could, and did, vote to

have their 3600 cleruchs at Chalcis bolster the Eretrian
defenses should the Persians move in that direction.

Pre

sumably the cleruchs would also have marched to Athens if
she was attacked first.
13. M. B. Wallace, "The History of Karystos from
the Sixth to the Fourth Centuries B.C.," Diss. Toronto 1972
(hereafter "Karystos"), pp. 136-39. On pp. 137f., Wallace
sees the resistance of Karystos as a noble gesture on behalf
of her erstwhile allies, Eretria and Athens. This interpre
tation cannot be justified on the basis of present data.
14.

Burn, p. 238 and n. 5.

15. The Chalcidian reaction to the events of 490
has not been preserved. This is most unfortunate because
such information might be crucial to a proper understanding
of Herodotus' account. But the urge to place Chalcis in
the Persian camp on the basis of her history since 506 must
be resisted in light of her pro-Hellenic stance in 480/79.
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One might further expect that the Eretrian and
Athenian navies in this critical hour would have joined
forces.

Granted, the sources do not record the activities

of these two fleets, and in any event when combined they
would still have been greatly outnumbered by the Persian
armada.

Nonetheless, the Greek vessels could have functioned

as scouts or raiders and, based near the Euripos, as a
communications link between the two allies.

Certainly the

fact that the cleruchs were able to cross over to Oropos
Csee below) indicates the presence of at least some friendly
ships in the area.
When the cleruchs arrived at Eretria, they found the
city hopelessly divided over how best to meet the Persian
danger, i.e., whether to flee or fight.

According to

Herodotus (6.100f.), the split in opinion was so deep that
finally a prominent Eretrian named Aischines son of Nothon
advised the cleruchs to save themselves.

This the Athenians

resolved to do and so crossed over to Oropos, presumably
with their families.

Whether the cleruchs then remained at

Oropos or marched to the aid of their countrymen at Marathon
is unknown.

Meanwhile, a sufficient number of Eretrians

remained determined to hold out for the Persians to find the ,
city gates barred to them.

A violent siege ensued which
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lasted six furious days and nights.

On the seventh day

(August 2?) Eretria was betrayed from within."^
Herodotus (6.101) says that all the temples in the
city were plundered and burnt in retribution for what the
Greeks had done to Sardis in 4 98, and that all of the
inhabitants were enslaved.

Strabo (10.1.10), going farther,

asserts that the Persian army razed the city to the ground
(TTOAIV Kareaica^av fiepcjou).

Though archaeology has confirmed

the burning of the Temple of Apollo and the general destruct
ion of the city, the catastrophe in both human and physical
terms cannot have been as great as ancient tradition
maintains.

Otherwise, how could Eretria have rebuilt her

self so quickly and have contributed men and ships to the
17
Hellenic cause in 480/79?
Undoubtedly Eretria was sacked and her temples
destroyed.

As for her people, some of them probably fled
18

the city before the siege began.

Of the citizens who

remained, those who had been most closely associated with
the expedition of 498 and the current resistance to Persia
16.

Hdt. 6.100f.

For the date, see Burn, p. 257.

17. J. Boardman, "Pottery from Eretria," 47 n. 316,
has suggested that Eretria may have been resettled by
Athenians. This is most unlikely, for Eretria's later
history in the fifth century does not depict her in terms
of being an Athenian colony.
18. This is implied by the strife inside Eretria
that Herodotus records.
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were enslaved and taken back to Darius' court.19

The

remainder were probably allowed to stay at Eretria after
surrendering both hostages and the symbolic earth and water.
The chief betrayers of the city, Philagoras son of Kyneas
and Euphorbos son of Alkimachos, were rewarded with grants
of land taken perhaps from the holdings of their enslaved
fellow citizens.

20

It is reasonable to assume that these

two Persian adherents were entrusted with the government of
Eretria as well.
After their victory, Datis and Artaphernes tarried a
few days at Eretria, resting their troops and settling local
affairs.

Eventually the invaders left for Marathon, taking

with .them their hostages, slaves, and booty.

Never again

would Eretria enjoy anything like her old power. 21
Between 490 and 4 80 nothing is known of Euboean
history.

After the Battle of Marathon it is likely that the

government of Euphorbos and Philagoras at Eretria was
deposed.

22

A similar event may have taken place at Karystos.

19. Hdt. 6.101, 119; also Anth. Pal. 7.256, 259;
Strabo 16.1.25; Suidas s.v. "'l t t t t i as . "
20.

Hdt. 6.101; Paus. 7.10.2; Plut. Mor. 510B.

21.

"Eretria," pp. 117, 123.

22. Pausanias records (10. 16.3) a Karystian monu
ment at Delphi which celebrates the expulsion of the
Persians at some unknown date. We know far too little of
Karystian history during these years to firmly assign the
work, but one possibility must be a post-Marathon reaction.
See "Karystos," pp. 142f.
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And the victorious Athenians almost certainly resettled
their cleruchy at Chalcis (infra, pp. 205ff.).
The strategic location of Euboea guaranteed that it
would be a prime target of Persia's great invasion of 480/79.
Xerxes' combined land and sea attack in part relied upon
winning control of Euboea, and thereby of the important
channel separating her from the mainland.

Consequently, if

the Hellenic allies were to protect central Greece from
coastal attack, it was necessary to do whatever they could
23
to prevent Euboea1s loss.
Thus the importance of the great
battles of Thermopylae and Artemisium.
In this grave crisis most of Euboea supported the
Hellenic League.

No Euboean troops are known to have fought

at Thermopylae, but at Artemisium Chalcis manned twenty
ships furnished by Athens, while Eretria and tiny Styra
furnished seven and two warships respectively.24 If the
25
later fate of Hestiaia affords a clue,
then the Euboean
towns along the northern coast of the channel provided the
allies with anchorages, men, and supplies.
The Euboeans placed all their hopes upon a decisive
defeat of the invader at Thermopylae and Artemisium.

When

both battles were lost, the Euboeans were caught unprepared.
23. Diod. 11.13.2. See also C. Hignett, Xerxes'
Invasion of Greece COxford, 1963), pp. 115, 127.
24.

Hdt, 8.1.

25.

Diod. 11.13.5; Hdt. 8.23.
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The island was overrun, though an attempt was made to
deprive the enemy of at least some of Euboea's natural
resources.

26

The Karystians, perhaps recalling their fate

ten years before, Medized and joined the advancing Persian
27
host in some capacity.
With their homes at the mercy of the invader, it
would have been easy for the other Euboeans to follow
Karystos' example.
do so.

To their lasting credit they refused to

The men of Chalcis, Eretria, and Styra fought

alongside their Hellenic allies at Salamis, manning the
same number of ships as before.

28

After the decisive

victory at Salamis, Karystos was punished for her conduct
by the Greek fleet: her lands were ravaged and she was
29
forced to pay a large fine.
Presumably the other Euboean
states joined in this action.

The following year troops

from Chalcis, Eretria, and Styra fought at Plataea."^

In

478 we have our last reference to Euboean involvement in
the Persian Wars: after the liberation of Byzantium by the
26.

Diod. 11.14.5; Hdt. 8.4.9.

27.

Hdt. 8.66.

28.

Hdt. 8.46.

29.

Hdt. 8.112, 121.

30.

Hdt. 9.28, 31.
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Allies under Pausanias, an Eretrian named Gongylos was left
in charge of the city's defense.31
In discussing Euboea1s role in the great Persian
invasion of 4 80/79, the question inevitably arises of what
happened to the Athenian cleruchy at Chalcis.

The literary

accounts ignore this matter, and archaeology has yet to
explore the problem.

Still, on the basis of what information

is presently available, the following is one proposed solu32
tion.
By its very nature the Euboean Revolt of 446
(infra, pp. 214ff.) strongly implies that there was no
Athenian cleruchy then at Chalcis, since the Chalcidians
joined the insurrection.

On the other hand, Karystos did

not revolt and she in all likelihood did have a cleruchy to
contend with.

If in fact Chalcis did not have a cleruchy in

446, it follows that the Athenians withdrew it sometime
after its last recorded appearance in 490.

A recall in that

year Cbased upon the evacuation of the cleruchs to Oropos)
33
has been suggested,
but this is most unlikely after the
spectacular Athenian victory at Marathon.

This battle re

affirmed the military prowess of the Athenians; why
31.

Diod. 11.44.3.

32.

Here I am following "Chalkis," pp. 159-68.

33. As in Geyer, p. 48; G. Busolt, Griechische
Staatskunde, II CI926; rpt, Munich, 1972; this vol. co^
authored by H. Swoboda), 1272.
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surrender an important symbol of that power at such a
historic moment?
The lack of a Chalcidian navy in 480 implies that
the treaty of 506 was still in force.34 Yet Chalcis was
probably a charter member of the Delian League and may well
have provided her own naval contingent for League opera
tions Cinfra, pp. 209f.).

Moreover, Chalcis resumed

striking her own coins at some point during the first
35
quarter of the fifth century.
This restoration to Chalcis
of the rights to her own navy and currency suggest 480/79 as
the termination date for the Athenian cleruchy.
A closer examination of the events surrounding
Xerxes' invasion gives added support to this hypothesis.
The Athenians had rapidly built up a very large navy, but
in 480 were strapped for enough people to man it.

The swift

acceptance of the Plataeans' offer of help serves only to
emphasize this point, as the Plataeans knew nothing of
36
seamanship.
The Chalcidians also had volunteered their
services, but whereas the Plataeans had been motivated by
patriotism and their warm friendship with Athens, the same
might not have been entirely true of the Chalcidians.

Could

not a hope for an end to their subservience to Athens have
34.

Hdt. 8.1.

35.

Kraay, pp. 9Of.

36.

Hdt. 8.1.
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been as powerful a factor as any other in their offer of
assistance?
If Athens had agreed to relinquish her control, the
benefit to her would have been both immediate and doubled,
because the cleruchy's recall would have freed those
citizens for naval duty as well.

Athens would have gained a

loyal (and democratic?) ally, as proven by events.

More

over, if the northern defense line at Thermopylae and
Artemisium was broken, the cleruchy at Chalcis would become
untenable anyway.

Then too, the pressing need to rebuild

Athens after her destruction by Xerxes would have placed a
massive burden upon Athenian manpower and resources, and
would have further encouraged the retention of the cleruchs
at Athens.

Finally, insistence on re-establishing the

cleruchy immediately after the liberation of Greece would
have been a source of Hellenic condemnation and Athenian
embarrassment.
In the absence of concrete evidence the ultimate
fate of the Athenian cleruchy at Chalcis is unknown.

Given

the above line of argument, however, it would seem likely
that the cleruchy (_as well as the treaty of 506) was re37
nounced c. 4 80 by Athens.
However, some scholars hold
that the XaAfciSees in Herodotus are not native Chalcidians
37.
pp. 166f.

Busolt, Gr. Gesch., III.l, 431; "Chalkis,"
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38
but rather the Athenian cleruchs.

This is most improbable.

In relating the story of Eretria's fall in 490, Herodotus
clearly labels the cleruchs as "Athenians": e.g., oi 6e
JA0nvaiox

auy|3ouAeuaavTi TTEIBOVTCU .

XAUXA

By his

very treatment of the cleruchs in 490, Herodotus reveals
that the concept of the cleruchs which we know from later
Athenian history existed already in 506, i.e., that the
cleruch retained his Athenian citizenship and owed military
servxce to Athens.39

It is incredible that Athenian

cleruchs, garrisoning one of the most strategic ports in
Greece, would have lost their original citizenship and
become naturalized Chalcidians in the span of a mere decade
and for no apparent reason.

Moreover, if Herodotus obtained

his raw material for his account of Artemisium and Salamis
from predominantly Athenian sources, it is even less likely
that the "Chalcidians" were Athenians.
Such a proposal indeed fails to take into account
what would have been the natural reaction of the Chalcidians
to being mistrusted and frozen out of the Hellenic cause.
In such an event Chalcis of course would have Medized, just
as Karystos did.

But we have no record of Chalcis doing

38. As in N. G. L. Hammond, "The Battle of
Salamis," JHS, 76 C1956), 37 n. 18; Burn, p. 384.
39. CMC, pp. 168f. The Late Archaic Salamis Decree
(Meiggs and Lewis 14 with associated commentary), would give
added support to this view if in fact it deals with the
status of Athenian cleruchs on the island Cas I believe it
does).
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this, and in the dramatic change of events after Salamis
the Allies never punished Chalcis as they did Karystos,
Andros, and other Medizing states.

On the contrary, the

name of Chalcis was proudly inscribed along with those of
Eretria, Styra, Sparta, Athens, and the other members of the
Hellenic League on the victory monuments raised at Delphi
40
and Olympia.
Chalcis undoubtedly was also a charter
member of the Delian League (see below).

It is hard to

believe that in the heady years of 479-7 a mere cleruchy
would have been so honored.
The Persian invasions of the early fifth century
posed the gravest menace yet to Euboean liberty.

Some of

the inhabitants quickly Medized but others, notably the
people of Chalcis, Eretria, and Styra, bravely fought on
even after their homes had fallen to the enemy.

By their

heroic resistance these Euboeans revealed the high value
which they placed upon their personal freedom and showed
their worthiness to enjoy it.

However, with the Persian

defeat the road was clear for a new effort at Aegean
hegemony.
Euboea and the Delian League 1478-c. 450)
From the end of the great Persian invasion until midcentury, the history of Euboea is largely unknown.

In the

realm of foreign affairs, most of the Euboeans, led by
40.

Meiggs and Lewis 27; Paus. 5.23.2.
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Chalcis, Eretria, Hestiaia, and Styra, joined the Delian
League as founding members in 478/7.

Further, it is likely

that at least Chalcis and Eretria furnished their own
contingents of men and ships until c. 450.41

No record

survives of Euboean participation in the League's military
activities, but the islanders must have fought in many
campaigns.
One Euboean city, however, refused to have anything
to do with the Delian League: Karystos.

Why this was so is

unknown; perhaps her negative experiences during the
Persian invasions were a factor.

At any rate, in the later

470's or early 460's, Karystos was forcibly incorporated
42
into the League by Athens.
The Persian threat may have
41. ATL, III, 197ff.; D. Blackman, "The Athenian
Navy and Allied Naval Contributions in the Pentecontaetia,"
GRBS, 10 C1969), 180.
42. Hdt. 9.105; Thuc. 1.98,3. The chronology of
the Pentecontaetia has been, and doubtless will remain, a
notorious historical problem because the ancient sources are
so incomplete. (This chapter will follow the proposed
chronology of R. Meiggs, The Athenian Empire jOxford, 1972J
unless otherwise noted.) In 1.97ff., Thucydides lists a
number of events which to him were of the greatest importance
in the evolution of the Delian League into the Athenian
Empire. In this sequence, the fall of Karystos appears
thu'sly: the siege of Eion, the colonization of Skyros,
Karystos, the Naxian Revolt, the Battle of the Eurymedon,
and the Thasian Revolt. Two of these incidents have been
dated with reasonable assurance: Eion to 477/6 CSchol. ad
Aeschin. 2.34; HCT, I, 281, 394; ATL, III, 158ff.; Meiggs,
pp. 68f.) and the Revolt of Thasos to 465-3 (Diod, 11.70.I;
HCT, I, 391, 395; ATL, III, 175f.; Meiggs, pp. 83f.),
Heavy debate rages, however, as to the chronology of the
intervening events. For example, the Battle of the
Eurymedon has been dated to 469 by some (e.g., ATL, III,
160) and to 466 by others (e.g., Meiggs, pp. 73-83). A date
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receded, but the Athenians could hardly have ignored a
proudly independent city-state positioned strategically on
the grain route from the Black Sea.43

Having been compelled

to join, Karystos probably lost her navy (thus paying
tribute to Athens from the start), her defensive walls,44
and some territory.

The incident boded ill not only for the

for the Karystian War is anyone's guess. General preference
seems to be leaning in the direction of the late seventies
(e.g., Busolt-Swoboda, Gr_. St_. , II, 1272? ATL, III, 160;
Meiggs, p. 161), but the early sixties a .-re also possible
("Karystos," p. 147).
43. The financial importance of Karystos' port
facilities for sea trade is suggested by the 7-1/2 talent
phoros, which is the earliest recorded C450) for her. This
figure is the highest any Euboean people had to render
before the great reassessment of 424 (infra, p. 215, n. 51).
Only Andros, Aeolian Kyme, and Lampsakos (each with 12
talents) are known to have paid more tribute in 450 (Meiggs,
pp. 538-59).
44. In the late 460's (probably), Lysimachos son of
Aristeides (the Just) was awarded on the motion of Alcibiades
the Elder a parcel of land in Euboea (Dem. Lept. 115; Plut.
Arist. 27). The location is unspecified, but Karystos is a
real possibility. This identification gains further
credence from the burial of the Athenian warrior Hermolykos
at Geraistos (which lay within Karystian territory) and not
either at the battlefield upon which he fell in Euboea or at
Athens (Hdt. 9.105). Further, an inscription (SEG, XIII,
13, 314) records the public auction in 415 of a piece of
land at Geraistos, which may have been originally acquired
at this time. For the suspected loss of the Karystian navy
and fortifications, see "Karystos," p. 147. Whether
Karystos had a vote in the League she was compelled to join
is unknown. Busolt-Swoboda (Gr. St., II, 1272) suggests
that Athens sent a cleruchy to Karystos at this time. How
ever, Thucydides fails to mention one, and such an Athenian
decision would certainly have been most relevant to the
story he is telling at this point in his work. A cleruchy
was very probably established at Karystos c. 450 (infra,
pp. 216f.).
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League (as Thucydides recognized), but also for the future
history of Euboea.
After the Persian invasions it is likely that all
of Euboea's major city-states adopted Cor resumed) forms of
democratic government.

Karystos, if she did not already

have one, probably had a democracy installed after her defeat
by Athens.

Post-480/79 party strife between democrats and

the E&TTopoi C"the rich" = aristocrats?) at Hestiaia is
45
recorded by Aristotle.
The form of government at Chalcis
is unknown, but it would not be surprising if it had become
democratic through that city's recent ties with Athens.

The

exact date of the coup by Diagoras and his party at Eretria
is unknown (supra, p. 175).

The Eretrian debate in 490, as

recorded by Herodotus (6.100), may imply some sort of
democracy by that year, but this evidence alone cannot be
decisive.
Far better support for an early democracy at Eretria
comes from a fragmentary proxeny decree, dating to the first
quarter of the fifth century, which was discovered on a farm
near the city.

The document has been edited most recently

as follows:^
45.

Pol. 1303B.

46. Wallace, "An Eretrian Proxeny Decree of the
Early Fifth Century"; see also W. Peek, "Griechische
Inschriften," AthMitt, 59 (1934), 35-80. For the date see
Jeffery, Local Scripts, p. 88, and Wallace, 283. The top of
the stone is preserved enough to show that originally there
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[I'Soyaev :
/9o-]
[ASjt : y.ai i~n [Jj u o i ]
[rrlnriayevoui [>•«">/]
y.volui : 3Jey.iaffr[i()-]
Os <fu)Jx : [f]
);[(-]
EioioJg : [1Tjt aaoyo,' iif.iog : TET nihil
di/.a : [[W[otcrror-]

[f'A^r X EI?.W!O] : [rr-]
[p6y M(JE)'0r]]] : 1^ OIIT[t]
oitlj.v Xtl?.rjf!o
irai'tyacrov : y.ai e(r-)
tnytTlv : y.ai T[OLV]
o dth/.ipt [6_q avzu]
racat or EQT?

It was decided by the Boule, and by the Demos being
in regular session; the Tribe of Mekistis being the
monthly officers; on the fourteenth day of the
month of Hera; Can erasure, probably containing "soand-so proposed"): That Aristoteles son of Cheilon
be (recorded as) a proxenos C=a recognized repre
sentative of his countrymen) and (as) a benefactor,
and (that) his brothers. , , .
Vacat?
On the right hand side of the stone there is a
second, but most incomplete, inscription:
i

v.aiifotj

ti :ioxE
FTOITY
tiro : •tct
5

LI' : TCT?.

vacat
Bitot : 7 3

was space for one—and only one-Tinore line above the first
letters that survive, The original left and right hand
edges are preserved.
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It has been suggested that this second document may embody
regulations for a penalty of some sort designed to protect
the new proxenos from harm.47
The most significant point about the main inscrip
tion is the first two lines, which if properly restored (as
appears likely), prove the existence of a democracy at
Eretria by 475.

As at Athens, the government at Eretria was

founded upon a tribal organization in which each tribe had
a chance to act as the monthly committee of the Boule.

The

duties of the epimenioi are unknown, but they may have been
similar to those carried out by the Athenian prytaneis.48
As a bonus the names of an Eretrian tribe and month are also
preserved.

The meagre contents of this inscription (which,

incidentally, may be the oldest known Greek proxeny decree49)
thus provide an invaluable look at Eretrian government and
society during the first quarter of the fifth century.
The First Euboean Revolt (c. 450-446/5)
Already for several centuries Athens had exercised
a significant cultural influence over the Euboeans, as re
flected in Euboean pottery development.

Moreover, Athenian

economic penetration had been growing in Euboea since at
least Archaic times (again witnessed by the pottery, as well
47.

Wallace, 283.

48.

Wallace, 279; Busolt, Gr, St., I, 477.

49.

Wallace, 284.
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as by the numismatic evidence).

Not content with these

successes, the Athenians began to think in terms of politi
cal control over Euboea as well.

The cleruchy at Chalcis

(506-c. 480) comes to mind at once as illustrative of this
trend, and it is reasonable to assume that Athens also
encouraged compatible forms of democratic government on the
island.
The gravest challenge to Euboean liberty came when
the Athenians proceeded to transform the Delian League into
an Athenian Empire.

The responsibility for this historic

change rests on both sides,

Athenian imperialism going

hand-in-hand with a growing reluctance by her allies to
carry their fair share of the burden of a common defense
against Persia.^
Regarding Euboea, the first clear step in this
process was the appearance of Karystos, Grynche (= modern
Kyme?), and Dion in the Tribute List for 450.51 The absence
50.

Thuc. 1.99.

51. ATL, I, II; Meiggs, pp. 558f, In 450 Karystos
paid 7-1/2 t., while Grynche and Dion paid 1000 dr. each.
Beginning with the Second Assessment of 449, and continuing
until 409 (if List A 13 dates to this year, as seems likely),
we have the following tribute quotas (the stelai themselves
record just the aparche 1/60 given to Athena), Towns/
Cities: Karystos: 5 t. (including List A9, which probably
dates to the reassessment of 424) till probably 409/8; Styra:
1 t. till 411 (2 t. in 424); Grynche (= Kyme?): 1000 dr. til
411 (2000 dr. in 424); Eretria: 6? t. in 447-6, 3 t. til
411 (15 t. in 424); Chalcis: 5? t. in 447-6, 3 t. til 411
(10 t. in 424); Athenai Diades (not an Athenian colony:
Geyer, p. 9 9 ) : 2 0 0 0 dr. til 411 CI t. in 4 2 4 ) ; Dion: 2000 dr.
til 411 (1? t. in 4 2 4 ) ; Hestiaia: 1000 dr. in 449-6,
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of any Euboeans from the earlier Lists, and especially of

Chalcis and Eretria from any list prior to 447, suggests
that the islanders were more conscientious than most in
52
providing men and ships as their League obligation.
Whether the imposition of the phoros was voluntary or
coercive, the result was the same: the Athenian navy
improved at Euboean expense, while the military power of
the island's city-states declined.
A second step was probably taken also in 450, when
the Athenian general Tolmides left a cleruchy of 500 men on
53
Euboea, most likely at Karystos.
Why this was done is
unknown.

Perhaps there had been some sort of trouble on the

island (connected with the initiation of the tribute?);
thereafter ceases to be tributary. Euboean Hill Peoples:
Diakres: 800 dr. 433-11 (2000 dr. in 424); Diakrioi: 1-1/3
t. 433-411 (no change in 4 24).
52. Supra, p. 210, n. 41. Another interpretation
advanced tentatively by Meiggs (pp. 109ff., esp. 119f.),
that at least some of the allies deliberately withheld their
tribute in the late fifties as a protest against the con
tinued Athenian hegemony, I consider unlikely in Euboea's
case given her close proximity to Athens.
53. Diod. 11.88.3; Paus. 1.27.5, The cleruchy may
have been settled at near-by Geraistos: "Karystos," pp. 148,
173-86. The number 500 is arrived at by subtracting the 500
settlers left on Naxos (Plut. Per. 11.5) from the 1000
originally sent out (Diod.). The 450 date is strengthened
not only by the tribute reduction for Karystos but also by
the-settlement of a cleruchy on neighboring Andros in 450
(ATL, III, 298; Meiggs, pp. 122f.). Diodoros records the
Karystian cleruchy*s establishment for the year 453/2, but
this has to be discounted given that his source was not
analistic and instead was concerned with comparing and
contrasting the respective deeds of Tolmides and Pericles at
this point: Meiggs, ibid.; see also HCT, I, 376ff.
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certainly the existence of a group of Euboean exiles in 446
54
CThuc. 1.113.2) suggests internal strife.
Or perhaps the
451 invasion of Cyprus by League forces under Cimon was
used as an excuse for sending out cleruchies to "defend"
55
strategic ports against the Persians.
But the suggestion
56
made by the ATL editors,
that the Athenians were settled
in Euboea by Tolmides in order to protect his army's rear
when he marched into Boeotia in 446, should be rejected.

A

mere 500 cleruchs would not have been sufficient to keep
57
the entire island from rising to arms.
Moreover, it is
likely that Tolmides undertook his fatal campaign without
58
any real appreciation on his part of the dangers involved.
At any rate, for the second time in less than forty years an
Athenian military colony had been founded in Euboea.

The

54. Plut. Per. 7.6, quoting from an unknown
comedian's work, says that as a result of Ephialtes' reforms
the demos became unmanageable and "bit" (SctKveiv) Euboea.
Meiggs (p. 120) believes that this might be a veiled
reference to some trouble during the fifties in Euboea.
However, as it is the Athenians who are doing the "biting,"
this may instead refer to the dispatch of the Karystian
cleruchy.
55. "Karystos," p. 173. Other colonies were dis
patched at the same time to Naxos, Andros, and the Thracian
Chersonses (Diol. 11.88.3; Paus. 1.27.5; Plut. Per. 11.5,
19.1? Meiggs, p. 121). For the date of the Cyprus expedi
tion see Meiggs, pp. 124ff.
56.

ATL, III, 294.

57. They were apparently sufficient, however, to
keep the rebellion from spreading to Karystos,
58,

Plut. Per. 18.2.
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imperialist direction of Athenian foreign policy was be
coming ominously clear.

The peace of Kallias (c. 449) formally brought the
Persian Wars, and hence the raison d'etre of the Delian
League, to an end.59 But this development seemed only to
encourage Athenian resolve to maintain their hegemonic
position in Aegean affairs.

Continued Athenian military

supremacy was guaranteed by her powerful navy augmented by
the cleruchies abroad.^

All of Euboea's major cities and

agricultural districts were vulnerable to attack from the
sea, and the cleruchy at Karystos served to underline the
military weakness of the islanders,
Athenian commercial influence, already prevalent in
Euboea for more than a century, was further enhanced by the
passage of the Coinage Decree (c. 499).^

Under this law

59. It is still uncertain whether Kallias actually
made a formal peace with the Persian ruler: see Meiggs, pp.
129-51, 598f., and App. 9. Even if a formal treaty never
existed, no further League/Persian hostilities are known
after 451/0. The absence of any clear threat to the Delian
League from Persia would in any event have weakened the
unity of the organization and placed the legality of Athens'
continued hegemonial role in doubt.
60. One of the announced topics for Pericles'
abortive Pan-Hellenic Congress (448) was to have been the
need to keep the sea-lanes open and free of piracy (Plut.
Per. 17). Although the Congress failed, Athens could still
have used this reason to justify retention of her hegemony.
61. That a standardization decree was enacted is
unquestioned (Meiggs and Lewis 45 with commentary). The
problem is when. Initially a date in the last quarter of
the fifth century C414?) was favored because all the re
covered fragments of the document (and every city had to
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the coinages, weights, and measures used by all the allies
were replaced by those of Athens herself.

Although the

economic benefits to the allies of this standardization are
plain, the fact remains that the decree robbed the Euboeans
of an important symbol of freedom: the right to issue local
currency.
The Athenians even began to exercise a type of
religious leadership over their allies.

By transferring the

League treasury from Delos to Athens in 454, the protection
of Athena was substituted for that of Apollo, and the new
order was given added religious emphasis by the conversion
of the Great Panathenaia into an imperial celebration for
all the allies (including the Euboeans) to participate in. 6 2
All of these policies, along with others in the
future, transformed a league of city-states into an empire,
and made Athenian political control of Euboean affairs a
have a copy) used Ionic lettering. But when a new fragment
in Attic letters and using the pre-c. 445 three-barred
sigma (£) was discovered, a date much closer to the middle
of the century received considerable support (Meiggs, pp.
167-72 for details). Numismatics may eventually decide the
issue, but at present all that can be said with assurance is
that while a number of cities appear to have halted minting
around mid-century, others did not (Kraay, pp. 70ff.). The
city-states of Euboea belong to the first group and may have
ceased striking coins as early as 465 (Kraay, pp. 91f.).
They were not to resume until 411.
62. Meiggs, pp. 173, 291ff.; J. M. Balcer,
"Separatism and Anti-Separatism in the Athenian Empire (.4 78433 B.C.)," Historia, 23 (1974), 32ff, Of course, the
transfer of the League treasury meant that the Athenians
could use it now for their own private purposes (Plut. Per.
12).
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hard reality.

But the Euboeans, perhaps mindful of their

rich heritage, did not tamely submit to this domination.
At some unknown date, but certainly before 446, a number of
Euboean exiles gathered secretly in neighboring Boeotia,
whence no doubt they began to stir up unrest on the island
and plot rebellion.

In the spring of 446 the exiles openly

participated in the revolt of Boeotia and in the rebel's
destruction of Tolmides' small army at the Battle of
63
Koroneia.
This defeat compelled the Athenians for the
first time to set free a major portion of their Empire
64
CBoeotia, Lokris, and Phokis).
The political and military
significance of this event cannot have escaped the attention
of the near-by Euboeans.
In the late spring or early summer of 446 years of
Euboean frustration and anger came to a boil as nearly the
entire island exploded into revolt.

Only Karystos,

geographically isolated from the rest of Euboea and with a
cleruchy in her midst, stayed in the Athenian camp.

Of the

actual growth of the insurrection we know only that the
Hippobotai played a prominent role at Chalcis and that the
citizenry of Hestiaia massacred the entire crew of an
Athenian warship.
63.

Thuc. 1.113.2.

64.

Thuc. 1.113.3f.

65.

Plut. Per. 23.

date.

See Meiggs, pp. 122f. for the
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It is reasonable to assume that the rebel leadership
from the first expected help from Boeotia, Sparta—in 446
the five-years' truce suspending the First Peloponnesian War
expired—and other "allies" of the Athenians who similarly
hoped one day to be free.
tially well rewarded.

If so, the Euboeans were ini

Upon hearing of the revolt Pericles

crossed over into Euboea with an army, but soon thereafter
had to be recalled.

Megara, another Athenian "ally," also

chose this moment to throw off the yoke.

After destroying

her Athenian garrison, the Megarians opened their gates to an
advancing Peloponnesian army, which then continued on into
Attica as far as Eleusis.
Rarely had Athens been in greater danger, and the
Euboean rebels must have awaited victory with confidence.
But for some unknown reason the Spartans withdrew without
"firing a shot," and a golden opportunity was lost.^
Pericles grudgingly accepted the loss of Megara; with the
Peloponnesian threat removed, he was free to deal once more
with the revolt in Euboea.
With 50 ships and 5000 hoplites Pericles moved
against Chalcis, Eretria, Hestiaia, and the other centers of
the insurrection.

Hestiaia had to be stormed, but the rest

were terrified into submission by Athenian military power.
66. Plut. ibid.; Thuc. 1.114.If. The failure of
the liberated Boeotians to support actively the Peloponnesian
army may have been decisive in this matter: HCT, I, 342.
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Although Boeotia had recently benefited in her liberation
from Euboean assistance, neither she nor any other Athenian
enemy lifted so much as a finger to rescue the Euboeans.
The rebellion was crushed, and the Athenian expeditionary
force was soon able to withdraw. 67
Having restored Euboea to the Empire, Pericles was
determined to make a firm peace settlement.

The surviving

ancient literary and epigraphical records provide us with a
glimpse of what that peace entailed, and from this informa
tion two general points emerge.

First, Athens resolved

never to surrender her control of Euboea, especially now
that the Euboean Channel formed the boundary separating the
Empire from Athens' enemies in Boeotia and central Greece.
And second, to strengthen their position and to foster dis
unity among the Euboeans, the Athenians negotiated a
separate peace treaty with each city-state involved
(reflecting the principle of "divide and rule") and made a
further use of their cleruchy system.
The massacre of the Athenian crew during the rebel^
lion gave Pericles all the excuse he needed to make an
example of Hestiaia.

The entire population of that

vanquished city was driven out of Euboea and eventually had
to settle in Macedonia.

68

At "Oreos" (probably Hestiaia

67.

Thuc. 1.114.3-115.1; Diod. 12.7; Plut. ibid.

68.

Diod. 12.7; Plut. Per. 23; Thuc. 1.114.3.
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under another name, or else a site near-by 69) were settled
70
1000-2000 Athenians.
This foundation was in all likeli
hood a cleruchy.

After 446 Hestiaia ceases to appear in

the Tribute Lists;71 and Thucydides (7.57.2) associates the
new "Hestiaians" (as he calls them) with known cleruchs
72
from Lemnos, Imbros, and Aegma.
Also the close proximity
to Euboea of peoples in central Greece hostile to Athens
encourages belief in a military colony.
2

Two Attic decrees assembled from IG_, I , 4 0-3, 48,
SEG, X, 37, and SEG, XXI, 26, regulated the status of the
Athenian settlement at Hestiaia/Oreos.

Of unknown date

73
Cbut certainly after 446 ) the promulgations were carved
69.

Geyer, pp. 82f.

70. Diod. 12.22.2; Paus, 7.26.4; Plut. ibid.;
Theopompus FGrH 115 F 387; Thuc. ibid.
71.

Supra, p. 215, n. 51.

72. For the historicity of these three cleruchies
see, e.g., CMC, pp. 172-88 and Meiggs, pp. 424f. Thucydides
calls the new Hestiaians apoikoi, but it has been estab
lished that he probably did not feel any need to dis
tinguish between colonists and cleruchs: V. Ehrenberg,
"Thucydides on Athenian Colonisation," CP, 47 (1952), 143-49;
CMC, pp. 170, 189. At any rate, Thucydides later says
(8.95.7) that Hestiaia/Oreos was defended in 411 by "the
Athenians themselves" (auxoi ""Aenva To i).
73. This date, as well as those for the Chalcis
and Eretrian Decrees (below, pp. 240-252) and other
inscriptions, has been challenged repeatedly on a wide
variety of grounds by H. B. Mattingly, who believes that
they are all being dated about twenty years too early; see,
e.g., "Athens and Euboea," JHS, 81 (1961), 124-32; "Periclean
Imperialism," in Ancient Society and Institutions. Studies
Presented to Victor Ehrenberg on His 7 5th Birthday, ed. E.
Badian (New York, 1967), pp. 193-223; and "Athenian Finance
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on both sides of one stele and have survived only in a very
fragmentary form.

The stone indeed has been so mutilated

that it is impossible to determine even how many letters
were in the lines of each text.

These documents nevertheless

are of interest as they stand, and the more coherent
passages are reproduced below:
2

IG, I , 40, 19-24, first inscription:
t[ai' Se ris rropOfievei (K X]20 [aJAxi'Sor c'r 'OpoTTov Trp[aTT(o6o Svo ofioXo • tav Slf T t X s Oporro «[$•] !lca r r!aiav e t^S" 'Ej&rmlas cjs OpoTrov TrapOfitvcL Trp[a-rrcado Spa^fxev • tav 81t ns cf
cy he[(rrtatau 7T€^7T€L 77paTTj[f]o8o Ttrrapas ofioXos.

in the Peloponnesian War," BCH, 92 (1968), 450-85.
Mattingly's attacks have sparked a lively defense of the
traditional techniques for dating Athenian inscriptions:
see, e.g., B. D. Meritt and H. T. Wade-Gery, "The Dating of
Documents to the Mid-Fifth Century, I," JHS, 82 (1962), 6774, "II," JHS, 83 (1963), 100-17; Meiggs, App. 11 and p.
601. As with the debate over the authenticity of the
Geometric Chalcidian colonies of Euboean Chalcis, this
controversy has been characterized by extensive arguments
of great complexity, and need not be treated here. Thus
far, however, Mattingly has failed to discredit the tradi
tional technique of dating Attic inscriptions to pre-c. 445
if they contain the three-barred sigma. Not one example of
this letter being used in an indisputably post-445 context
exists. To be sure, undue emphasis must not be placed upon
this one point, but "all the same, where it is possible to
associate an important epigraphical document with an event
recorded as important in the best literary sources, it is
more economical to do so and is liable to be more correct"
CA. G. Woodhead, "Reflections on the Use of Literary and
Epigraphical Evidence for the History of the Athenian
Empire," Vestigia, 17 I19.72J , 349). . Furthermore, in the
cases of the Chalcis and the Eretrian Decrees, Mattingly has
failed to explain the silence of Thucydides if in fact his
proposed redating to 4 24/3 is correct. It is obvious from
these documents that a major upheaval has taken place in
Euboea, yet Thucydides records no trouble there at all in
424/3 and Mattingly is forced to rely upon much weaker
evidence to bolster his case.
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2
IG, I , 42, 18-24, first inscription:
]' TOV H0e[vatov] eav ris afi <J>i-

'-4

[

[
20 fiai'ay

]TO .$ aAAay 8[i*ay] ray ej^y hccrr9. . . ,]ara tai cjr[iS6v]ai • Bopeiav 8-

[

] aTcXe ivai fie^Se hcjva xpep.dzov

r
r

>»

[

9-

. .] ret Kvpiai ck ^/fAfCTtaJt fie tAarrf.]•J Xptp-a-rov ('otf>o pds fie ?]vai tTri<f>atr

• • •]

Aficrroi-

avXXe<f>at-

2

IG, I , 41, 4-18, second inscription:
It
5 ][KO.I

C-U
c'.3l . . ;
c\".

[
c .' 8 .

[

£*jx roi avroi fievl hoi y'ai/ro8[i]]o SiKacrrepiov 7rape^ovrov TT\ev]Bvi'(oOo hai Be Trpa^aes OVTOV
Adeveat hat rrapa TOV SifcaaT-

KadaTrtjp

Pi^alov Kal ahiKefia-Tov TCLS
c . 3 *,

y

at'ai

'
c'.2i.

J5

c'.2)

8i7c[a]-

]o6eofiia e-^oeKei- eav St T I [ . . ]
] ho llaXos he<rriaias heos IT [. .]
]-A avSpa Y CK TOI> OIKOVTOV C\V]

]ret ev heo[r~\iatai StSoi'f. . . .]
]a Sefios ev [Ajtcmai'ai rp[. . . .]
]5e Toy auToy Kal ev Aio[i . . . .]

c'.2h

] 'EX\oirla\i h\tTtpov 8i[. . ' . . .]

c'.2\

]AAo7rtot [. . .] ev 'EXXo-rriai [. . .]
]/lo apx ov ho Adt'veai Soi[.. .]

c '6... .

As restored the first excerpt regulates contacts
between central and northern Euboea, and between those
districts and Boeotia:
If anyone crosses over from Chalcis to Oropos
he must pay two obols. If anyone crosses over
from Oropos to Hestiaia, or from Hestiaia to
Oropos, he must pay a drachma. And if anyone goes
forth from Chalcis to Hestiaia, he must pay four
obols.
The heaviest fine is for contact between Hestiaia and the
mainland and may be a response to pre-revolt ties, which the
Athenians felt contributed to that city's part in the
rebellion.

The use of "Hestiaia" almost certainly is a
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reference to the large district in which the city lay
("Hestiaiotis"),74 and shows that only the city's populace
was expelled by Athens.
The reference to "piracy" (Aeiaxov) in the second
excerpt echoes Thucydides C2.32), who notes that during the
Peloponnesian War the Athenians were concerned about raids
by Lokrian pirates against Euboea.
Both decrees, however, appear to be concerned
chiefly with tax or legal matters.

Some court cases [per

haps those dealing with tax exemptions laxeAeia] or in
volving exile, loss of civil rights, or death, as recorded
in the famous Chalcis Decree I infra, p. 248]) are to be
referred to Athens for trial.
Ik[KXeaia]i,

The phrase xSi KUpiai

if correctly restored, probably refers in this

Athenian document to the Athenian Ekklesia (meeting in
regular session), as opposed to the local assembly (called
the Seyos ev {hjeaxiaiai in the third excerpt).

The

appearance of this phrase, plus the use of the words axeAe,
xpejiaxov, and especially xpeyaxov ea<J)oIpas (which may well
be the Athenian war tax based on property that all citizens
were required to pay in times of military emergency) suggest
that the new settlement was composed of persons who retained
75

their Athenian citizenship, i.e., cleruchs.
74.

Geyer, p. 84.

-75. HCT, I, 347f,; CMC, pp. 171f. The argument for
some type of eisphora being used upon occasion before 428
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About the peace settlement at Chalcis we have more
information, but this has not eased debate over Chalcis' new
relationship with Athens.
provisions are known.

Of the terms themselves, three

The Hippobotai, who had played anti-

Athenian roles in the events of 506 and 446, were expelled
from the city.^

Their property in the Lelantine Plain was
confiscated by Athens and divided up into 2000 lots.77 Also
the Chalcidians were forced to surrender an unspecified
Cif this decree eventually is so dated) is presented in R.
Thomsen, Eisphora. A Study of Direct Taxation in Ancient
Athens (Copenhagen, 1964), pp. 119-46. See also Meiggs,
p. 519.

76. Plut. Per. 23. It has been argued by some
(e.g., "Eretria," pp. 133ff.) that Plutarch has muddled his
account of 446 with that of Herodotus for 506, and that the
expulsion of the Hippobotai took place in 506. But Herodotus
never says that the Hippobotai were expelled in 506.
Further, their absence from the Chalcis Decree proves
nothing, as that document was promulgated in order to
clarify and amend the peace terms, not to record the treaty
itself. Finally, if the Hippobotai had been driven out in
506, there is no known reason why they could not have been
allowed to return after 480.
77. For the text infra, p. 230, n. 82. Because
Aelian goes on to echo Herodotos' account of 506 (esp. Hdt.
5.77), he also has been criticized for confusing his account
with that of 506 (see, e.g., Mattingly, "Athens and Euboea,"
131). However, Aelian's moralizing purpose here is to give
an example of Athenian hubris, and the literary reference to
the events of an earlier age merely drives his point home.
Further, Aelian expressly states that he saw a public
document Cs) recording these rents in front of the Royal Stoa
at Athens. The historicity of these documents has been con
firmed by Aristotle (Ath. Pol. 47.4), by the discovery of
some of the stelai fragments (A. E. Raubitschek, "The
Athenian Property on Euboia," Hesperia, 12 I1943J , 28ff.),
and by the recovery of one of the horos Cboundaryl stones of
Athene's temenos at Chalcis (IG, XIII.9, 934).
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number of hostages to be held by Athens for an unspecified
length of time (as a guarantee of good behavior by the
city).78

These are the only terms of which we can be certain.
However, from time to time it has also been suggested that
79
the Athenians established a new cleruchy at Chalcis.
With
Boeotia little more than a stone's throw removed from the
Euboean city, such a step would certainly be understandable.
But can common sense be verified by the historical record?
Regrettably, the evidence in its present state is
equivocal.

Thucydides (.8.95.7) says that in 411 the only

Euboean city not to revolt from Athens was Hestiaia/Oreos,
held by the Athenians themselves (a&TOi 'ABnvaioi).

This

passage would be proof against a cleruchy at Chalcis except
for three points.

First, the cleruchy might have been with

drawn for some unknown reason prior to 411 (though I believe
this unlikely).

Second, a fragment of Tribute List A13,
80

probably dating to 409,

reveals that Karystos paid an

unpreserved tribute two years after the rebellion.

As no

ancient source claims that any part of Euboea was recaptured
after 411, this fragment (if correctly dated) proves that
other districts on the island remained loyal to Athens, thus
78.

Proven by Chalcis Decree Z Z . 47-52 (see below).

79.

As in Geyer, pp. 48ff.; ATL, III, 294ff.

80.

ATL, I, 120 and Fig. 174, 208.
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casting doubt on the accuracy of Thucydides' statement.

And

third, it is quite possible that in this passage Thucydides
has deliberately exaggerated his account in order to
heighten reader awareness of the magnitude of the loss of
Euboea to the Athenian war effort.

Consequently, Thucydides

should not be used to prove or disprove the possible
existence of an Athenian cleruchy at Chalcis in 446/5.
Aristophanes (Vesp. 715f.) says that when frightened
the Athenian demogogues offer the people Euboea.

A

scholiast, citing Philochoros (FGrH 328 F 119), explains
this as a reference to an Athenian expedition to Euboea in
the previous year C424/3).

But, as the commentary goes on

to cite Philochoros concerning a grain shipment came from
Libya to Athens in 445/4, perhaps the scholiast actually
was thinking of the Euboean Revolt of 446.
Lysias (34.3) records that a grant of epigamia (.the
right of intermarriage! was given to Euboea in the fifth
century, but this hardly constitutes proof of a cleruchy at
Chalcis.

81

Again, both Andocides (3.9) and Aeschines

C2.175) make similar boasts that in 421 Athens physically
controlled Euboea, but Isocrates (4.108) takes pride in
claiming that Euboea was never a victim of Athenian aggres
sion, though she was near to Attica and very rich.
81.

Infra, p. 266, n. 156.
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Lastly, there is the following statement by Aelian
CVH 6.1) to consider:
The Athenians, having subdued the Chalcidians,
divided up amongst themselves into 2000 lots the
land which bore the name 'place of the Hippobotai.'
And having pronounced as a temenos (sacred
precinct) to Athena the area in the Lelantine
(Plain), they leased out the rest [or they leased
it out thereafterj according to (the terms on) the
stelai erected near the Royal Stoa, the very ones,
that is, which have Con them) the public records
of the r e n t s . 82
The underlined passage reads in Greek xnv <5e Aoinfiv,
but the editors of the ATL, who are proponents of a cleruchy,
have suggested the emendation TO 6E Aotirov (given above
83
inside brackets).
Actually, it does not seem to matter
which language is used.

If the original text is correct

Aelian's words still do not rule out the existence of a
cleruchy since it is by no means certain, as has sometimes
been claimed, that an Athenian cleruch could not rent out
84
his land.
If the text is emended we still have 1800 lots
82. Jlepi TIVOJV icax1 &AAcov opyns, afravOpwTTias u$pews,
fofiiKias, iiTapaews, 'AGnvaioi, KpatfjaavTEs XaAic i 6 eaiv,
KaTEKAnpouxriaav a^xtov xnv ynv e\s SiaxiAious KAnpous, xnv
'I TTTToftoxov KaAouy£vr|v xwpav, Teyevn <$£ avnxav xri 'A0nva ev xS
AiAavxS ovoya^oyevai XOTTOJ. xnv 6e AoiTrnv ey laBwaav, Kaxa xas
axfiAas xas Trpos x^ BacuAefu) axoa eaxriKUias, a'lfrep OIJV xa xaJv
yiCTOajaewv UTToyvfiyaxa elxov. Tofts <5e a ' l xyaAuixous , e6ncrav, k o i
ou6e evxaOBa 'ea3eaav xov Kaxa XaAioSecov Ouyov.
83.

Ill, 296.

84. As in Meiggs, p. 566: "cleruchs and colonists
do not lease their land." If the Salamis Decree (Meiggs and
Lewis, 14) refers to Athenian cleruchs living on that island
(as T believe it does), or at least to Athenians in some
capacity living there, then we have evidence of a very early
date (c. 500) that cleruchs could in fact rent out their
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(assuming that a tenth went to Athena) which someone must
85
own.
Therefore, we know that some Chalcidian territory
was confiscated by Athens after the revolt had been crushed
(as noted earlier).

But Aelian's statement alone does not

prove the existence of a cleruchy.
A loss of land is also supported by epigraphic
evidence.

Fragments of some of the stelai from the Royal

Stoa have been recovered that prove that sacred lands owned
by Athens at Chalcis, Eretria, Hestiaia, and elsewhere were
in fact being publicly leased out. 8 6

A comparison of the

Tribute List records for Chalcis reveals that her phoros
quota was reduced from ten Cor more probably five) talents
in 447 to three talents by 442.87 Because Chalcis continued
land, so long as the leasee was a kinsman (££, 3-8). See
also Busolt, Gr. Gesch., III.l, 431f.; A. H. M. Jones,
Athenian Democracy COxford, 1957), pp. 174ff.; and CMC,
pp. 18Of.
85. N. Nesselhauf, "Untersuchungen zur Geschichte
der delish-attischen Symmachie," Klio, Beiheft 30 ( 1 9 3 3 ) ,
pp. 35ff., suggests that Athens may have rented out the
confiscated land to Chalcidian small farmers, who then would
have been more likely to support a democratic government at
Chalcis as well as the Athenian Empire. See also Busolt,
Gr. Gesch., III.l, 431f. Direct ownership of land in Euboea
is attested by the grant made to Lysimachos son of Aristeides
(supra, p. 211, n.44), and by public auction records
connected with the Mutilation of the Herms incident in 415
(infra, pp. 260f.).
86.

Supra, p. 227, n. 77.

87. Unfortunately the exact figure is badly pre
served on the stone. It was thought initially to read X
(=10), but re-examination of the stone has led the editors
of the ATL to support a reading of P* (=5). For details, see
ATL, I, 36, n. 70.
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to pay three talents per year until the onerous reassessment
of 424, it would seem likely that some part of her fiscal
base had been taken away from her in 446.

In view of

Aelian's remarks, property confiscations must head the list
of possible causes for this reduction.
Thus far examination of the literary and epigraphical
evidence does not provide convincing proof for the establish
ment of a new Athenian cleruchy at Chalcis in 446, although
it is clear that some land there was confiscated.

But there

is one more piece of epigraphical evidence that must be
considered, namely a section of the famous Chalcis Decree
(IG, I2, 39, 52-7):
Tds 6
XaXxtSi, h6doi OIKOVTCC
TE XOOIV *A04va£E, naC E" -roi 6fe6ora*. H
unci TO 6t(jo TO 'AGevatov A R T X E I A , T <3 S 6 £ A
XXos teXev ts XaXntSa, MaSfnrtp hot aXXo
i XaXniStec.
T XTFFCVOS TDC I V

Before rendering this passage into English, one
must stop for a moment and consider its language with care,
because this sentence often has been mistranslated.

88

The

88. A typical example is by M, N. Tod (in Meiggs
and Lewis, pp. 142f.): "But the aliens at Chalcis, save
those who, resident there, pay taxes to Athens and anyone
who has received from the Athenian people a grant of
exemption, shall in all other cases pay taxes to Chalcis as
do also the Chalcidians." See also E. Meyer, Forschungen
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basic intent is clear: foreigners living in Chalcis are to
be subject to Chalcidian taxation.

Evidently the alien

problem at Chalcis was such that some type of clarification
was necessary; hence the two subordinate clauses.
The first subordinate clause (hoaoi . • . ^Adeva^e)
uses the participle

oikovtes

(="living") merely in a

descriptive sense and not with the idea of granting an
exemption.

The purpose of the clause is to forestall double

tax liability: those foreigners who do not pay tax to Athens
must pay tax to Chalcis.

By implication, any foreigners

living in Chalcis who already pay to Athens need not worry
about a second fleecing by the local government.
In the second subordinate clause (k c x i

e\ .

. .

^xeAeia), k o u ei "represents the condition in the extreme
89
case,"
and should thus be translated as "even if." From
this viewpoint the clause guarantees that any foreigner who
receives a grant of ateleia (exemption from Athenian taxa
tion) will still be liable to taxation by Chalcis.

In other

words, ateleia is not to be used as an empire-wide excuse
for evading all taxes levied outside of Attica.
zur alten Geschichte, II (1899; rpt. Hildesheim, 1966), 147;
"Chalkis," pp. 208ff.; ATL, III, 297; H. Bengtson, Die
Staatsvertrage des Altertums, II (Munich, 1962), 74; Meiggs,
p. 180.
89. J. Denniston, The Greek Particles, 2nd. ed.
(Oxford, 1954), p. 299.
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The next three words—t o s Se aXXos ("and the rest")
—have generated much confusion.

Given the awkward language

of the sentence, especially in light of the second sub
ordinate clause, the intent of these words probably is to
bring the reader back to the main subject of the sentence,
S
r- V
^
90
i.e., TOS
OE x a e v o s .

Therefore, a more correct translation might be:
That the foreigners in Chalcis, however so many
(of them) are living (there who) do not pay tax
to Athens, even if to them has been granted
ateleia by the Demos of the Athenians, (these
foreigners are) to pay tax in Chalcis, just as the
other Chalcidians (do).
Who are these foreigners?

It has been suggested
that the xenox are Athenian cleruchs.92 This cannot be
true.

There is no example known to us of Athenian citizens

90. Advocated long ago by Meyer, 147. The Se . . . Se
construction in this sentence is an example of resumptive
usage: "usually a word (or words) at the beginning, or in
the middle, of a clause is picked up by repetition. More
often than not the clause is opened, as well as resumed, by
a
. . . . Often the insertion of <5e seem due to
anacoluthon." Other examples include Hdt. 1.28: xpovou Se
£ t t i yevoyevou k o u Kcxxeaxpayyevcov crxeSbv t t c c v t o j v . . .
Kaxeaxpayyevwv Se toutuv . . .; and Xen. Cyr. 7.2.23: vuv S1
a s i r a A i v 6 t t o xe t t A o u x o u x o u napSvxos 5 icxBpuxoyevos icai u t t o
. . . vJTrb xoiouxuv Se Xoywv ava^uacoyevos . . . (Denniston,
pp. 182ff.).
91. Here I am in support of the translation
originally forwarded by Y. G. Vinogradov, "Once More on the
Chalcidian Psephism (IG, I2, 39)," VDI, 1975, No. 3, pp.
102-23 (in Russian with English summary), and seconded by
D. Whitehead, "IG i2 39: 'Aliens' in Chalcis and Athenian
Imperialism," ZPaprolEpig, 21 (1976), 251^59.
92. As in ATL, III, 294ff.; V. Ehrenberg, From
Solon to Socrates (1967; rpt. London, 1971), p. 225.
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being called xenoi in any official Athenian decree.

93

As

E. Meyer first observed, if Athenian cleruchs in Chalcis
were being included in this sentence, we should expect to
find

to£)s

•>A0nvaious, oaoi ev

XcxAkiSi

oiicouai.^

Athenian

cleruchs kept their full citizenship while living abroad,
and this included responsibilities Csuch as Athenian taxes
when applicable) as well as privileges.95

Since one of the

aims of this sentence is to prevent double-tax liability, it
follows that Athenian cleruchs residing at Chalcis (if any)
would not be subjected to additional taxation there.

The

xenoi cannot be cleruchs.
Could the xenoi be Athenian colonists who, as
opposed to cleruchs, lost their native citizenship when they
chose to live abroad?^

If so, then why insist on calling

them "the foreigners, however so many of them are living
there"?

Why not simply call them "Chalcidians"?

The native

population of Euboea might understandably view the colonists
93. Meiggs, p. 567; Whitehead, 253f. Xenoi
^
appears as a word in three Athenian casualty lists [IG, I ,
944, 949, and 950), and undoubtedly refers to metics or
perhaps even mercenaries: D. W. Bradeen, "The Athenian
Casualty Lists," CQ, 19 (1969), 150f. The word also appears
in the Coinage Decree (Clause 3), where it means anyone
living in an allied city who fails to obey the decree
Cft t O v J t t o A i J t w v n t C v ^ e v u v ).
94.

Forsch. II, 147.

95.

CMC, pp. 167-72, 189f.

9.6.

Ibid., pp. 176, 188f.
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as foreign interlopers, but would the metropolis do like97
wise?
Might xenoi have been used by Athens as a derisive
term for those Athenians who voluntarily lived abroad and
paid local taxes as metics?98

This too is unlikely because,

although metics, these few Athenians would still retain
their citizenship and tax responsibilities at home, and
therefore we would encounter the problem of double-tax
liability again.

Consequently, it is very improbable that

Athenians are being referred to in any capacity.

The xenoi

must be non-Athenians.
If this be so, the xenoi might be the pre-revolt,
99
resident metic population of Chalcis.
It may appear
97. If the tax involved here is the phoros
(suggested by P. Foucart, "Decret des Atheniens relatif & la
ville de Chalcis," RA, 33 J1877], 242-62, and revived by P.
Gauthier, "Les SENOI dans les textes atheniens de la seconde
moitie du Ve siecle av. J.C.," REG, 84 11974], 65r-76), this
would be further proof that the xenoi cannot be Athenian
cleruchs or post 480/79 colonists, for neither group paid
tribute: CMC, p. 177. However, identification of this tax
with the phoros raises the unsolved question of whether an
individual (in this case a non-Athenian) who had been given
ateleia was also exempted from having to pay tribute (first
noted by Ho Schenkl, "De metoecis Atticis," WS, 2 [1880],
194). As the Chalcidians themselves have to pay the same
tax as the xenoi, perhaps the levy involved some sort of
tax connected with a particular service, such as a harbor
fee.
98. Lysias 31.9; Dem. 29.3. W. Kolbe, "Zum Dekret
uber Chalkis," Hermes, 51 (1916), 479f.; C. F. LehmanHaupt, "Ka9ct7T£P ol KAAoi XaAioSens," Klio, 16 (1920), 193ff.;
Whitehead, 255f.
99. As in Meyer, 146; E. von Stern, "Zum athexiischen
Volksbeschluss iiber Chalkis," Hermes, 51 (1916), 560ff.;
Vinogradov, ibid.; Whitehead, 254.
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self-evident that these people would pay tax to Chalcis, but
one has to remember that in 446/5 Chalcis was a vanquished
city in the painful process of adjusting to a new reality.
Moreover, it is possible that some of these metics might
have received grants of ateleia from the Athenian government
as a reward for their continued loyalty during the revolt.
It is possible that the xenoi were mercenaries in
the pay of Athens, for some are known to have been employed
by her in the fifth century.

Yet, mercenaries rarely

appear in the fifth century sources, and they should be
discounted accordingly.
It has been suggested that xenoi is simply another
word for "allies,

but this identification is not borne

out by close examination of the epigraphic record from the
fifth century.
Finally, the xenoi might be persons with proAthenian sympathies or connections who had originally lived
in Boeotia, Lokris, or Phokis.

In the aftermath of

Koroneia these people would have found themselves in a most
difficult situation had they chosen to remain behind the
retreating Athenian forces.

A few may have stayed, but the

great majority would have become political refugees, and
100.

Thuc. 4.129.3; 6.43.

101.

Foucart, ibid.; Gauthier, ibid.

102.

See Whitehead, 253f., for details.
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some of them would undoubtedly have journeyed (perhaps via
103
Athens) to Euboea.
If such a group had arrived in
Chalcis, they would have composed a new element in the local
society, and their taxable status might have been a problem,
especially if ateleia had been given to some of the refugees
as a form of compensation for their losses in central Greece.
It must be confessed that none of the above options
for identifying the xenoi is totally convincing.

One thing,

however, is certain: the xenoi cannot possibly have been
Athenian cleruchs.
But what about xos <5e aAAos?

As indicated above,

the most economical interpretation of these words is to
believe that they have been inserted before the main verb
because of the awkward, wandering language of the sentence,
and that their purpose is to resume the main subject.

If

TOS <5e SAAos instead refers to the cleruchs, then either
they—and only they—are to be subjected to double-tax
liability (once from Athens and once from Chalcis), or
their tax status is being changed so that the cleruchs pay
tax to Chalcis alone.

The former alternative would have

been intolerable as well as contradictory, for by implica
tion the passage says that xenoi who do pay tax to Athens
103. In general, refugees do not travel any farther
than they think necessary to feel safe. Euboea was close
by, prosperous, and within the Athenian Empire. The role of
Euboea as a sanctuary in Late Mycenaean times (supra, pp.
33ff.) may also be cited here as a precedent.
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will not have to pay a second time.

Indeed, if the cleruchs

were going to be double-taxed, such a controversial decision
would surely have been spelled out far more clearly in any
official decree.

The latter option is attractive in the

sense that, if the Chalcidians had revolted in part because
of their tribute burden, the Athenians might have taken some
sort of action to ease this problem.

But that the cleruch's

tax status would be changed for this reason is unlikely on
two counts.

First, we know from the Tribute Lists that

about the time of the decree C446/5) Chalcis was granted a
reduction in her tribute quota of either 2 or 7 talents, an
act that significantly lightened Chalcis' financial burden.
And second, there is no other example known of Athens
deliberately changing the taxable status of her cleruchs in
this fashion and for this reason.

Finally, the imprecise

nature of the words themselves argues against any such
identification with cleruchs.

Having just crushed the

Euboean revolt, there was not need for the Athenians to
gloss over the establishment of any cleruchy there.
In summation, then, a judicious review of the
literary and epigraphic source materials discloses that
after the end of the revolt: (1) the Hippobotai were
expelled from Chalcis and their lands confiscated; (2) the
other Chalcidians were forced to surrender hostages to
Athens as a pledge of good behavior; and (_3) Chalcis
received a tribute reduction as a form of tax relief and in
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compensation for territorial losses due to confiscation.
Beyond this point, the present evidence does not allow one
to go.104
Shortly after the peace settlement a Chalcidian
embassy journeyed to Athens in the hope of renegotiating the
treaty provisions.

The response of the Athenian government

is embodied in the Chalcis Decree (IG, I2 , 39), and from
this document we have our best look at Euboean life under
the Athenian Empire.
TOC dtflOL, s\l—idyls e[npVTjaveve, dpaK[ov]ri8es errecrrdre, Aioyveros eiire"
Kara raSe TOV hopKov ojjxiaai Adevalov r€i> fHoAev Kal To? StKaora?" OVK eyaeXo Xa5 AfaStay (y XaX KI S OS ovde Tev TTOXLV dvdorarov rroiao oi)Se iSiorev ovSe'va arifiooo ov Se (f>iry£i ^e/juooo ovSe ^ovXXe<f>aofj.ai ovSe drroKrei'O ovSe xpepiara dfiaipeoojiaL AKPITO ouSeroy avev TO Sefio TO Mio evalov, ouS'
Kara drrpooKXtro
ovre Kara TO KOLVO ovre Kara LSLOTO OVSe evos, Kal npeafielav eXOoaav rrpoadyao
•jrpos fioXev Kal Bepxiv SeVa efxtpov horav
TTpmavevo Kara TO Swarov. ravra Se efirr15 [eJSooo XaXxi&evaiv jreidofj-evois TOI Se[/i]oi rot Ad e valov. hopKoaat Se npeafieia[i>] eXBoaav e% XaA/ftSoy fierd TOV hopKorov A8evalos Kal dnoypd<f>oai ros ojxoaavray. ho-nos S' av \6]fx6aocriv hdiravres, emp.eA30 oadov hoi ar[p]areyOL. vacat
Kara rdSe XaXKiSe'as ofioaai- OVK avo [a"\refSo^aei' Tf Lt /3joAei Kal

104. Additional skeptics of an Athenian cleruchy at
Chalcis include: Busolt, Gr. Gesch. III.l, 431f.; Nesselhauf,
ibid.; Kahrstedt, "Der Umfang des athenischen Kolonialreiches," pp. 159ff.
CK. believes, however, that all
Chalcidian territory was annexed by Athens, a position un
supported by the sources: A„ W. Gomme, "Euboea and Samos in
the Delian Confederacy," CR, 50 I1936J , 6ff.); HCT, I, 344f.;
"Chalkis," pp. 187ff.; Meiggs, p. 587.
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25

30

35

aofjuu airo to [S]e'/xo to Adevalov oure te'jjjvei oirre fiexavei ovSepiai oi5S' C77« ouSe
epyoL ovSe TOL a^urrapevoL Tceloopxii, Kai eav acfrurret TLS xarepo Adevaloioi, K al TOV (fcopov hviToreXo Adevaloioiv, hov
av neldo Adevalos, Kal )(ovppa)(os eaopa1 ho LOS av Buvopai apiOTOS Kal BiKaiora t o ? k a i TOL Bepoi TOL Adevalov fioedeao Kal dpwo, eav TLS aBiKei t o i > Bepov TOV
Adevalov, Kal ireloopxiL TOL Se'poi TOL Ad
evalov. ouaoai Se XaXKiBeov t o ? Ileftovras Z/aTraiTas" /ios 8' a/x /ie opooe L , aTipov airrov ei-ai Kal Ta xpipara avro Bepoaia Kal
t o Aios t o ' OXvpirlo TO emStKarov hiepov earo TOV XPEPATOV. hopKooai Be TT pea fitlav Adevalov iXdoaav es XaXxlBa ptTa Tov HOPKOTOV ev XOXKIBI Kal a.7Toypa<F>oaL TOS opoaaiTas XaXxiBeov.
vacat

40

45

50

55

60

AvTLKXes € L7TC ayadei Tir^ei Tei Adeval
ov TToiadaL TOV hopKov Adevalos Kal XaXKiSe'as, Kadartep 'Eptrpituai efitjeffaloaT0 ho Bepos ho Adevalov honos 8 ' av Ta^iora ylyverai, tmptXoaOov hoi arpartyol.
JloLTives Be e\aopKoaooL acjjiKopevot eS XQ-XKIBO , eXtaOai TOV Bepov -nevre avBpas auTiKa pdXa. —epl Be TOV /lopepov O.TTOKplvaodai XaXKiBeucTLv, I IOTL vvp pev Adevalots BOK?L eav Kara Ta e<poe<f>Lcrpeva- hoTav Be BOK(L fioXevodpevoi Troeoooi t£v 8iaAAa[y]e'y, KOBOTL av BOKCL eViTe'Seiov evaL Adevalois Kal XaXiKiSevciv. to? 8€ XOEVOS TOS ev XOXKIBL, hoaoi OLKOITCJ
FIE TeXoaiv Adeva£e, Kal el TOL BeBorai hwo TO Se'po TO Adevalov dre'Xeta, TOS Be aXXos TeXiv eg XaXxloa, Kadartep hoi aXXo1 XaXiKiBees• to Se <f>oe'<f>iopa ToSe Kal TOV
hopKov avaypatfroai, AOtreat pev TOV ypapp[a]ria T es fioXes iartXei Xidlve1 Kal KaTadevai es TTO XLV TeXeoi TOLS XaXKiBe
ov, ev Be X O X KL B L ev TOL hiepoi TOL A LOS TO
'OXvpTrlo he fioXe XO XKL BCOV dvaypaj>aaoa KATADTTO. Taura pev <f>oe<f>loaadai X O X KiBeuaiv. vvvv TO . Be hiepa. TO. eK TOV xpeap-
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ov himep EvfSolas dvaat oj ra^iOTa jiera
hupaKXtos rpig av8pag, hos av eAerai h( fioXe cr<f>ov avrov honog S' av RDY^LCRRA rv9£t, hoi arpareyol awemfieXoodov Kal ro apyvpiov e'y ravra i TrJape^oiTOv. vacat
70 }ipxeorpaTo[s] tine- ra fiev aXXa KaOanep siITIKX£$- rag St (.itdvvag XaAxi&evoi kclta a<j>ov avrov ivai «V X O X KI S I KADDMP M 8fffoiv A8cvaloig 7T X (V ivytg Kal davar0 Kal d r i u L a g ' 71 (pi S t r o v r o v e f i f o i v 2 i > a -

65

75

t

A8(va£e eg rev iXiaiav rev

TOV BTA/LOD-

erov Kara TO (ftue^iap, a to oe'/xo't Ttpl §£ rf>vXaKis Evfiolag TOS crrpaTT/yos i~ip.fXea8ai hog av BvvoiTai apiara, hirtog av ex e "
1 hog fieXnora siOevaiois.
80

hopKog

Resolved by the Boule and the Demos. The Tribe of
Antiochis held the Prytany. Drakontides was the
Chairman.105
I.

Diognetos moved:
A. ill. 3-16) That the Boule and the jurors
(.serving on the Heliaia) of the Athenians swear
the oath as follows: "I shall not (vote to) drive
the Chalcidians out of Chalcis, nor to make their
city a ruin. I shall not (vote to) punish (any
Chalcidian) with the loss of (his) civic rights,
exile, (personal) arrest, death, or confiscation
of (his) property without a trial, unless
(approved by) the Demos of the Athenians. I
shall not put to a vote without prior summons (a
motion) against the community (of Chalcis) or a
private citizen (of Chalcis). And if an embassy
comes (from Chalcis) when I am prytanis, I shall
bring it before the Boule and the Demos within
ten days insofar as possible. And I shall uphold
these things for the Chalcidians if they obey the
Demos of the Athenians."
B, (11. 16-20) That the oath be administered to
the Athenians by the embassy that has come from
Chalcis, together with the (Athenian) Commis
sioners of Oaths, and that the names of those
taking the oath be inscribed. Let the generals
see to it that everyone (involved) takes the
oath.

105. On possible identifications for the persons
named in this decree, see Meiggs and Lewis, p. 143.
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C. iZZ. 21-32) That the following (oath) be sworn
by the Chalcidians: "I shall not rebel against
the Demos of the Athenians by cunning or by
device, in either word"or deed. I shall not
follow anyone who incites a revolt, and if
anyone does rebel, I shall denounce him to the
Athenians. I shall pay to the Athenians whatever
tribute I can persuade the Athenians (to assess).
I shall be a very good and a very true ally (to
the Athenians). I shall come to the aid of the
Demos of the Athenians (if asked) and I shall
defend (them) if anyone does wrong to the Demos
of the Athenians. And I shall be obedient to
the Demos of the Athenians."
D. (M. 32-3 ) That the oath be taken by all (the
men of) Chalcis who are of age. But whoever does
not swear, let him be deprived of his civil rights,
let his property become public (domain), and let
a sacred tithe be made (from it) to (the temple
of) Olympian Zeus (at Chalcis). Let an
(Athenian) embassy go to Chalcis to administer
the oath together with the (Chalcidian) Commis
sioners of Oaths. And let the Chalcidians
taking the oath (have their names) be inscribed.
II.

Antikles moved (as an amendment):
With good fortune to the Athenians-^A. (&£. 41-44) Let the Athenians and the
Chalcidians take the oath (under the same con
ditions) as the Demos of the Athenians voted
for the Eretrians. Let the generals see to it
that the (oath-taking) is done as soon as pos
sible.
B. (£,£. 45-47) That the Demos choose immediately
(for the Athenian embassy) five men to go to
Chalcis and administer the oath.
C. (Hi. 47-52) That concerning the hostages a
reply (is) to be made to the Chalcidians that
for now it seems best to the Athenians (to leave
the matter) as (previously) decreed. But when
ever it seems best (to the Athenians), after
taking counsel, (they are) to negotiate an
exchange in whatever manner seems to be appro
priate to the Athenians and the Chalcidians.
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D. {II. 52-57) That the foreigners in Chalcis,
however so many (of them) are living (there who)
do not pay tax to Athens, even if to them has
been granted ateleia by the Demos of the
Athenians, (they are) to pay tax in Chalcis,
just as the other Chalcidians (do).
E. (££. 57-63) That the Secretary of the Boule
have inscribed on a stone stele at Athens this
decree and the oath, and that it be placed on
the Acropolis at the expense of the Chalcidians.
In Chalcis, in the Temple of Olympian Zeus, let
the Boule of the Chalcidians, having (also)
inscribed (a copy), set (it) up.
F. (il. 63-64) That these things (are) to be
voted concerning the Chalcidians.
VACAT
G. (££. 64-69) That as soon as possible three
men, chosen by the Boule out of its own (member
ship), together with Hierokles, make the sacrifices
(requested) by the oracles concerning Euboea. In
order that it be done as soon as possible, let
the generals attend to it and provide the money
(needed) for it.
III.

Archestratos moved (as an amendment):
A. (££. 71-76) Let the rest be as Antikles pro
posed, but let the punishments (given out by the
courts) at Chalcis against her own citizens be
the same as (those) at Athens for Athenians,
except (in cases requiring) exile, death, or the
loss of civil rights. Concerning these let there
be ephesis to Athens, in the Heliaia of the
Thesmothetai, according to the decree of the
Demos.
B. (&£. 76-79) That concerning the guards/garrison
(in) Euboea, let the generals see to it as best
they can, so that it (the security of the island)
will be as best as possible for the Athenians.
(THE) OATH
There are a number of interesting features associ-?

ated with this document.
polite in some ways.

The tone is very formal, even

But a reading of the entire decree
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leaves one with a decided chill.

It has been said that this

inscription proves Athens' generosity toward a vanquished
foe."*"0^

Unless xos 6e aAAos refers to Athenian cleruchs

(which is very unlikely), this assertion is misleading.

Not

one meaningful concession is made by Athens to the defeated
Euboeans, and the place of Chalcis as a tributary subject of
an imperial power is never in doubt.
Section IA clearly is a response to Chalcidian fears
that they and their city will meet the same fate as
Hestiaia.

The Athenian Boule and Heliaia promise not to act

in a capricious or arbitrary fashion toward Chalcis, but
rather to follow established legal procedures in their deal
ings with that city.

This is the only known example of

Imperial Athens binding herself to a subject ally with a
formal oath."1"07
The Chalcidian oath
far different matter.

(Sections ic -D),

however, is a

Every adult male Chalcidian citizen

is to swear to it, and dire punishment awaits those who do
not.

Unlike the oath taken by Eyrthrai either in the mid-

sixties or in 453/2 (Meiggs and Lewis 40, ZZ. 23f.), not one
word is said about Athens' other allies in the Delian League.
106.

"Chalkis," p. 183.

107. Ehrenberg, From Solon to Socrates, p. 225.
This oath is similar to the oaths of good conduct which each
year's Boule and Heliaia had to take at the start of their
terms of office: see R. A. de Laix, Probouleusis at Athens
(Berkeley, 1973), pp. 156ff.
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The loyalty of Chalcis is to be to Athens alone.

Unlike

previous loyalty oaths (such as the Erythraian), the oath
of the Chalcidians is quite detailed, rigid, and explicit.
The adherence of Chalcis to Athens is to be absolute both
in word and in deed.

Here, for the first time, is a

specific requirement that the Chalcidians denounce anyone
whose words or deeds are considered treasonable; the re
sulting potential for bitter party, social, and family
108
strife at Chalcis must have been enormous.
The sentence
about the tribute, also the first of its kind known,
probably guarantees Chalcis an opportunity to present her
case during all future reassessments.109 The specific vow
of military assistance may be known previously from a set
of regulations for Miletus (ATL, II, 57-60, D 11, 11. 8ff.?)
which may date to 450-49.

Considered as a whole, this oath

virtually guarantees that Athens will have the last word in
any major Chalcidian policy decision.

No longer is Chalcis

free to pursue her own destiny.
Section IIA (£&. 41-44) reveals that the Eretrians
also were required to take a loyalty oath, and had done so
before the arrival of the Chalcidian embassy.

Part of the

decree has survived concerning that city's peace settlement
(SEG, X, 35) and the Eretrian loyalty oath is identical to
108.

Meiggs, p. 141.

109.

Ibid., p. 179.
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that of the Chalcidians.

If the Athenians likewise had to

swear an oath to the Eretrians, it is not clear from the
text.

However, the entire incident must have furnished a

precedent of some sort.
In Section IIC (£J£. 47-52) we learn that the present
decree is not the peace treaty per se (.which is referred to
in Z. 49), but. rather is intended to clarify and amend the
ofiginal terms.

AiaAAeyev

is usually translated as "arrange

ment," but in this context the word probably means
"exchange."

^

The reference to oracles about Euboea in Section IIG
(&£. 64-69) is most intriguing.

Unfortunately, we have no

details, but perhaps of relevance is the fact that the seer
Hierokles is known to have received a piece of land at
u *-• • 111
Hestiaxa.
The statements on legal procedure in Section IIIA

(ZZ. 71-76) contain some interesting points.

E&Buvou

normally means the official scrutiny of all magistrates
given upon completion of their term of office.

112

In this

context, however, the word is probably used in its broader
110. Y. Garlan, "Etudes d'histoire militaire et
diplomatique," BCH, 89 (.1965) , 332-38.
111.

Ar. Pax, 1045ff.

112.

Busolt, Gr. St., I, 472; HCT, I, 342.
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sense of "punishments.""'''''^

Cases involving the potential

loss of civil rights C&Tiyia) were normally reserved for
trial at Athens after mid-century, and the provision may
have appeared for the first time in the Coinage Decree
(Sections 3-4).114 Atimia was not restricted necessarily
to just the loss of civil rights.

Under it one might have

his property confiscated, be permanently exiled, possibly
be put to death, and even have atimia extended to cover his
115
*
family.
vE<J>eais

is a form of post-trial appeal, and was open

to both the defense and the prosecution^

As to the exact

procedure to be used, we may have a clue from Athens'
dealings with Eretria (infra, pp. 250ff,).

The entire aim

of this section thus can be seen as an effort by Athens to
make sure that the most important criminal cases at Chalcis
are referred to her for ultimate disposition.

Athens'

friends in Chalcis must not be conficted unfairly, nor
opponents of the Empire be allowed to escape Athenian
justice.

The "decree of the Demos" in Jt. 76 is either the

113. J. M. Balcer, "Imperial Magistrates in the
Athenian Empire," Historia, 25 (1976), 255f. n. 23; Meiggs
and Lewis, p. 143.
114.

Balcer, 272.

115.

Busolt, Gr. St:. , I, 230f.; Balcer, 225f.

n. 23.
116.
pp. 224f.

Busolt-Swoboda, Gr. St., II, 851; Meiggs,
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peace treaty itself or an entirely different decree which
set forth guidelines for imperial legal procedures.117
It is not known if the (jiuAaKes of Section IIIB
(££. 76-79) were a temporary or permanent addition to the
Athenian military defenses in Euboea.
The Chalcis Decree leaves no doubt that the city
has lost all real freedom and has been severely punished by
Athens for her part in the 446 Revolt.

Can the same be said

of Eretria?
Little information has come down to us about the
post-revolt situation in Eretria, but there are a number of
similarities.

Archaeology had revealed that the West Gate

fortifications were dismantled or allowed to decay after
midr-century, and were not refurbished until late in the
400's (undoubtedly as part of the 411 Revolt)."'""'"0

Lines

42f. of the Chalcis Decree show that Athens made a separate
peace treaty with Eretria, and we are fortunate to have a
small part of the Athenian copy (SEG, X, 35).

The text

reproduces for Eretria the same comprehensive and strict
loyalty oath that the Chalcidians were forced to take
(i.e.,

. 14-27 of the Chalcis Decree).

The absence of

stoichedon technique and the use of Ionian letters suggests
117. Balcer, 265ff., believes that it was a
psephisma moved by Klearchos which is referred to in the
Coinage Decree (Section 12). Unfortunately, as the promulga
tion has not yet been found, this suggestion cannot be tested.
118.

Auberson and Schefold, Fuhrer, pp. 65f.
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that an Eretrian stonecutter prepared the Athenian copy of
this treaty.
From a second fragmentary decree comes evidence that
the Eretrians also were required to appeal some of their
cases to Athenian courts.

The heavily damaged inscription

(.IG, I 2, 49) appears to date after 432/1 and has been conservatively restored as follows:119
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Let the Secretary of the Boule inscribe this.
Let the citizens pay for the stele. Let the
Kolakretai provide the money (for it). Concern
ing the administration of justice: .... within
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thirty days from it the writs of summons, if any,
are to appear. Let the polemarch call him (the
accused?) into his court at Athens from the court
of Eretria within twenty days. If he does not,
let him pay immediately 1000 drachmai. Concern
ing this (matter), in order that anyone who wishes
may leave (for Athens) as soon as possible in
accordance with the laws—(that is,) whoever may
wish to depart from Eretria—let the herald,
whichever one seems appropriate, attend to it.
It is very difficult to make much sense of the
document in its mutilated state, but this is plainly a
decree setting forth the appeal procedure of some types of
cases from the Eretrian to the Athenian courts.

These cases

are probably the same types as those which must be referred
to Athens in the Chalcis Decree, namely, crimes punishable
by loss of civil rights, exile, or death.
are early Athenian treasury officials.

The Kolakretai

"If he does not"

from a strict grammatical standpoint must refer to the
polemarch but, as a summons is involved, one cannot exclude
the possibility that the recipient of the summons is the
person meant.

The complicated language of HH. 10-14 is

especially hard to understand, since we do not have enough
of the decree to feel confident of a proper translation.
If the previous sentence fines resistance by a summoned
person, this passage may be discussing the opposite condi
tion of what to do when a summoned person wants to appear
in the Athenian court.

Another possibility is that

witnesses are the subject of the sentence.

What "laws"

are being referred to here are unknown, but it is reasonable
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to assume that there may have been some Athenian regulations
designed to protect the accused's right to assemble as soon
as possible witnesses on his behalf for any court appeal.
Given the distances involved with the size of the Athenian
Empire, some consideration must have been shown for this
problem.
From Hesychios ( " ; E p c x p ia i c o s K a x a A o y o s ") and Photios
(.,0E pexp i ko s xaxaAoyos") we know that in the archonship of
Diphilos C442/1) the Athenians passed a decree requiring
that a list be made of all the hostages taken from amongst
the wealthiest Eretrians.

One wonders if there was some

sort of connection between this and the exchange of hostages
promised the Chalcidians in their decree {_ll. 47-52).

How

ever, it might also indicate that new strong-arm tactics had
to be used against Eretria in that year by Athens.
Eretria appears in the fragments of the temene
rentals from the Royal Stoa at Athens, and hence some
Eretrian land was confiscated at an unknown date by
120

Athens.

These losses may have been sustained in 446/5,

but there is no way of telling from this evidence.
Neither are the Tribute List entries for Eretria of
much help to understanding better Eretria's post-revolt
situation.

From at least 442 Eretria's quota was 3 talents,

but earlier than this, especially before the revolt, her
120.

Raubitschek, ibid.
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quota is most uncertain.

Eretria appears in the Tribute

Lists for 447 and 446, but her aparche to Athena is
121
mutilated.
in each case the number may have occupied
up to four (but probably just three) spaces; the only clue
available is a final H preserved in the 447 List.

The

editors of the ATL initially suggested a restoration of
H HJ H , which would have meant a phoros of 3 talents, the
same as in 442.
favor of F]H

Later, however, they changed their minds in
] 22

(= 6 talents).

As 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11,

12, and 13 are all possible combinations, there simply is no
way of restoring the entry at this time.

Therefore, it

cannot be determined at present if Eretria's tribute quota
changed in response to the revolt's aftermath.
Thus far it has been seen that in peace settlement
Eretria: CD had her fortifications reduced; (2) had to take
the same comprehensive loyalty oath to Athens that Chalcis
did; C3) probably had to appeal to Athens the same types of
cases as did Chalcis; (4) had to surrender, by 442/1 at the
latest, hostages to Athens, again like Chalcis; and (5) may
have had some land confiscated at this time by the Athenian
government.
121.

In addition to these penalties, it has been
ATL, I', 31 Cfig. 32, frag. 73).

122. ATL, I, 270; 11,80; III, 294ff. The restora
tion was changed to support the editors' belief that a
cleruchy was established at Eretria in 446/5, a contention
unsupported by the evidence currently available (infra,
pp. 254ff,},
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suggested that Eretria had to accept an Athenian cleruchy.123
While the literary sources and the Tribute Lists fail to
support this theory, other data need to be considered.
In Athens is preserved the base of a statue (IG,
I , 396) dedicated by the colonists is Ep[

.

Eretria may

be the town named, but since there is enough room on the
stone for several other possibilities, this testimony is
inconclusive.
Thucydides C8.95.6) mentions an Athenian fort
located in Eretrian territory in 411.

But this hardly

proves that the fort was built in 446/5 to defend an Athenian
cleruchy there.

It might have been constructed, for

instance, during the Peloponnesian War to help fend off
• 4." raids.125
pirate
Discoveries at Eretria of Athenian manufactured Cor
at least closely inspired) wares dating from the second half
of the fifth century have been used as proof of the
cleruchy's existence.126

But many of the vases in question

had been divorced from their archaeological contexts when
obtained, and hence the value of this evidence is weakened.
Even if many or most of these wares had been Athenian
123.

Geyer, p. 71; ATL, III, 294ff.

124.

See Meiggs, p. 568, for details.

125.

Thuc. 2.32.

126. J. R. Green and R. K. Sinclair, "Athenians in
Eretria," Historia, 19 C197b), 515-27.
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possessions, this would not prove the existence of either a
cleruchy or a colony at Eretria, as we know that some
Athenians held private property at Eretria.127 Further,
many of these vases can be accounted for simply as trade
goods purchased by native Euboeans.

After all, Athenian

commercial influence must have dramatically increased in
Euboea after the Revolt of 446 had been crushed (thus
giving Athens a chance to shape the island's economic
affairs to her liking).

Certainly with the onset of the

Peloponnesian War and the transfer of much Athenian property
to Euboea (.infra, pp. 257ff.), this would have been the
case.
Careful analysis of the evidence raised thus far in
support of an Athenian cleruchy at Eretria, as with the case
of Chalcis, does not provide convincing proof of its
existence.

Until more data are forthcoming, one must be

content with the few peace terms which can be well docu
mented.
To sum up, the Euboean Revolt of 446 demonstrated
not only the unhappiness of the islanders with life under
Athenian hegemony, but also the sensitivity of Euboeans to
the political and military situation in neighboring central
Greece.

The rebellion also emphasized in the strongest
127.

Infra, pp. 260ff.
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fashion the military weakness of Euboea when confronted with
the might of Periclean Athens.
By firmly crushing the revolt, Athens was presented
with a golden opportunity to settle Euboean affairs to her
own best advantage, and Pericles made the most of it.

The

fate of Hestiaia was made a terrifying example of Athenian
power.

Between the new cleruchy established there and the

one at Karystos, central Euboea (the richest and most
populous section of the island) lay as if in an Athenian
vise.

Following a policy of "divide and rule," Athens made

separate peace treaties with each Euboean community, thereby
demonstrating concern with local problems while at the same
time encouraging parochialism among the city-states on the
island.

The loyalty oaths administered to Chalcis and

Eretria left no doubt regarding their subjection to Athens
and also promoted internal strife which would make any
future resistance to the Empire all the more difficult to
incite.

It is very probable that every Euboean city which

did not have a democracy before the time of the revolt had
one now imposed on her by Athens as another controlling
device.

As defensive measures the Athenians regulated

contacts between Euboea and central Greece (as well as
within Euboea itself) and at least temporarily had a
regular military garrison stationed on the island.

Thus,

Athenian power in Euboea was placed upon a very secure
footing.

It was to take more than thirty years and a
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colossal Athenian military disaster before the Euboeans
would dare again to stage a full-scale uprising.
Euboea in the Athenian Empire (445-413)
Between the abortive Revolt of 446 and the successful
Revolt of 411 very little is known of Euboean affairs.
431 in fact, the island's history is a total blank.

Until

Never

theless, the record population of Euboea in Classical times
and the enormous increase in tribute levied in 424 (up 400%
in one case) testifies to the island's prosperity under the
128
Athenian Empire.
With the commencement of the Peloponnesian War and
the annual Spartan invasions of Attica, the Athenians
transferred all their livestock and many other possessions
to Euboea, where they remained safe and sound until 411.129
To protect the island against attack from neighboring
Boeotia and Lokris, a naval squadron regularly patrolled
the Euboean Channel, and a military base was constructed
by the Athenians on the isle of Atalante off the Lokrian
130
coast.
How many Athenian ships constituted this
squadron is unspecified, but in 4 31 Athens sent thirty
galleys to the Euboean Channel, and at least two ships were
128. Supra, pp. 192ff. and n. 1 for population data;
p. 215, n. 51 for tribute data.
129.

Thuc. 2.14.

130.

Diod. 12.44; Thuc. 2.32, 3.17.6.
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based on Atalante in 426.

Moreover, by virtue of their

strategic locations Chalcis, Hestiaia/Oreos, and Karystos
must have been used as Athenian military bases,132 and the
fort mentioned by Thucydides (8.95.6) in Eretrian territory
may have originated as a wartime measure.
In 426 earthquakes struck much of Greece including
Euboea.

The damage was magnified along the Euboean Channel

by tidal waves, and Orobiai in northern Euboea suffered
133
heavy destruction.
In 4 25 the Athenian general Nikias led an expedition
against the Corinthiad, and an unspecified number of
Karystian troops accompanied the Athenians on this campaign.
At least one major battle was fought in which the Karystians,
posted to the right of the Athenians, acquitted themselves
KI 134
nobly.
There, may have been some trouble on Euboea in 4 24/3.
Philochoros notes the dispatch of an expedition to the
135
island in that year, but gives no further details.
As
131.

Thuc. 2.26; 3.89.2f.

132. Thuc. 7.29.2 notes the use of Chalcis by
Thracian mercenaries in the pay of Athens for a raid into
Boeotia in 413.
133.

Thuc. 3.89.2f.

134. Thuc. 4.42.1, 3f. These Karystians were not
the Athenian cleruchs, for they are described by Thucydides
as symmachoi.
135.

FGrH 328 F 119.
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Thucydides fails to mention the event at all, either it did
not happen or else was of such little importance as not to
warrant his attention.

However, if trouble did arise on

Euboea at this time, an explanation is not hard to find.
In the previous year Athens had sharply raised the tribute
quotas for most of her allies, and Euboea was not overlooked.
Most of the islanders had their assessments raised 100%, but
Chalcis had hers increased 233% (3 to 10 talents) and
Eretria 400%.

Karystos, perhaps by virtue of her previous

military contributions and the bravery of her troops, was
spared an increase. Of course Hestiaia/Oreos paid
X 36
nothing.
Such huge reassessments must have placed a
considerable strain upon the economies of the various
Euboean states, which likely were still in the process of
recovering from the earthquake and tidal wave damage of
426.

Finally, the impact of the Athenian military defeat

at Delion in 425 cannot have escaped Euboean attention.
In the late twenties or early teens Chalcis may
have offered sanctuary to political refugees from Leontinoi,
137
which had been captured by the Syracusans in 422.
If so,
136. Supra, p. 215, n. 51, Aristophanes, in his
423 work Nubes (££. 211ff.), says that Euboea was being
"stretched upon a rack. 11 Perhaps this is a reference to the
424 reassessment's hardship on the islanders.
137. P. R. Franke, "Leontinische ^uyafies in
Chalkis? Ein Hortfund sizilischer Bronzemiinzen des 5
Jahrhunderts v. Chr. aus Euboia," AA, 81 CI966), 395ff.
Cf. Diod. 12.53.1; Thuc. 6.6.2.
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this incident demonstrates that Chalcis in the fifth
century was still enjoying good relations with at least
some of her old colonies.
Euboean forces accompanied the Athenians on their
ill-fated Syracusan expedition (415-13).

Chalcis, Eretria,

Karystos, and Styra all furnished help, in addition to the
cleruchs from Hestiaia/Oreos, but never are the types or
138
numbers of forces specified in the accounts.
No doubt
any reservoir of good will remaining between Chalcis and her
western foundations--and this may not have been inconsider
able if the Leontine refugees actually came to Euboea--was
exploited by the Athenians in their effort to conquer
139
e.
Sicily.
After the first expeditionary force had left Athens
for Syracuse, the official inquiry into the Mutilation of
the Herms was begun (415).

Eventually a number of people

(including Alcibiades) were found guilty of this and related
crimes; their property was confiscated by the state and
auctioned off.140 Stelai fragments recording the proceeds
from this public sale have been discovered at Athens (SEG,
XIII, 12-22).
138.

On some of these, private holdings in Euboea
Thuc. 7.57.2,4.

139. Perhaps it was at this time that the tales of
Athenian involvement in the Chalcidian colonization of
Sicily began to circulate: see Diod. 12.53.1? Ephoros FGrH
70 F 137; Ps.-Skymn. 273f.
140.

Plut. Ale., 19-22; Thuc. 6.53.1. 6.60f.
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are mentioned.

Stele II preserves a record of agricultural

property at Eretria (£. 90), in the Lelantine Plain (ZST.
177f., 311ff.), and at Geraistos (£. 314).

In the latter

two cases the land appears to have belonged to the same
person: Oionias son of Oionochares, of the deme of Ateneos.
On Stele VI, Nikides son of Phonikides, of the deme of
Miletos, owned property at Eretria (£. 151) and Chalcis
(SEG, XXIII, 27, 85f.).

These fragmentary records shed new

light on the nature of Athenian interests in Euboea during
the Peloponnesian War.
The Second Euboean Revolt (.413-404)
It did not take long before the immensity of the
Syracusan disaster made itself felt in Euboea.

The island's

contingents must have suffered heavy casualties at
141
Syracuse.
Then too, in a desperate need to create a
military force out of whatever lay at hand, demands by the
Athenians for Euboean resources must have been especially
severe during the period immediately after the terrible news
142
reached home.
Indeed, ever since the Spartan fortifica
tion of Dekeleia in 413 all but cut off Attica from being
used by the Athenians, Euboea had been subject to increased
143
demands for supply.
Further, in their search for more
141.

Thuc. 7.87.

142.

Thuc. 8.1.3.

143.

Arist. Ath. Pol. 33.1; Thuc. 7.27f., 8.95f.
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revenue, the Athenians in 413 discarded the phoros in favor
of a straight 5% tariff on all nautical commerce.144 Con
sidering the heavy volume of traffic along the Euboean
Channel, this tax must have been unpopular in Euboea.
In the winter of 413/2 an Eretrian delegation met
secretly with King Aegis at Dekeleia.

In exchange for

military assistance the Euboeans promised to ignite a fullscale rebellion in 412.

Aegis approved of the plan and

obtained about 300 freed helots under the command of the
145
Spartans Alkamenes and Melenthos.
However, when an
embassy from Lesbos also arrived pledging revolt if given
sufficient aid, Boeotian pressure forced Aegis to send his
small force instead to the eastern Aegean.

The Euboeans

would simply have to wait.146
In March of 411 the coup of the 4 00 oligarchs took
place at Athens.

In this effort the conspirators were aided

by military troops, 300 of which came from Karystos.147
144.

Thuc. 7.28.4.

145. Since Thucydides calls these two Spartans
archontes, it would appear that Aegis intended for them to
act as harmosts (military governors) in Euboea: H. W. Parke,"The Development of the Second Spartan Empire," JHS, 50
(1930), 44. Alkamenes, as it turned out, was sent to
Lesbos as a harmost: Thuc. 8.5.2.
146. Thuc. 8.5.2f. Considering Boeotia's natural
interest in Euboean affairs (for reasons of geography and
economics), one has to wonder if the Boeotian espousal of
the Lesbian cause in 412 was really motivated by a desire to
minimize Spartan influence in Euboea.
147.

Thuc. 8.69.3.
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Whether these Karystians were natives or cleruchs is un
known.

Naturally one would expect that they were cleruchs,

except for the fact that in his list of support troops
Thucydides includes the Tenians, and there is no evidence
for a cleruchy being sent there.

At any rate, this curious

incident reveals the existence' of oligarchic sentiments in
Euboea which probably attracted Spartan attention.
But active Spartan encouragement of a Euboean revolt
was still slow in coming, and the Euboeans, mindful of the
446 debacle, were reluctant to start anything on their own.148
As the year wore on, an Eretrian delegation—the inhabitants
of that city appear to have been the prime movers of
insurrection—even made its way across the Aegean to Rhodes,
in order to beg help from the Peloponnesian fleet based
149
there.
But it was not from Rhodes that the long-sought
Spartan aid would come.
In late summer 411 forty-two warships set sail north
from ports in Lakonia.

Thucydides says that the Athenians

were not unaware of this movement, but thought that the
force was intended to help the oligarchy of the 400, whose
148. Not even after the capture of the Athenian
port of Oropos—directly opposite Eretria--by the Boeotians
early in 411 did the Euboeans revolt: Thuc. 8.60.1.
149.

Thuc. 8.60.2.

150.

For the time of year, see Meiggs, p. 366.
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rule at Athens was in grave jeopardy.Only when the
Spartans moved past Cape Sunion to Oropos did the true
meaning of their voyage dawn on the Athenians.

The general

Thymochares was ordered forth to Eretria with a few hastily
collected ships, and there he linked up with the Athenian
squadron normally in those waters.

The•Peloponnesian fleet

of forty-two vessels and the Athenian of thirty-six faced
152
each other from opposite sides of the Channel.
The
deliverance of Euboea from Athenian imperialism was now at
hand.
The decisive battle was not long in coming.

The

Eretrians had seen to it that all available foodstuffs in
their city were withdrawn inland as far as possible, so that
the Athenian crews would have to leave their galleys in
order to eat.

When this happened, some of the local

citizenry raised a signal which could be seen by the Spartans
at Oropos.

Immediately the Peloponnesian fleet rowed out in

battle formation, and once again the Athenians were caught
tactically unaware.

They hastily manned their ships, but

could not pull far out to sea before meeting the enemy.
The major portion of the battle was therefore fought just
outside the harbor of Eretria; thus her people were able to
witness the act of liberation first hand.
151.

Thuc. 8.91.2,

152.

Ibid. , 8.95.1-^3.
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The contest was bitter, but brief.

The Athenians

were demoralized by the tactics of the enemy and by the open
hostility of the city at "their backs; they never really had
a chance.

Some of them foolishly sought refuge back in

Eretria, only to be massacred by the long-suffering populace.
Others beached their ships near the Athenian fort and found
safety there.

Still others made their way to Chalcis, which

for some unknown reason had not yet joined in the uprising.
The Spartans captured twenty-two of the original thirty-six
Athenian vessels."'"^
News of the Battle of Eretria must have reverberated
throughout all of Euboea, and it was not long before nearly
the entire island was in full-blown revolt.
again we know little.

Of the details

The Peloponnesian fleet was instru

mental in spreading the flames of rebellion and in organizing
154
the island's affairs once the Athenians were gone.
Karystos appears to have been slow to revolt and may in fact
153.

Ibid., 8.95.3-6.

154. Ibid., 8.95.7. The Spartans probably estab
lished harmosts and military garrisons in Euboea after her
liberation: Parke, 49, 51, 54. One might also assume that
the Spartans replaced the Euboean democracies with
oligarchies, but this idea cannot be pressed too far, at
least in the case of Eretria: the Thucydidean account gives
the distinct impression of the revolt there being a mass
movement. We also have two proxeny decrees of c. 411/10
date from Eretria which were carved on the same stone (IG,
XII.9, 187). The first has the preface eSo^ev xeT goAru;
the second reads £So£ev rn BouAe'I <al TO; <5njioi. Both
honored Tarentines for their help in freeing the city.
Could they have been connected with the Tarantine naval con
tingent that sailed with the Spartan fleet in 411 (Thuc.
8.91.2)?
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have lingered in the Athenian Empire for a while.

Even with

the defeat of the Athenian squadron, the same geographical
and military arguiilents which kept her out of the 445 rebel
lion were still valid in 411, and there is a good chance
155
that Karystos paid tribute in 409.

Be that as it may,

except for Hestiaia/Oreos (still held by the Athenians) and
perhaps Karystos, the rest of Euboea soon followed the lead
of Eretria into open defiance of Athens.156
Chalcis and Eretria now entered into a military
alliance with each other (celebrated by a joint coinage157),
155. When the Athenians resumed the phoros in 409,
the name of Karystos appears on the List (assuming that
A13 dates to 409, as I believe it does): ATL, I, 120 (fig.
174), 208. The tribute quota, unfortunately, has not been
preserved. It is possible that the Spartans, as a form of
coercion or punishment for Karystos, transferred her claim
over Styra to Eretria at this time: D. Knoepfler, "La Date
de 11 annexion de Styra par Eretrie," BCH, 95 (1971), 221ff.
156. Thuc. 8.95.6. Lysias, in a speech composed by
him for delivery in 403 (34.3), notes that at some date
before the end of the Peloponnesian War the Athenians had
granted epigamia to "Euboea." Doubtless some sort of decree
to this effect was passed, but that it applied to the entire
island is highly unlikely. Since Karystos resumed her ties
with Athens in the 390's, perhaps this decree was an
Athenian response to Karystos' reluctance to rebel in 411
("Karystos," pp. 219ff., 239f. n. 4). On the other hand, it
may have been a tactic designed to keep the natives of
northern Euboea under Athenian control.
157. It is probable that Eretria was the minter of
these allied issues, since one side (it could be either the
obverse or the reverse) bears a heifer, traditionally the
symbol of Eretria; the other side is a female head and the
letters E.YB (Kraay, p. 357 and pi, 15.273-^5). Two, possibly
three fifth century issues were struck, one in 411/10,
another in 405/4, and a third perhaps c, 400. Interestingly
enough, the weight standard used for the first two issues
was not the traditional Euboeo-Attic, but the rival
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and probably with Boeotia and Sparta as well.

With the

help of Boeotia, the rebels fortified the Euripos in such a
fashion that only one ship at a time would be able to sail
through it.

Hence the Euboean Channel would be denied to

Athenian military and commercial vessels, forcing them to
sail along the hazardous eastern coast of Euboea.

An

Athenian squadron attempted to prevent this construction
158
from being completed, £ut failed to do so.
By the end of 411, therefore, most of Euboea had
successfully broken away from the Athenian Empire.

So

strong was the resistance of the Euboeans that no further
Athenian effort to recover the island is known to have been
made.

The subsequent material and psychological blow to the

Athenians caused by Euboea's loss was profound and may have
contributed directly to the shortening of the Peloponnesian
War.159
In 404 Euboeans from Chalcis, Eretria, and Karystos
fought in the Peloponneisian fleet at Aigespotamoi, and
Aeginetan. While obviously symbolic of Euboea's hatred of
all things Athenian, this policy change was actually very
practical for currency transactions between Euboea and her
Boeotian and Peloponnesian allies. See Kraay, pp. 92f.
158. Diod. 13.47.3-6, In a public record of
Athenian expenditures for the year 410/9 (Meiggs and Lewis,
84), more than 3740 drachmai were spent on a campaign against
Euboea (.£. 17), which should probably be associated with
this attack as well as with the evacuation of the Athenian
fort in Eretrian territory.
159.

Thuc. 8.96.If.
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thereby helped to seal the fate of the Athenian Empire."'"^
After this victory the position of the Athenian cleruchs
at Hestiaia/Oreos became untenable, and Lysander forced
them to go home.

The original inhabitants of Hestiaia were

then able to return from their exile in Macedonia.
Athens was starved into submission, and the long, terrible
Peloponnesian War was at an end.
Postscript
Xenophon (Hel. 2.2.23) cynically notes that on the
day when the Long Walls were demolished to the music of
flutes, many believed that freedom for all the Greeks was
now truly at hand.
in that hope.

Undoubtedly the peoples of Euboea shared

But true freedom was a gift which they would

rarely, if ever, enjoy again.

The island's strategic loca

tion and its rich natural bounty made Euboea in future
centuries, as in the fifth, a major target of every great
power bent upon conquest.
As early as the winter of 413/2 Sparta had displayed
an interest in controlling Euboea for her own purposes.162
After liberation the island as a whole Cif not every major
city) probably had a Spartan harmost and garrison.

Further

more, Sparta expected the Euboeans to "contribute"
160.

Paus. 10.9.4; SEG, 23 C1968), 324.

161.

Xen. Hel. 2,2.9; Parke, 60; Meiggs, p. 374.

162.

Supra} p. 262 and n. 146.
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financially to the maintenance of her forces "protecting"
_
. , , 163
the xsland.
Nor was Boeotia disinterested in her neighbor, as
testified by her opposition to Aegis' plans in 413/2 and
by the help she gave to Chalcis and the other Euboeans in
defending the Euripos in 411.

The rise of Thebes in the

fourth century guaranteed that Euboean liberty would be
threatened from this quarter as well.
Then too, the Euboeans of the fourth century would
have to contend once more with the power of Athens, which
staged a remarkable comeback from utter defeat in 404.

And

finally the Euboeans would succumb to the growing might of
King Philip of Macedon.
The sad truth is that after the end of the Archaic
Period Euboea was never again truly free.

But in her proud

heritage can be seen a microcosm of Hellenic history.
Euboea shared in the Bronze Age civilization of Greece, and
after the collapse of that world she was in the vanguard of
the Greek revival.
Euboeans were among the first to renew Greek trade
inside the Aegean basin.

They were among the first to

resume commercial ties with Cyprus and the Ancient Near East.
They were in the forefront of Greek exploration and
colonization of the Mediterranean world.
163.

Parke, 49, 51, 54-7, 60-2.

They were among
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the first Greeks to adopt the alphabet and to make cultural
contributions to the peoples of Italy and Sicily (especially
to the Etruscans).
With their rising population and commercial
interests, the Euboeans must have been among the early
developers of the city-state.

Euboea was the focus of the

earliest known large-scale Greek war and may well have been
first to use the hoplite in some capacity.

Likewise,

Euboeans must have been among the first Greeks to encounter
the manifold problems which the polis form of government
engendered.
Along with Athens, the Euboeans were the first
European Greeks to face and suffer from the might of the
Persian Empire.

And as obsolescence began to overtake the

polis, the Euboeans of the fifth century were among the
first Greeks to feel its effects.

It was to be only a

matter of time before all of Greece became like Euboea under
the Athenian Empire: a prize in the unending competition
between great powers; a political, cultural, and historical
backwater.
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